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Nic Bunker

THE GENERATION AND UTILISATION OF CASE DEFINITIONS WITHIN A 
MULTI-DISCIPLINARY MENTAL HEALTH TEAM MEETING

ABSTRACT
Research relating to Community Mental Health Teams (CMHT’s) may be 

seen to focus predominantly upon measuring effectiveness. Studies which 

take a broadly social constructionist perspective of language as constitutive 

and purposive are relatively rare. Such research has clinical relevance since 

it reveals a s  consequential the ways in which mental health professionals 

represent their clients. This study examines the generation and utilisation of 

case  definitions by participants in a single community adult mental health 

team allocations meeting. The conversation analytic approach adopted seeks 

to reveal the orderliness of the interaction, which participants can be shown 

orientating to as orderly with each turn of talk. The first part of the analysis 

shows how, in their orientation to orderliness on a turn-by-turn basis, 

participants co-construct this interaction as  an allocations meeting. This, it is 

argued, produces a unique interactional context in which case definitions are 

generated. The second part of the analysis reveals how case definitions are 

generated and utilised within specific interactional contexts to accomplish 

situated work. The main themes arising from this analysis are discussed and 

include the orientated-to orderliness of the interaction, talk as context, the 

constructed, purposive nature of case  definitions and the variability of 

descriptions across sequences of interaction. The clinical implications of this 

study are discussed and relate to the representation of clients in talk and the 

encouragement of reflexive practice. The implications of the Conversation 

Analytic perspective for Clinical Psychology research and practice, as  well the 

notion of internal mental states are discussed. Issues pertinent to this study, 

such as power, social identities and use of data from a single case  are 

critically reviewed. Finally, it is argued that there is a need for future 

Conversation Analytic studies which build upon the findings presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Chapter Overview

This study examines the generation and utilisation of case definitions in a Community 

Adult Mental Health Team (CMHT) meeting known as the ‘allocations meeting’. The 

study adopts a social constructionist perspective, an aspect of which suggests that 

knowledge and our understandings of the world are “sustained by social processes” 

(Burr, 1995; p4). A detailed explanation of the epistemology is given in sub-section 

2.2.1. In this study the term case definition refers to the way in which a client is 

represented within a sequence of interaction. These representations of clients are seen 

as constituted, sustained or changed through interaction, hence the terms case 

definition, description and representation come to be used interchangeably throughout 

the text. The focus is upon language and the action it performs within the 

interactional context in which it is produced.

Initially, as a means of enabling an understanding of the institutional setting in which 

the study was conducted, an outline of the evolution of CMHT’s in the United 

Kingdom is presented. This is followed by a review of literature that highlights the 

similarities and differences between such teams, which it is argued may be largely due 

to the nature of their formation. The manner in which CMHT’s can be observed to 

generally function, it is argued, corresponds most closely with theories of multi

disciplinary team working. A definition of multi-disciplinary team working is 

presented as existing on a continuum with other theories of team working. Its place 

upon this continuum is characterised by the degree of collaboration in contrast with 

other theories of team working.
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Much of the research related to Community Mental Health Teams concerns itself with 

clinical effectiveness and the efficacy of the multi-disciplinary model. It is argued 

that research examining CMHT’s in action is lacking. From the perspective adopted 

in this study the accomplishment of team work is viewed as interactionally achieved. 

With reference to literature, it is suggested that the goal orientated, institutional nature 

of interaction within health care teams has consequences for the way in which cases 

are represented in talk. Indeed, research which views language as purposive shows 

that descriptions of clients can be seen as co-constructed in the talk by team members.

A further central point, highlighted with reference to research, is that these 

descriptions of clients may be understood as performing actions within the 

interactional context in which they are produced. Rather than seeing descriptions as 

attempts to neutrally represent an out-there-reality, a review of the literature suggests 

a variety of social actions being performed. Language used in interaction may be seen 

as having an impact upon people. It is argued that the value of research, such as the 

examples reviewed, is that it may enable teams to more readily reflect upon both the 

constructive and consequential nature of their talk, whilst opening up the possibility of 

alternative ways of representing clients under their care.

As a means of more specifically introducing the perspective employed in this study, 

an example of research which uses Conversation Analysis is reviewed in detail. In 

this study the aims of Conversation Analysis are summarised as revealing the 

interaction as orderly, and showing how this orderliness is orientated to by 

participants in their talk together. Finally, the aims of this study are outlined.
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1.2 The evolution of Community Mental Health Teams

The provision of mental health care in the community has its origins in the closure of 

large psychiatric institutions, brought about by government policies aimed at reducing 

hospital beds for the severely mentally ill in favour of locating services within non

hospital settings (Tyrer et al, 1998). However, the emergence of Community Mental 

Health Team’s (CMHT’s) in the United Kingdom during the early 1970’s was largely 

a product of local innovation. Consequently, inconsistencies have been found 

between CMHT’s, which reflects the nature of their foundation. Research has 

suggested inconsistencies with regard to aims (Sayce et al, 1991), function (Onyett et 

al, 1994) and constitution of CMHT’s (Onyett et al, 1994; Carter et al, 1995). In 

addition, inconsistencies have been noted in terms of the criteria for accepting 

referrals and the stability of these criteria within teams. For instance, Patmore and 

Weaver (1991) highlighted that within ten such teams there had been drift away from 

providing care for clients with severe and enduring mental health problems. As 

Goldberg and Huxley (1992) point out, most individuals’ mental health needs are 

addressed within Primary Care, with less than one fifth being referred on for 

secondary opinions and treatment. Patmore and Weaver (1991) show CMHT’s 

moving towards the group of clients for whom care had traditionally been provided by 

General Practitioners (GP’s), the criteria for the acceptance of referrals being locally 

determined.

Patmore and Weaver (1991) also describe how during the early evolution of CMHT’s 

there was a lack of consultation with Primary Care. This, it is said, resulted in 

Primary Care staff expressing several reservations about CMHT’s. These reservations 

may be summarised as follows. Firstly, the fact that CMHT’s were organised around
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social services boundaries meant they were not co-terminus with those of GP’s 

catchment areas. Secondly, it was perceived that teams held what were described as 

idiosyncratic views about the aetiology and nature of mental health problems.

Finally, reservations were expressed about the fact that CMHT’s were being 

increasingly led by professions other than doctors. Onyett et al (1994) revealed that 

one in five CMHT’s in England did not include a Consultant Psychiatrist.

It should be stressed that CMHT’s do not exist in a vacuum unaffected by 

governmental policy. For example, the all Wales Mental Illness Strategy (Welsh 

Office, 1989) included plans to establish CMHT’s throughout Wales. However, due 

to the bottom-up nature of CMHT foundation, the relationships between different 

professionals within teams have had to be negotiated at a local level. Whilst there is 

literature that suggests roles for the different professionals working CMHT’s, there is 

no national guidance as to how such negotiation might be undertaken (Sainsbury 

Centre for Mental Health, 1998). In summary, what has been indicated here is that 

there is variability between CMHT’s. Much of this variability may be seen as rooted 

in their character being defined initially through local arrangements. The following 

section will review research which seeks to highlight commonalities between 

Community Mental Health Teams in terms of aims, services provided and their 

constitution.

1.3 The aims, function and constitution of Community Mental Health Teams

Sayce et al (1991), in a national survey, found that most CMHT’s had widely 

encompassing aims. Whilst acknowledging these differences between teams, the aim 

of this section is to examine points at which the teams converge. Sayce et al (1991)
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showed aims such as improved professional liaison, ease of access to service, primary 

prevention of mental illness, building community links, secondary prevention and 

multi-disciplinary teamwork were common to most teams. In later surveys which 

examined the frequency with which specific services were provided by CMHT’s, 

multi-disciplinary work with clients after assessment was found to be commonly 

provided. For example, Onyett et al (1994) found in England that 94% of teams 

provided this service. In Scotland the figure was a comparable 95% (Health Service 

Research Unit, 1996).

With respect to the constitution of CMHT’s, the all Wales Mental Illness Strategy 

(Welsh Office, 1989) included a recommendation that core multi-disciplinary team 

work should encompass medical, nursing, social work, psychology and occupational 

therapy personnel. Whilst this gives some idea of the types of professions who might 

typically be found with a CMHT, as already highlighted the composition and nature 

of CMHT’s varies throughout the United Kingdom.

Recent government policy has set out to address the variability between CMHT’s on a 

number of levels, including their constitution. For instance, it is suggested that 

CMHT’s should be constituted of Community Psychiatric Nurses, Social Workers, 

Occupational Therapists, Clinical Psychologists, Medical staff, Mental Health Support 

Workers and a Consultant Psychiatrist (Department of Health, 2002). The same 

document proposes three distinct functions as required of CMHT’s. These are (1) 

“Giving advice on the management of mental health problems by other professionals 

-  in particular advice to primary care and a triage system enabling appropriate 

referral” (2) “Providing treatment and care for those with time-limited disorders who
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can benefit from specialist interventions” (3) “Providing treatment and care for those 

with complex and enduring needs” (p5).

1.4 An understanding of multi-disciplinary team working

Recent initiatives also promote the use of a multi-disciplinary approach to CMHT 

working (Department of Health, 2002). In order to facilitate an understanding of 

multi-disciplinary team working this model is presented as positioned on a continuum 

that includes inter-disciplinary and transdisciplinary models of team working. These 

models vary in terms of the degree of collaboration between disciplines.

Saltz (1992) describes a multi-disciplinary team as being constituted from several 

different professions with specialised training who work in parallel with one another. 

However, it has been argued that health care workers working with a multi

disciplinary model tend towards taking on generic roles (Norman et al, 1998). The 

primary objective of the multi-disciplinary team may be seen as co-ordination in 

providing services for the target client group. Sands (1993) suggests that team 

members accomplish this in conference with each other and by division of labour.

The notion of accomplishing work in conference with each other is central to this 

study and will be developed further in subsequent sections of the introduction.

By way of contrast, members of interdisciplinary teams are regarded as engaging 

more collaboratively with each other than those working to a multi-disciplinary 

model, sharing responsibility and engaging in joint activity (Sands, 1993). The third 

variety of team working, transdisciplinary, has been characterised as displaying 

greater integration than multi-disciplinary or interdisciplinary ways of team working.
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It is theorised that the greater the integration between the professional groupings that 

constitute teams, the more this enables a common language to be developed through 

which team work is transacted. This common language, which results from an 

integrative approach to team working, is said to make more transparent the values and 

terminology of the respective professions (Clark, 1994; Rosenfield, 1992).

These three models of team working are presented as lying at various points along a 

continuum, characterised by increasing degrees of collaboration with multi

disciplinary team working being the least collaborative (Sands, 1993).

1.5 Community Mental Health Teams and Research

This section will examine research as it relates generally to CMHT’s. The aim here is 

firstly to give an outline of the nature of the research which has been undertaken in 

these settings. Secondly, it is to demonstrate that there is a gap in the research, which 

the current study has been designed to address.

Much CMHT research to date concerns itself with clinical effectiveness. For example 

such studies claim that CMHT input leads to reduced duration (Marks et al, 1994) and 

frequency (Tyrer et al, 1988) of hospital admissions, thereby reducing bed occupancy. 

In cases where the CMHT is able to establish contact with clients who are designated 

with severe and enduring mental health problems, it has been claimed this better 

facilitates opportunities for identifying changing client needs and plan care 

accordingly (Onyett and Ford, 1996). In terms of the alleviation of symptoms, it has 

been argued that CMHT’s are as effective as hospital-based provision (Muijen et al,
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1992). Furthermore CMHT provision is reported to be more cost-effective than in

patient or out-patient programmes (Knapp et al, 1994).

Galvin and McCarthy (1994) question studies which suggest CMHT’s provide 

enhanced outcomes and improved quality of care. They suggest that the multi

disciplinary working is conceptually flawed due to the pervasive influence of the 

medical model. Within a multi-disciplinary model of team work, heavily influenced 

by the medical model, the boundaries between professions tend to blur. Filson and 

Kendrick (1997) suggest that the core tasks need to be more clearly defined and that it 

would be advantageous to a functioning team if it were constituted of a mix of skills. 

However, the definition of role and responsibilities is made difficult due to the extent 

of overlap between some of the professions that constitute the team.

1.6 Rationale for the current study

The research relating to multi-disciplinary teams introduced above concentrates 

predominately upon issues such as output measures and meeting the needs of clients 

under the care of these teams. What appears to be lacking are studies which examine 

health care teams in action, and more specifically CMHT’s. It has been argued that a 

useful area to investigate is the interactions that health care professionals have with 

one another, since these interactions are arguably the site at which knowledge and 

understanding, for example about clients and their care, are produced (Atkinson,

1994; 1995). Crepeau (2000) has highlighted that whilst areas such as 

misunderstandings between doctors and patients are reasonably well represented 

within the literature, studies which focus upon interactions within team meetings are 

relatively unusual. Team meetings have been described as a means of facilitating
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communication between individuals working in health care, with the broad aim of co

ordinating clients care (Buckholdt and Gubrium, 1979). Such research reveals as its 

focus the act of co-ordination as an interactionally managed, constructive enterprise, 

produced by the participants. Crepeau (1994) posits that team members may be 

largely unaware of the way in which, through their interaction with each other, an 

impression of unity can be formed bearing in mind the variety of perspectives 

observable. It is from this perspective that team work itself may come to be regarded 

as what Griffiths (1997) describes as an “ongoing practical accomplishment” (p60) on 

the part of participants. This apparent gap in the research, namely team interaction as 

a form of social action, has precipitated the current area of enquiry.

1.7 The institutional context and interaction

From a common sense perspective it could be argued that interaction within a CMHT 

meeting would be of a specialised nature due to the specific tasks at hand, particularly 

when one considers this form of interaction in contrast to everyday conversation. The 

following section will focus upon interaction within health care teams. The aim of 

here is to highlight the institutional nature of the interaction with reference to the 

literature.

The institutional setting can be seen as relevant to the interaction where it is 

considered that the practice of members of health care teams is inextricably linked to 

the institutional situation and policy environment in which they work (Youseff and 

Silverman, 1992). It is suggested that this might reveal itself in institutional 

discourse. For example, Byrd (1981) noted that staff in health care settings could be 

observed to selectively attend to the patient characteristics that fit with specific
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organisational needs. Gubrium and Buckholdt (1982) cite discussion of a case in 

which staff were attempting to decide how a longer than planned placement could be 

warranted. It was concluded by the researchers that the resultant classification 

generated of this particular client as a psychopath could be seen as both a reactive and 

situational. The generation of the label psychopath is seen as reactive and situational 

by the authors in the sense that it is bound up with the specific organisational matters 

being addressed at that particular time. It is suggested here that the business of an 

institution, as revealed in the interaction, has consequences for ways in which clients 

are represented by participants.

Other research has shown that the ways in which CMHT’s are constituted and operate 

may have implications for the ways in which clients are represented in talk. Opie 

(1997) observed competing, even polarised representations within teams, which she 

hypothesised were informed by participants positioning within the team and by their 

discipline. A study by Griffiths (1997), focussing upon interaction within two 

Community Mental Health teams, shows that the different ways in which teams were 

constituted and had evolved were consequential for both the ways in which clients 

were diagnosed and the ways in which a team came to define its target population.

The perspective adopted here is one of team work being an interactional 

accomplishment in a state of ongoing renegotiation by participants; the institutional 

business being reflected in the varied ways in which patients are classified.

It is not intended that the findings presented in this section be interpreted to suggest 

that the institutional context simply impacts upon or even dictates how clients are 

represented in talk. As highlighted, team work, such as co-ordination, consensus and
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representations of clients should be regarded as ongoing interactional 

accomplishments. A central point being made here is that the ways of accounting for 

clients, the descriptions constructed of them and how their needs are to be addressed, 

both depend upon and re-produce in talk, the business of the organisation (Buckholdt 

and Gubrium, 1983).

1.8 Descriptions of clients as constructed in talk

An emerging pattern from the literature is one of health care teams constantly engaged 

in negotiating and renegotiating their identity, and that of clients under their care, 

through their interaction together. These identities, it has been argued, are 

inextricably bound up with the organisational environment. The following section, 

with reference to literature, will discuss in greater detail the constructed nature of 

representations of clients in interaction.

Underpinning this study is the notion that versions of the world may be observed as 

actively constructed in discourse. Parker (1990) refers to discourse as being language 

organised into sets of texts and discourses as systems of statements within and 

through those texts. Whilst the data of interest in this study is specifically team 

interaction, some studies examine other ways in which teams represent clients, for 

example through clinical writing (see Barrett, 1988). Discourses may be seen as 

intimately related to social structures and social practices. Social practices may be 

described as actions which produce and support social structures (Burr, 1995). In the 

current study the social practice under scrutiny is the interaction that constitutes a 

CMHT meeting. More specifically the focus of this study is the ways in which cases 

come to be represented within this interactional context and the actions these
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representations accomplish. The social structures produced and supported in this 

interactional context may be many and varied, but could include for example 

psychiatry, psychology and nursing.

Stainton-Rogers (1991) points out, with regard to accounts of clients' health, that these 

representations are situated achievements, constructed from the discourses available 

within a given culture. With specific reference to psychodiagnosis, Griffiths (1997) 

contends that the identities constructed for clients in community mental health team 

settings are not merely dependent upon the nature of the pathology. These 

constructed identities are also dependent upon the dynamics of the team discourses.

In this respect the factuality and authenticity of these accounts may be an issue for 

interactants in so much as they may be regarded as discursive accomplishments 

(Horton-Salway, 2001).

1.9 Descriptions as an interactional accomplishment

Soyland (1994) has suggested that psychiatric descriptions result from interactants 

orientating to the accepted professional way of discussing clients. It is argued that 

such descriptions are not to be regarded as facts or statements of truth that can be 

mastered. Rather they may be viewed as devices which may or may not be called 

upon to do things at specific points in an interaction. For example, the facticity of 

diagnosis is produced in talk as though it had real existence within the client, rather 

than being a statement designed to perform a specific action at a certain point in the 

interaction. Its presentation as common sense and beyond question is what is argued 

to give it the status of fact or taken-for-granted-knowledge (Burr, 1995) in the 

interactional context in which it occurs. It is stressed here that whilst team members
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may indeed come to use factual descriptions in this way, it is not being suggested that 

these ways of describing have greater veracity wherever they are produced in the 

interaction. Factual ways of accounting may be but one of a number of ways of doing 

things. For example, Griffiths (1997) shows how members of a community mental 

health team construct versions of clients which compete with diagnostic accounts.

For example, through the presentation of an alternative representation it is 

demonstrated that the client’s behaviours may be seen as normal responses to 

distressing events, rather than resulting from any psychopathology. Such competing 

descriptions are said to allow participants in the meeting to create a group of clients 

whose needs would be more appropriately met by Primary Care, whilst also producing 

in the interaction their catchment group, the seriously mentally ill.

Where the analytic focus is on how co-ordination and consensus are accomplished in 

interaction, one can begin to see descriptions not merely as the product of dominant 

knowledge derived from one discipline (Opie, 1997). Descriptions, from a discursive 

perspective, may be seen as interactionally managed events, unique to the sequence of 

talk in which they occur.

Sacks (1989) observed dichotomies as one means of performing actions within talk. 

For example, Barrett (1988) noticed that in the process of clinical writing about 

clients diagnosed with schizophrenia, their thoughts and behaviour were presented 

through dichotomies such as thought/emotion, delusional/non-delusional and 

mind/body. These oppositions at certain points in talk may be seen to allow for 

situated work, such as making comparisons and contrasts. Rather than view, for 

example, the mind/body dichotomy as a neutral representation of taken-for-granted
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knowledge, it is argued here that its meaning is tied to the interactional context in 

which it occurs (Horton-Salway, 2001).

1.10 Inconsistency and variability

The broadly constructionist perspective unfolding in this review of the literature 

suggests that client problems are not discrete entities, which the team are able to 

reflect upon objectively in conversation. It is being suggested that these descriptions 

of client problems are inextricable from the interpretative actions of the team 

(Crepeau, 1994). In this respect variability and inconsistency are expectable. For 

example, Soyland (1994) revealed how over the course of an interaction about a 

client, inconsistencies were revealed in the respect that a client came to be described 

as both active, through social and personal forms of accounting, and passive, inferred 

from a neurochemical form of accounting.

Crepeau (2000) argues that research findings can have a positive impact upon the care 

a client receives through the way in which they highlight this variability and 

inconsistency as sense making activity on the part of the team, which generally 

happens unnoticed. She demonstrated, through analysis of team interaction in 

meetings, that images of a patient held to be impervious to change could be seen to 

shift. From this perspective a myriad of possible ways of representing clients opens 

up and enables acknowledgement that different representations have consequences for 

the care a client may be offered. As Soyland (1994) showed, an account based upon 

social and personal information facilitates the description of a social solution. 

However, a bio-chemical account, within a certain interactional context may more 

readily offer the possibility of medication as a solution. Thus the notion that such
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inconsistencies should be expected becomes understandable in the respect that 

descriptions of clients are produced at certain points in the interaction to achieve a 

specific purpose.

1.11 Talk about clients as purposive

What is meant when it is said that descriptions may be understood to perform social 

actions in the context of multi-disciplinary team meetings? It has been suggested in 

the previous section that the way in which clients are accounted for can constrain the 

type of care option produced in subsequent interactional sequences. In this sense 

descriptions of clients may be seen as consequential or active, rather than neutral 

reflections of the state of things.

As Griffiths and Hughes (1994) point out, whilst the team meeting may commonly be 

seen as a rational and professional part of the caring process in health, the influence of 

the moral evaluation of clients and the stories told is relatively unacknowledged. The 

example they give relates to how staff built an evaluation of client motivation into 

their stories as a means of justifying their actions. Motivation in this respect may be 

seen as a moral evaluation in that it is inferred rather than directly observable. In this 

sense it is incumbent upon the team member speaking to produce a convincing 

version in the talk of the client as motivated or unmotivated as a means of enabling an 

action. Since we do not have access to truth here, all that can be scrutinised is the 

action the speaker performs with what they say (Horton-Salway, 2001). It is in this 

sense that the focus upon talk as purposive can come to be understood.
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Further examples from the literature help to illustrate this notion of talk about clients 

as action. For example, Good (1994) suggests that cases may be formulated in 

medical terms to the exclusion of alternative presentations that do not facilitate 

decisions relating to diagnosis and treatment. Such formulations are entwined with 

organisational concerns such as time constraints. Here, case construction may be seen 

as a creative process designed to perform certain actions and informed by a specific 

organisational context. It has been argued that the clinical relevance of such 

observations is that representations, as a social practice, are a part of the discourses 

through which team work is enacted (Opie, 1997). Consequently, these 

representations perform observable actions which impact upon the care clients 

received from health care teams.

Gubrium and Buckholdt (1982) observed how staff constructed descriptions, not only 

in an attempt to accurately depict problems and treatment, but also to act upon an 

external audience, which in this case were resource providers. Whilst acknowledging 

that staff attempted to produce accurate descriptions of clients, these descriptions 

could also be seen to be performing a variety of other actions. For example, 

anticipating what it is thought the recipient of the description will expect, presenting 

professional competence, displaying sympathy for clients needs which are unable to 

be met by an inflexible system and attempting to enable the flow of resources.

1.12 Application in the Clinical Setting

Opie (1997) observed how the more complex a case became, the further removed 

teams became from the effects that their representations have. The team in relation to 

the case described was said to take a needs related approach in the face of
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organisational demands and client distress. However, it was argued that this needs 

related discourse produced a representation of a “technologised, physiologically 

(mal)functioning body, divorced from its social and psychological expressions” 

(pp275).

Crepeau (2000) argues that because the main concern of team work is not the 

constructed nature of client representations, the significance of this may go somewhat 

unrecognised by participants. It could be argued that studies, such as those already 

reviewed, facilitate a reflexive approach to practice. Reflexivity may be defined in 

this context as “the capacity of any system of signification to turn back on itself, to 

make itself its own object by referring to itself’ (Myerhoff and Ruby, 1982; ppl-2). 

Marks’s (1993) work, which reports on a follow-up study to discourse analysis of an 

educational case conference, represents an example of reflexivity in action. The aims 

of presenting the research to the team were to help them develop an understanding of 

the case conference as a rhetorical production and uncover alternatives to representing 

the subject of the meeting, Mike, as the problem. Such discussions may demonstrate 

how the ‘attitudes’ of team members, rather than being fixed, are produced in a 

specific interactional context. Opie (1997) contends that this kind of debate about 

representational practices is possible within the time generally spent discussing a 

client. The value of questions such as “How does the team, in its discussions, 

conceptualise its activity”, “How do these position the client” and “How do they 

affect team/client interaction” (p274) may open the floor to alternative 

conceptualisations.
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To summarise, a research focus upon talk as purposive and situated can be seen to 

enable a reflexive approach thereby opening up to team members the consequential 

nature of the ways in which they co-construct client representations. As Crepeau

(1994) states, “The constructive aspect of team meetings is seen to challenge the

image of these meetings as an efficient mechanism to report patient progress and the
/

assumption that the provision of health care to human beings can be entirely rational 

and efficient” (p721).

1.13 Conversation analysis in the clinical setting -  a single case

The focus thus far has been upon the constructive and active nature of language in 

specific institutional settings. The aim of this section is to introduce a perspective on 

interaction which will be applied in the current study. It is intended that by detailing 

how one study using this approach was undertaken in an institutional setting the 

general principles underpinning this study will become clearer.

Sharrock and Anderson (1987) showed how Conversation Analysis might be applied 

to doctor/patient consultation. Firstly, their focus was upon the recognisability what 

was being done through the talk of interactants that constituted it as a doctor/patient 

consultation. They talk of how the activities which would be taken to characterise 

such an encounter are visible in the talk. A second point is the way in which the 

interactants can be seen as orientating to an orderliness in the interaction, thereby 

producing in and through their talk the consultation as a consultation. The 

doctor/patient consultation therefore may be seen as an interactional accomplishment 

with both parties involved in bringing this off in collaboration with each other. 

Finally, the doctor/patient consultation, since it is an orientated-to interactional
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accomplishment, may be seen as a unique, situated achievement; the construction of 

the doctor/patient consultation being re-negotiated or re-achieved with each turn of 

talk. The Conversation Analytic perspective, it is acknowledged, may raise concerns 

about the perceived exclusion of wider social issues such as class, race and gender. 

However, such concerns are answered with reference to the aims of Conversation 

Analysis, which seeks to explicate the orderliness of interaction as orientated-to by 

participants. Therefore such research may be seen as legitimately seeking to address 

the concerns of Conversation Analysis rather than those of sociology generally.

1.14 The aims of this study

The current study aims to examine the generation and utilisation of case descriptions 

within an adult community mental health allocations meeting from a Conversation 

Analytic perspective. Case descriptions are treated as produced by participants in 

specific interactional contexts to perform specific actions. The issues under 

investigation here are twofold. The initial issue related to the meeting being viewed 

as an orientated to, orderly interactional achievement. The reason analysis seeks to 

explicate an orientated to orderliness in the interaction is that this gives the context in 

which descriptions are generated. At face value a reading of the transcription could 

be taken to reveal as obvious the interaction as a community mental health team 

allocations meeting. However, the analysis will attempt to show at a micro level how 

the meeting may be viewed as an interactional achievement. To paraphrase Edwards 

(1997) the concern of the analyst is with the meeting as a discursive accomplishment, 

rather than truth status of its content. Secondly, the study seeks to investigate how 

descriptions are generated and utilised within sequences of interaction. The 

descriptions are treated as socially produced, rather than as reflections of the
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participants’ internal world or irrefutable truths about clients. In fact constructs such 

as belief, attitude, attribution and motivation become respecified as topics of 

participants talk when descriptions of clients are constructed in and through talk 

(Edwards and Potter, 1992).
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2 METHOD

2.1 Chapter Overview

The method section of the study is comprised of four main sections. These sections 

are entitled design, participants, materials and procedure. Included within the design 

section are sub-sections detailing the epistemological underpinnings of this study.

The first is concerned with building an understanding of social constructionist 

thinking. The second sub-section is more specifically concerned with the analytic 

approach to the data. Details about the nature and number of the participants and the 

way in which they were recruited is detailed, in addition to an outline of the ethical 

considerations. Following detail of the materials used, the procedure section details 

how data were collected and transcribed. The procedure section continues, describing 

how the approach to analysis was informed, how the quality of the research was 

ensured, finally discussing the researcher’s position with regard to reflexivity.

2.2 Design

2.2.1 Epistemological issues - Social constructionism

A perspective of knowledge referred to as Social Constructionism underpins the 

current study. Key to Social Constructionist perspectives is an emphasis upon 

language. Since language is seen as constructive it is not possible to provide a 

definitive statement on social constructionism. However, Gergen (1994) has 

presented five basic assumptions for a social constructionist science. Each of these 

assumptions will be highlighted, with some explanation given.

The initial assumption posits that our representations of objects are not contingent 

upon the objects themselves. From a constructionist perspective these ways of
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representing the world can be said to “construct the objects which then come to 

populate our world” (Madill, Jordan and Shirley, 2000; p i2). This statement has 

implications for psychology, which as Gergen (1985) suggests, studies abstract 

concepts that have no direct counterparts in the physical world. Therefore psychology 

from a constructionist perspective does not theorise actions as being the result of 

mental processes, but rather how psychological conceptualisations, for example 

cognitions, attitudes and remembering, are generated and utilised within interaction 

(Potter, 1996). Consequently, psychological knowledge may be seen as constructed 

between people. This explains why from a constructionist perspective social 

interaction, in particular language, is of great interest (Burr, 1995).

Secondly, it is suggested that it is social processes, such as communication, 

negotiation, conflict and rhetoric, that maintain given understandings across time, 

rather than the empirical validity of a specific perspective. A crucial issue here is that 

each different construction of the world, arrived at through interaction, may be seen to 

invite a different kind of action from human beings. An illustrative example 

presented earlier suggested that where clients’ problems are constructed in medical 

terms they facilitate medical actions (Good, 1994). Knowledge and social action 

therefore are inextricably linked (Burr, 1995).

Thirdly, it is suggested that the terms by which we account for the world, and 

ourselves, are produced through historically and culturally situated exchanges 

between people. Gergen (1985) has referred to these situated understandings as social 

artefacts as they are bound to the context in which they occur. Burr (1995) states that,
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from a constructionist perspective, all ways of understanding are historically and 

culturally relative.

Fourthly, the significance of language is derived from its use in interaction. Burr

(1995) comments that the way everyday interactions between people can be shown to 

actively produce forms of knowledge we might take for granted is key to 

understanding a constructivist perspective. Language, therefore, is crucially 

significant. Rather than being viewed as a tool which provides neutral representations 

of the world around us, language is constructive in interaction. In this respect 

descriptions and explanations of the world around us can be seen to constitute forms 

of social action (Gergen, 1985). Descriptions therefore may be understood as 

constructed in talk in order to do things or perform actions.

Finally, it is suggested that through the appraisal of discourse we evaluate patterns of 

cultural life. By doing so we give voice to the variability within and between 

accounts. The aim of social inquiry therefore shifts from questions about the nature of 

people or society and towards consideration of how certain phenomena or types of 

knowledge are achieved by people in interaction. As Burr (1995) suggests, 

knowledge is not seen as something that a person has, or does not have, but is 

something that people do together.

Potter (1996) highlights a range of approaches to research encompassed within a 

constructivist framework. These approaches may be described using the term 

discourse analysis. In its broadest sense discourse analysis is a generic term for a vast 

body of constructivist methods of doing research. Included within this framework are
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discursive psychology and conversation analysis. It is noted that these constructivist 

approaches tend to be broadly oppositional to traditional approaches to research 

within social sciences, particularly with regard to the latter’s realist assumptions. 

Indeed constructivist approaches, such as discursive psychology and conversation 

analysis, can be said to treat realism as a rhetorical production that can be 

deconstructed and analysed (Potter, 1997). This notion of rhetorical production is 

fundamental to Billig’s (1987) work, in which he notes that the discourse in situations 

of dispute is organised to contrast with competing accounts. An additional 

commonality of constructionist approaches is the tendency to view mind and action as 

linked to specific cultural forms and built from the symbolic resources of a culture. 

Language, and the way it is organised in interaction, may be seen as one such 

symbolic cultural resource which can be conceptualised in a variety of ways.

However, it is language that links constructionist approaches in the sense that it is 

viewed as the central organising principal of construction (Potter, 1996).

2.2.2 Epistemological issues - Discourse Analysis

Language is central to discourse analytic research approaches. However, discourse 

research may approach language in different ways. Potter and Wetherall (1987) 

illustrate this point, suggesting that variability in the field of discourse analysis is such 

that it would be possible to read two books on the subject of discourse analysis with 

no overlap in content at all. Consequently, the aim of this section is to describe a 

coherent and consistent account of the analytic approach used in this study. The 

foundations of this approach include Discourse Analysis (Potter and Wetherall, 1987) 

and the principles of Conversation Analysis, which have their origins in the work of 

Harvey Sacks (1992).
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From a constructionist perspective, there are difficulties in viewing talk as merely a 

vehicle for meaning, where speakers encode meaning into language and hearers 

decode it. In highlighting these difficulties, Taylor (2001) points out that meaning is 

fluid in interaction, therefore language should not seen as transparent and reflective. 

Language, as has been argued, should instead be seen as constitutive. This can be 

taken to mean that conversation, or talk-in-interaction, is the site where meanings are 

created and changed.

Conversation analysis is rooted in the work of Harvey Sacks (1992), which started in 

the early 1960’s. In explaining how he came develop his ideas, Sacks stated that he 

approached tape recorded conversation, not from any theoretical preconception of 

what should be studied, but because it was available and others could look at his 

analysis, making what they would of it (Atkinson and Heritage, 1984). His early 

interests were in how certain conversational actions seemed to go together, such as a 

greeting o f ‘hello’ being met with ‘hello’, questions being followed by answers and 

invitations being followed by acceptance/rejection. These particular initial 

observations of conversational actions came to be termed ‘adjacency pairs’. Crucially 

underpinning the conversation analytic approach, a ‘normative’ character for paired 

actions is suggested (Wooffitt, 2001). It is suggested that a speaker’s production of a 

first part ‘adjacency pair’ creates a slot into which a second speaker should produce 

an appropriate second part pair. Potter and Wetherall (1987) comment that, based 

upon these seemingly simple observations, conversation analysts have been able to 

reveal complex organisations of talk. To illustrate this development further, with 

reference to ‘adjacency pairs’, they cite the following interaction, which shows that 

the second part of the pair may not always be found strictly adjacent to the first.
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Extract 2.1 (Potter and Wetherall, 1987; p82)

Question 1 Kevin: What's on next?

Question 2 Jane: On this channel or Four?

Answer 2 Kevin: Four

Answer 1 Jane: Ah, it's that thing on

the Sandinistas

Schegloff (1968) uses the term ‘conditional relevance’ to explain how the second part 

of an ‘adjacency pair’ is made relevant and expected by the production of the first 

part. Note that the normative character of such an interaction can still be 

demonstrated even though there may be ‘insertion sequences’, as in this example 

between Question 1 (first-part adjacency pair) and Answer 1 (second-part adjacency 

pair), where other actions are being performed.

The above extract can also be used to introduce a useful way of offering validation for 

the empirically based observations showing order, organisation and orderliness 

(Psathas, 1995) within talk-in-interaction, namely ‘deviant case analysis’. Rather than 

exceptions undermining observed patterns, cases that don’t fit with pre-existing 

findings can be used to refine theory, thereby strengthening the case for an observable 

interactional order. The reader is referred to the validity section for a further 

explanation of deviant case analysis.

Conversation analysis takes up the problem of studying social life by focussing upon 

talk as it occurs in interaction. The notion of language as social action can be seen as 

crucial, in that interactants are viewed as using language to do things (Potter and
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Wetherall, 1987). Social actions are practical actions, and are to be examined as 

ongoing practical accomplishments within interactive talk (Psathas, 1995). Potter 

(2001) describes language as a means of doing things such as greeting, persuading, 

sowing doubts and so on. To understand what is being done with language, it is 

necessary to consider its situated use, within the process of an ongoing interaction.

The sequential organisation of language is therefore of key importance. As ten Have 

(1999) comments, “what a doing, such as an utterance, means practically, the action it 

performs, depends upon its sequential position” (p6).

As social actors, interactants are seen as constantly orienting-to the interpretative 

context in which they find themselves, and constructing discourse to fit that context 

(Gill, 1996). The talk is therefore about what all parties co-construct it to be as the 

interaction moves on; through the way in which they orientate to the previous 

utterances or turns of talk (Taylor, 2001). Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974) 

describe the machinery of conversation as ‘context sensitive’ in the respect that 

interactants design their utterances based upon what has happened during the previous 

turn of talk. However, in the sense that some of the resources called upon to transact 

business through interaction may not be tied to local circumstances the organisation of 

talk-in-interaction may be termed context-free. With reference to the current study, 

and taking into account the specific, goal orientated nature of the meeting, an area of 

interest is in how interactants adapt the orderly rules of mundane conversation thereby 

both producing and orientating to the interaction as a Community Mental Health team 

meeting.
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For a conversation analyst, the interest is in what happens within the interaction. 

Background information may be seen as not relevant, and may actually distort the 

interpretation. Taylor, (2001) gives an example where including information 

regarding the gender of interactants may amount to a claim that gender is relevant to 

the interaction, whereas this may not be something that the interactants can be shown 

as orientating to in their conversation. Viewing conversation in this way provides an 

explanation for why discourse analysts in this tradition have been critical of 

researchers who approach a body of talk with preconceptions as to what it contains.

Potter and Wetherall (1987) present a metaphor of language as constructive. 

Discourse, then, is seen as manufactured from pre-existing linguistic resources. The 

notion of language as constructive highlights the myriad ways in which phenomena 

might be described (Gilbert and Mulkay, 1984). Analysis therefore concerns itself 

with methods of description and how resulting versions of phenomena come to be 

seen as fixed, concrete and external in relation to the speaker (Potter and Wetherall, 

1987).

Billig (1987) suggests a further feature of discourse analysis, the rhetorical or 

argumentative organisation of talk, with analysis focussing upon how a particular 

version is designed successfully to compete with an alternative. Potter (1997) 

highlights discourse analytic concerns with participants’ stake and interest, which are 

shared with the conversation analytic tradition. By way of explanation, Potter and 

Wetherall (1995) suggest that people treat others as agents with some stake or interest 

in their actions. By drawing attention to this, the recipient of such an action is said to 

be able to discount its significance or rework its nature. To illustrate, the following
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demonstrates the speaker presenting himself as indifferent towards the object he 

describes, whilst a vested interest is discernible:

Extract 2.2 (Potter, 1996)

Jimmy: Connie had a short skirt on I don't know

According to Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998) the use of “I don’t know” produces the 

speaker as not really noticing his wife’s dress exactly at the point where this is salient 

for him. This type of action can be termed ‘stake inoculation’. In this case a possible 

charge that his complaint reflects personal concerns he has, rather than an aspect of 

Connie’s behaviour, is defended against.

A significant aspect of discourse analytic thinking, already briefly mentioned, is that 

language is not taken to be reflective of internal states, such as cognitions, attitudes or 

beliefs (Potter and Wetherall, 1987; Edwards and Potter, 1992). Rather than seeing 

talk as a reflection of state of mind, talk and hearing are perceived as action. These 

actions are not theorised as being a consequence of mental processes (Potter, 1996). 

Mental entities such as cognitions, attitudes and beliefs are relevant to analysis in 

terms of determining how they are ‘talked into being’ (Heritage, 1984)

The following is a simple example which illustrates why the perspective taken in this 

study ignores whether or not talk is reflective of internal mental worlds, concentrating 

instead upon what is observable. Silverman (1997) highlights that, when responding 

to a ceremonial question such as ‘How are you?’ on certain occasions we can be said 

to ‘lie’. However, by responding in certain contexts by saying we are fine when we
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are not, we demonstrate an appropriate concern for what we and others should do in 

the specific situation. Furthermore, as Sacks (1992), in his first lecture states, “When 

people start to analyse social phenomena, it looks like things occur with the sort of 

immediacy we find in some of these exchanges, then, if you have to make an 

elaborate analysis of it - that is to say, show that they did something as involved as 

some of the things I have proposed -  then you figure that they couldn’t have thought 

that fast. I want to suggest that you have to forget that completely... Just try to come 

to terms with how the thing comes off. Because you’ll find that they can do these 

things” (pi 1).

This sub-section has presented a perspective of interaction as orderly, purposive and 

constructive. A key point to be emphasised regards the observation that interactants 

orientate to orderliness on a turn by turn basis in talk, thereby being constantly 

involved in co-constructing the interactional order. It is this issue which will be 

developed further in subsequent sections which can be seen as underpinning the 

analytic approach.

2.3 Participants

2.3.1 Participants

The participants were members of a Community Adult Mental Health Team with 

whom the researcher had worked approximately one year prior to their involvement in 

the study. As a means of recruiting participants, the researcher met with this team on 

the 22nd August 2001. During this meeting the aims and purpose of the research were 

highlighted and queries from those present were addressed. The criterion for 

inclusion was that participants present at the audio-taping of a multi-disciplinary
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allocations meeting had given their prior written consent (see Appendices 1). Written 

consent was requested of participants during the ‘information giving meeting’ held on 

22nd August 2001. Potential participants were reminded verbally that they were able 

to withdraw from the study at any time without having to justify their decision. All 

present at the meeting gave their written consent to take part in the study.

A single allocations meeting lasting two hours and twenty minutes was audio-taped. 

Such meetings were a weekly occurrence. A significant proportion of this meeting 

involved reviewing referrals of clients to the team and deciding what should be done 

with them. The following professions were present at the meeting, in addition to the 

researcher. Three Community Psychiatric Nurses, one Trainee Clinical Psychologist, 

not including the researcher, a Clinical Psychologist, an Occupational Therapist, an 

Approved Social Worker, a Consultant Psychiatrist and a Psychiatric Registrar. The 

group membership varied from week to week, due to factors such as annual leave and 

sickness. However, in terms of numbers present and the representation of the various 

professions, the meeting audio-taped was not atypical.

2.3.2 Ethical Issues

Several ethical issues needed to be addressed as a means of protecting participants and 

ensuring the confidentiality of client information revealed during the course of the 

team meeting.

As has been highlighted, information about the aims and nature of this study was 

disseminated verbally when the researcher attended a team business meeting on 22nd 

August 2001. All present agreed to take part in the study. Each staff member read
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and signed a ‘Participant Consent Form’ (See Appendices 1) before the meeting was 

audio-taped. Contained within this form was further information about the study. A 

number of measures were taken to protect the identity of participating clinicians. No 

direct reference was made in the transcript to their workplace and pseudonyms were 

used in the transcript and subsequent reporting. The pseudonyms used in the 

transcript were phonetically similar to the real names of participants. The rationale 

here was to preserve the rhythm and flow of the interaction as it occurred on the tape. 

For this reason the names of speakers as they occurred in the interaction were not 

substituted with, for example, initials. Arguably, it may be possible to infer the 

gender of a given speaker from the use of pseudonyms used to label individual 

sequences of talk. Whilst the issue of gender was treated in the current study as a 

members concern, made relevant within and through their talk, the possible 

limitations of labelling extracts using gendered pseudonyms is acknowledged in 

section 4.8.

The study acknowledged that detailed case information concerning clients would be 

revealed during the team meeting. Confidentiality of client information was protected 

in the following ways. Firstly, any information revealed to the researcher about 

clients during course of the meetings was regarded as strictly confidential in line with 

the British Psychological Society guidelines on confidentiality in research (British 

Psychological Society, 1996). Secondly, as a proactive measure, staff were 

discouraged from mentioning client’s names during taped meetings and asked to refer 

to them using initials where possible. Thirdly, names and other information that may 

have rendered clients identifiable, such as addresses, were not used and were removed
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from any transcripts and substituted with fictional details. Fourthly, when not in use, 

the tapes, discs and transcripts were kept locked and secure in a filing cabinet.

The research proposal was approved by the Centre for Applied Psychology at 

Leicester University and by Leicester Research and Ethics Committee (See 

Appendices 2).

2.4 Materials

• Phillips AQ6455 cassette recorder (for both audio-taping and transcribing).

• Adastra 952.192 uni-directional condenser microphone.

• TDK IEC/Type 1 D120 cassette tapes.

2.5 Procedure

2.5.1 Data Collection

The data of interest in this study was the verbal interaction between members of the 

Community Mental Health Team. A microphone was positioned on a table in the 

centre of the room where the meeting took place, equidistant from each participant. 

Prior to the meeting being audio taped the participants were asked to return the signed 

consent forms, confirming that they had read the information enclosed therein. Once 

this procedure had taken place the audio-cassette was set to record by the researcher. 

The researcher remained present throughout the meeting. A seating plan was taken 

and the tape was turned over on two occasions. The researcher did not speak once the 

tape was switched on.
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2  5.2 Transcription

The aim of this section of the methodology is to demonstrate why good quality 

transcription is central to the analysis of talk-in-interaction. Potter and Wetherall 

(1987) describe the process of transcription as both conventional and constructive. 

This section will show a section of transcription in construction based upon the 

Jeffersonian transcription conventions (see Appendices 3).

The work of the transcription is to enable the reader to be able to see both what was 

said and how it was said (ten Have, 1999). The process is inclusive in its approach to 

the representation of interactional events as they are heard. Underpinning this 

attention to conversational detail is a key assumption, which is that, regardless of how 

unimportant they appear, no interactional events can be disregarded (Wooffitt, 2001).

It is important to stress that the final transcript does not in itself constitute the data. It 

may be seen as a representation of the recorded events and therefore a useful tool for 

assisting in the analysis (Wooffitt, 2001). The transcription process itself allows for 

repeated listenings to a recording of interaction. It is through these numerous and 

detailed hearings that the analyst is able to focus upon the phenomena which come to 

constitute the analytic account (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998).

It is acknowledged that not all potentially consequential interactional events can be 

transcribed from a tape recording. Recordings are themselves are merely a 

representation of what happened. However, as Sacks (1984) suggests, these medium 

“constitute a good enough record of what had happened. Other things to be sure, 

happened, but at least what was on the tape had happened” (p26).
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Having briefly introduced the concept of transcribing talk, the interactional 

phenomena and events of interest will now be described. Transcriptions used in 

conversation analysis are particularly concerned with capturing sequential features of 

talk (Atkinson and Heritage, 1984) and key features of speech delivery such as certain 

kinds of intonation, pauses, sound stretches and emphasis (Psathas, 1995). 

Transcription attempts to capture the sequential organisation of conversation through 

the focus on interactional elements such as the beginnings and endings of turns taken 

to talk, overlaps, gaps, pauses and breathing, which have collectively been termed the 

dynamics of turn taking (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998). It has been argued that a 

balance should be struck between representing in the transcript as much audible detail 

as is possible, whilst also endeavouring to render the transcriptions comprehensible to 

readers, who will not necessarily have in-depth linguistic knowledge (Sacks,

Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974).

The Jeffersonian transcription system (see Atkinson and Heritage, 1984) has been 

adopted for use in this study since it is the most commonly used within the 

Conversation Analytic tradition as outlined. However, because there are no rigid 

rules as to how this transcription system should be utilised and presented, criticisms of 

inconsistency have been made (O’Connell and Kowal, 1994). As Psathas (1995) 

states, whilst there may be disadvantages to using the Jeffersonian form, the use of 

several different systems would lead to further inconsistencies.

Before showing a transcription in action, the issue of how interactants are identified in 

transcription is discussed. Relevant here is the issue of membership categorisation, 

since the participants within this Community Mental Health Team can be said to
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represent different member categories, for example, psychiatrist, community 

psychiatric nurse, psychologist, social worker and occupational therapist. Watson 

(1997) cautions against categorical identification in transcription on the grounds that it 

might prejudice the reader to hear talk transcribed as being produced by, for instance 

the psychiatrist, rather than enabling an analysis of membership categorisation based 

upon the consideration of talk-in-interaction. As a means of addressing this issue, in 

the current study pseudonyms are used which do not identify the category 

membership of the speakers.

Extracts 2.3 to 2.8 show how a transcription may be constructed using Jefferson’s 

notation (see Atkinson and Heritage, 1984). It should be noted that the line numbers 

given in brackets, after the extract number, relate to those given in the full 

transcription. The line numbers referred to in the main body of the text relate to those 

appearing at left hand side of the extract. This format will be followed in the results 

section of the study. The reason for this difference is that the full transcription was 

formatted in landscape to aid the analytic process. With numerous potential speakers, 

and consequent overlap, it was felt that this style of presentation revealed interactional 

features more clearly for analysis. In addition, the transcription and extracts are 

presented in the font ‘Courier New’. This is because each character occupies the 

same space on the page, thereby enabling the transcriber to more accurately position 

overlapping speech.

Initially a standard orthographic transcription will be presented. Various features of 

the talk will then be represented in the subsequent complete transcription of this 

extract. The systematic presentation of these various features here is loosely based
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upon Psathas and Anderson’s (1990) suggested practices of transcription in 

conversation analysis.

Extract 2.3 (Lines 913-936)

John: I I suppose I think I'm very prejudiced against

him actually and at some level you know I think 

a joint assessment would be a good idea because 

ehm would be interesting for me to hear from 

someone else you know someone else's account of 

how they felt you know 

?Sally: Mmm mmmm

?Elsie: Mmmm mm

?Val Mmmm

John: What he was about really

?Val: Mmmmmm

?Elsie: Mm

because he induces very punishing stuff in me I 

just you know I just an an and fearful stuff in 

me as well I just think you know get out of my 

space you know 

Sally: Mmmm

Milton: But he was he was err quite intimidating was he

John: He was quite intimidating and in fact when I

Milton: In what way was he

John: He wiz he wiz roaring and shouting and I think

one one of the things that was difficult was
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23

24

25

26 Milton:

27 John:

28 Milton:

you know I'd been set up to experience him I 

think as intimidating before I met him because 

the

I think I remember ? him

Pardon

Sorry ?

Even at this level the transcription includes details, for example mmm-type 

vocalisations, which would arguably lost using a more basic method of transcription. 

In addition, as Psathas and Anderson (1990) indicate, most transcribers from a 

conversation analytic tradition tend to modify words to show them as they are spoken. 

An example from the above Extract 2.3 would include:

Extract 2.4

21 John: He wiz he wiz roaring and shouting and I think

Below the same extract is presented, having been fully transcribed using Jeffersonian 

transcription notation (see Atkinson and Heritage, 1984). Guided by Psathas and 

Anderson’s (1990) suggested practices for transcription, the way in which the various 

interactional details are represented will be reviewed and a rationale for their 

presentation given.

An important point to note here is that the style of transcription should be consistent 

and relevant to the concerns of the research (ten Have, 1999). Furthermore, it is 

stressed that what is not being illustrated here is an analysis of the interaction. The
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following extract is presented as a means of showing how the interaction is 

represented as an aid to analysis.

Extract 2.5 (Lines 913-936)

John: =.hhh (0.2) I I tsuppose I think I'm very

tprejudiced against him actuality (1.2) and at 

tsome level (0.6) you >lknow I think a Tjoi:nt

assessment would be a tgood idea because ehm

(0.6) would be interesting for me to hear from 

someone Telse (0.6) you know someone else's 

accournt of how they Tfel[t 

(Val): [Mm[mmmm

(Stella): [Mmmmmmmmm

(Elsie): [Mmmmmmmmmm

John: you know w[hat he w[as atbou:t really (0.6)

(Val) : 

(Elsie) : 

John:

[mmmmm

mm

because he inTduc >les t vE:RY Tpunishing Tstuff 

in -Ime I just (0.2) you know I just (0.8) an an 

and tfear>lful stuff in me as well I just think 

you know Tget -lou t of my Tspace you iknow

(Val) : Mmmm=
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Milton

John: 

Milton

John:

Milton 

John:

=But he twas he Twas err quite inttimidating 

iwas The=

=He twas quite intimidating and in fact [when I

[In

Twhat way was >lhe err

=He wiz he wiz rtoa: : : r>ling and tshou: : tiling 

(0.2) and I tthink one one of the things that 

was tdiff>licult was (1.4) you know I'd been 

tset up i t o  experience him I think (0.4) as 

intimidating betfo::re I tmet i him because the:

=1 think I remember ( reviewing) him=

=Pardon=

Milton: =Sorry (he only bumped into him)=

Sounds are represented in transcription as they are uttered. The transcribed talk in 

Extract 2.5 includes vocal sounds such as “mmmmm” (Line 12) and “err” (Line 20). 

Audible inhalation is transcribed as in “ hhh” (Line 1). A similar duration of 

exhalation would be transcribed as “hhh”. Laughter would also be represented in 

transcription as closely as possible following the same guiding principles. The 

general idea underpinning such an attention to interactional detail is that such 

vocalisations may be found to have consequences for the interaction, such as in 

claiming a turn to speak (ten Have, 1999).
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Whilst the medium with which the interaction is recorded should be good enough, 

certain utterances inevitably appear inaudible or incomprehensible. Where there is 

uncertainty these have been enclosed within single brackets. Where possible a best 

guess of what was said is included within these brackets. For example:

Extract 2.6

30 Milton: =1 think I remember ( reviewing) him=

Spaces or silences in the interaction will be transcribed as shown in Extract 2.7:

Extract 2.7

1 John: =.hhh (0.2) I I tsuppose I think I'm very

2 Tprejudiced against him actuality (1.2) and at tsome

3 level (0.6) you >lknow I think a Tjoi:nt

In Extract 2.7 John continues to speak after the breaks [0.2] (Line 1), [1.2] (Line 2) 

and [0.6] (Line 3). Utterances by the present speaker after such breaks have been 

termed re-completers. Therefore the space between such utterances is seen as a 

within turn pause (Psathas and Anderson, 1990)

A second means of transcribing spaces or silence in the interaction can be seen within 

the Extract 2.5 (Line 18). Where another party to the interaction produces an 

utterance, this is transcribed as a between-tums-pause (ten Have, 1999). The timing 

of pauses is denoted numerically, in parentheses, rising in increments of 

approximately 0.2 of a second.
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Overlap in the interaction is of interest for Conversation Analysis since it may prove 

significant with respect to the way in which speaker transition takes place, or for 

example, competition for the floor (ten Have, 1999). Overlapping utterances are 

denoted by square parentheses at the point they occur, as shown in Extract 2.8:

Extract 2.8

11 John: you know w[hat he w[as atbou:t really (0.6)

12 (Val) : [mmmmin

13 (Elsie): [mm

What follows is a brief review of other aspects of the interaction as they are 

transcribed. These include sound stretches, stresses, volume and the like. Their 

presentation in transcription may be seen as serving to elaborate the form rather than 

the content of the talk (Psathas and Anderson, 1990). Firstly, where one speaker 

directly follows another, with no gap or overlap, this is represented by the symbol =, 

for example in Extract 2.5 (Lines 19-20). Secondly, sound stretches are marked out 

with full colons, the quantity being dependent upon the duration of the stretch, as in 

Extract 2.5 (Line 25). This may be significant for analysis, for example, where the 

sound is stretched over the boundary of a prior turn of talk, perhaps as way of taking 

the floor or blocking another speaker (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998). Thirdly, where 

the volume of talk is noticeably higher than surrounding talk this is marked out in 

capital letters, Extract 2.5 (Line 14). Fourthly, rising and falling intonation is 

represented by upward and downward arrows respectively, Extract 2.5 (Lines 20-22). 

There is work which purports to show the interactional significance of intonation (see 

Jefferson, 1985). For example, downward intonation has been shown as orientated to
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by next speaker as marking out the end of the previous turn of talk (Hutchby and 

Wooffitt, 1998). Finally, where words or sounds appear to be cut off sharply this will 

be denoted by a minus (-) sign.

2.5.3 Analysis

Potter and Wetherall (1987) state that producing findings from a transcript should not 

be a mechanical procedure. In this respect, transcription and analysis in the current 

study were not discrete processes. Transcription involved numerous listenings to an 

audio-tape of the meeting. During these repeated listenings notes were made 

regarding potential phenomena of interest as an aid to analysis. Once transcription 

was complete, analysis involved reading and re-reading of the transcript. Psathas 

(1995) has used the term “unmotivated looking” (p45) to describe how an analyst 

might come by interactional phenomena for study. It is explained that the analyst 

should ideally approach the data open to discovering phenomena, as opposed to doing 

so with preconceived notions of what the phenomena should look like. However, the 

analyst is also able to refer to a growing collection of discourse analytic research, 

which displays patterns, both commonalties and variability, in addition to revealing 

function and consequences (Potter and Wetherall, 1987).

It could be argued that there is a tension for the researcher, created by having to 

balance knowledge of previous research findings with the principle of unmotivated 

looking, ten Have (1999) describes this tension resulting from what are inductive 

(bottom-up move from evidence to ideas) and deductive (top-down in that data is 

approached in terms of pre-established findings) aspects of methodology. As 

suggested, approaching analysis of talk-in-interaction in a primarily deductive fashion
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would be too mechanistic an approach. What is suggested is that findings from 

previous studies should be taken to reveal the potential normative orientations of 

participants, which are available and utilised in whatever way the interactants desire, 

there and then. As has been highlighted any instance of talk-in-interaction may be 

seen as built upon a variety of routines, but constitutes a unique, situated achievement. 

Therefore, it is argued that underpinning the analytic mentality adopted in this study is 

the idea of talk-in-interaction as a situated and contexted achievement. However, 

research which demonstrates conversational devices and sequences exhibiting general 

features and functioning in similar ways across varying contexts (Hutchby and 

Wooffitt, 1998) is drawn upon where it appears to illuminate findings.

In addition to the research summarised above, there is available literature which has 

provided some useful guidance on how analysis of the data might be approached. The 

approaches of Pomerantz and Fehr (1997) and Heritage (1997) were drawn upon to 

help form an initial plan for analysis. Pomerantz and Fehr (1997) suggest initially 

selecting a sequence of interaction. In the current study, the beginnings of such 

sequences were determined by looking for a turn of talk in which a new topic was 

introduced which was orientated to as such by others present at the meeting. The 

rationale for focussing upon such beginnings was they appeared to mark out new 

sequences of topic talk. The analytic concern here was with how the opening of such 

sequences and allocation of the next turn of talk were interactionally accomplished.

The next concern for analysis was an attempt to map out typical phases, or actions, 

observable within sequences of talk, from opening to closing. Heritage (1997) has 

termed this the overall structural organisation of talk. He suggests that such a focus is
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a useful way of examining the tasks being orientated to in the talk, which can be seen 

as both reflective and constitutive of institutional concerns and business.

A central concern for the analysis was the issue of turn design. The focus here was 

upon both how a previous turn of talk was designed for recipients and how this turn of 

talk was orientated to by the next speaker. Of particular analytical interest was the 

action performed by the turn of talk (Heritage, 1984). One means of enabling an 

understanding of the action performed was to focus upon what the interactant was 

doing in his or her turn for the following turn of talk (Pomerantz and Fehr, 1997).

A key tool used in this analysis was what has been termed ‘next turn proof procedure’ 

(Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998). This is explained as the way in which, through their 

next turn of talk-in-interaction, an interactant shows an understanding of what the 

previous turn was about. The tool serves to foreground analysis based upon the 

orientated to accomplishments of interactants, rather than privileging conclusions 

based upon the assumptions of the analyst. A more detailed discussion of next turn 

proof procedure appears in sub-section 2.5.4.2.

Also of interest in the analysis were the means utilised to perform an action (Drew 

and Heritage, 1992). One consideration here was the alternative means that might 

have been utilised in performing the action, but were not on that occasion. In 

addition, analysis considered how the way in which the action was formed affected 

that options provided for the recipient. To return to a previous example as a means of 

illustrating this latter point, the recipient of a greeting may be seen as constricted in
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terms of their options for response. The reason for this is that the first part of the 

greeting tends to expect a specific response as conditionally relevant to i t .

Of further analytic interest was the manner in which these sequences of talk were 

organised by interactants such that they were able to transact the business of the 

meeting in an orderly fashion. Consideration was made of the timing and taking of 

turns in talk and how this influenced certa n understandings of actions and issues 

talked about (Pomerantz and Fehr, 1997). Other suggestions underpinning this 

sequential analysis included asking how the current speaker obtained their turn, the 

time involved prior to their taking the floor, how the turn of talk was terminated and 

how the next speaker selected.

Identities roles and relationships were of analytic interest where they were made 

relevant by interactants in their talk. The approach to such phenomena was informed 

by the epistemological perspective adopted here which assumes identities to be fluid 

being as they are, negotiated within turns of talk (ten Have. 1999)

2.5.4 Ensuring Quality

In terms of determining quality criteria for conversation analytic research, it has been 

noted that terms such as validity and reliability are understood differently to the ways 

in which they can be applied to research which employs quantitative or scientific 

epistemologies (Madill et al, 2000). Literature suggests a number of ways in which 

such research might be evaluated. These include transparency, deviant case analysis, 

next-tum proof procedure, sequential accountability and rigour. The means of 

ensuring quality will be now be explained in terms of their relevance to this study.
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2.5.4.1 Transparency

Potter (1996) suggests that one way in which the quality of a study may be evaluated 

is through the reader’s evaluation. This form of validation is warranted through the 

readers themselves being viewed as “skilled interactants” (p i39). Lepper (2000) has 

termed this transparency. By this it is meant that the research process is laid open in 

order that the reader can make judgements about the relationship the analyst 

constructs between data and their interpretations.

2.5.4.2 Next turn proof procedure

Potter and Wetherall (1987) have suggested that it is inadequate that analytic claims 

be made purely upon the assumptions of the analyst. Next turn proof procedure 

(Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998) was utilised as a tool used to warrant analytic claims in 

this study. Next turn proof procedure allows the analyst to reveal the sense making 

activity of current speakers as they orientate to the previous turn of talk. A simple 

example is given below. This is presented to illustrate how the understandings of 

participants can be utilised in analysis:

Extract 2.9 (Terasaki, 1976; p45)

1 Mother: Do you know who is going to that meeting?

It has been indicated that this statement could be interpreted as either a question or as 

a preface to information concerning who will be attending the meeting (Wooffitt,

2001). In the absence of the next turn any interpretation would arguably based upon 

the analyst’s assumptions. The next turn,
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Extract 2.10 (Terasaki, 1976; p45)

2 Russ: Who?

can be taken to reveal the prior turn of talk as a preface to information, but to 

determine whether the Mother’s first turn of talk was designed as such, the analyst can 

look to the next turn of talk as a means of warranting conclusions.

Extract 2.11 (Terasaki, 1976; p45)

3 Mother: I don't know!

This reveals the understanding Russ made to be incorrect. His subsequent turn 

displays him orientating to mother’s second turn of talk as initiating repair, thereby 

enabling him to produce the expected second part of the adjacency pair and in doing 

so repair potential damage to the orderliness of the interaction.

Extract 2.12 (Terasaki, 1976; p45)

4 Russ: Oh, probably Mr Murphy and Dad said

5 Mrs Timpte an' some teachers

The above example reveals next turn proof procedure in action. Similarly, every 

effort was made in the current study to ground analytic claims made about a current 

speakers turn of talk in the understanding of it revealed by the next speakers’ turn of 

talk.
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2.5.4.3 Deviant case analysis

Deviant cases may be understood as analytic findings which do not correspond with 

an emerging pattern observed within sequences of interaction. Rather than deviant 

cases disconfirming the claims of analysis, they can be used in analysis to explain 

why certain patterns appear as they do. As Potter (1996) suggests, deviant cases can 

be seen to cause problems for the orientated to order of the interaction. The rationale 

here is that where a deviant case appears within a sequence of interaction, which 

otherwise would generally exhibit an orientated to orderliness, the interactants will be 

observed responding to it as unexpected (Madill et at, 2000). Extract 2.11 illustrates 

the mother orientating to the response Russ gives (Extract 2.1, Line 2) as 

dispreferred. Extract 2.1 demonstrates that, for the mother, the normative response to 

a turn designed as a question is an answer.

Within the current study an analysis of deviant cases was made of sequences where an 

observed normative pattern did not hold. Analysis sought to explain how these 

deviations from a normative sequential pattern were interactionally managed as 

potentially troublesome, thereby displaying the orientation of participants to the 

orderly way in which such sequences should be accomplished.

2.5.4.4 Sequential Accountability

Potter and Wetherall (1987) suggest that analysis should reveal both how sequences 

of talk work and also how the overall structure enables certain actions. Sequential 

accountability (Lepper, 2000) assumes interaction to be normatively orientated to by 

participants as orderly. This may explain how conversation is able to flow, for the 

most part, without problem. Take the following as an example of how a participant is
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made accountable for the normative properties of a sequence. The analysis shows 

how this sequence of talk works and how the structural properties of the interaction 

constrain the range of possible options for the respondent:

Extract 2.13 (Atkinson and Drew, 1979; p52)

1 A: Is there something bothering you or not?

2 ( 1 . 0 )

3 A: Yes or no

4 (1.5)

5 A: Eh?

6 B: No

We see here the person addressed by the questioner being made accountable through 

their lack of response. Rather than reflecting a hearing deficit or difficulties with 

comprehension, repeated tries at gaining a response may be seen as resulting from the 

questioner orientating to the adjacency pair norm. As Potter and Wetherall (1997) 

have indicated, analysis should attempt to provide a comprehensive presentation of 

coherence within the interaction.

2.5.4.5 Rigour

Stiles (1993) differentiates between the terms validity and reliability as they apply to 

qualitative research. Validity is said to refer to the trustworthiness of interpretations 

or conclusions, whilst reliability refers to the trustworthiness of observations or data. 

The term reliability will hence be referred to as rigour so as to avoid the confusion 

associated with the meaning of this term as it applies to positivistic, quantitative
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research. Lepper (2000) suggests means of achieving rigour in conversation analysis 

which relate to the accurate presentation of data and the selection of data. With 

respect to data presentation, information on the audio tape was transcribed as fully as 

possible. Selection for transcription from the audio tape of what sounded like 

analytically interesting sequences was avoided. The rationale here was that by 

building as detailed a transcription as possible, the minutiae of the interaction would 

be more reliably represented and therefore considered in analysis.

Lepper (2000) suggests selection of data should be inclusive with respect to the task at 

hand, for instance analysing a single example of phenomena and then turning to a 

wider data set. The analysis of a single meeting in this study was advantageous in that 

it enabled the detailed examination of quite substantial sequences of data. This has 

been identified as an advantage of the single case approach (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 

1998). Literature was drawn upon where it warranted or illustrated the analytic 

claims.

2.5.5 Reflexivity

Reflexivity has been described as a constructionist term used to refer to the 

application of theory back onto itself and its practices (Burr, 1995). Pels (2000) 

comments that this reveals an implicit assumption that when a researcher says 

something about the world they inevitably disclose something of themselves in their 

findings. In this sense subject and object may be seen as inextricably bound together. 

Consequently, it is suggested that in reporting their findings the researcher is seen as 

simultaneously writing his or her autobiography.
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Potter and Wetherall (1987) comment that sensitivity to reflexivity enables 

researchers to consider that the findings of discourse analysis apply as equally to the 

social text produced by discourse analysts as to anyone else. The point being made 

here is that all text may be seen as subject to the same constructed and purposive 

aspects described throughout this study. From this perspective, the current study is 

not a neutral reflection of events, or a compilation of facts, but a complex multi

faceted social achievement (Stringer, 1985). It might be inferred from this latter point 

that this view of discourse analytic research deflects from its utility. However, 

Edwards and Potter (1992) viewing their work reflexively state, “We would like [the 

readers] to see all discourse as subject to the sorts of processes that we highlight. But 

that should not be seen as a reason for discounting that discourse. For one thing there 

is nothing better. There is no non-discursive discourse for doing proper, accurate, 

non-action orientated description” (p i73).

Silverman (1997) cautions that excessive focus upon the constructed nature of the text 

risks leaving reflexivity as an esoteric, ‘in-house’ project, thereby inviting further 

criticism of social researchers as self indulgent (Silverman, 1997). The question this 

raises is how reflexive should the researcher be? Potter and Wetherall (1987) state 

that, “It is possible to acknowledge that one’s own language is constructing a version 

of the world, while proceeding with analysing texts and their implication for people’s 

social and political lives”. They continue, “Most of the time, therefore the most 

practical way of dealing with this issue is to simply get on with it, and not to get 

paralysed by or caught up in the infinite regresses possible” (p i82).
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Stiles (1993) recommends foreclosure as good research practice. Foreclosure is a 

collective term which includes aspects such as the researcher disclosing their 

expectations for the study, preconceptions, values and orientation, including any 

theoretical commitments. Prior to Clinical Psychology training, the researcher had 

worked for eighteen years as a nurse, predominantly in learning disabilities and 

mental health. It was during early work in a large institution that the researcher began 

to develop an interest in the impact contextual factors and language have upon the 

way in which individuals come to be defined as variously mentally ill or mentally 

handicapped, as was the accepted term. Later in the researcher’s career a developing 

interest in broadly social constructionist epistemologies enabled a means of 

deconstructing taken for granted knowledge in the mental health field.

An ongoing research journal (Lincoln and Guba, 1995) was kept throughout the 

research process. This journal contained a variety of reflections upon the different 

hearings of the tape and readings of the transcription. Also documented were the 

researcher’s changing perspectives. Early ideas logged in this journal are interesting 

in that they reflect a specific concern with psychodiagnosis from an anti-psychiatry 

perspective. As the epistemological and methodological debate developed, so the 

concerns of the study shifted. The research focus moved towards detail relevant to 

participants in their talk rather than being shaped by the socio-political concerns of the 

researcher. In this sense research from a Conversation Analytic perspective may be 

seen as a reflexive practice. To borrow from Potter (1988), the concern here is with 

the talk itself “rather than the assumptions, expectations and ideas we might smuggle 

into it” (p48).
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3. RESULTS

3.1 Talk as institutional interaction

The results section is divided into two sub-sections. A primary aim of the first part of 

the analysis is to show how the participants accomplish the meeting interactionally. 

Initially there will be a focus upon special turn taking arrangements, the analysis of 

which will inform conclusions drawn about the overall structure of the talk. As the 

analysis develops it will show how the specific institutional tasks are attended to in 

the interaction and how deviations from the constraints the interactional order imposes 

are managed by participants. The analysis will involve initially working through topic 

opening sequences and examine how turns of talk are designed to perform specific 

actions.

Literature will occasionally be drawn upon as a means of adding weight to specific 

analytic claims. The use of this literature is not intended to present a view of 

conversation analysis as method. Throughout the unfolding analysis, conclusions 

drawn from the data will be grounded in the context of prior and subsequent turns of 

talk. However, the normative orientation of participants to interactional patterns 

observed in research does provide useful ways of illuminating some of the findings 

presented here.

The initial analytic concerns are with specialised turn taking arrangements and the 

institutional nature of the interaction. The focus here therefore is largely upon the 

form of the interaction. The relevance of this approach to the concern with how case 

descriptions are generated and utilised in interaction is that it shows these
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representations occurring within a necessarily constraining interactional order. To say 

it is necessarily constraining emphasises this talk as orientated towards specific 

institutional tasks. Descriptions are not treated as neutral reflections of an out-there 

reality. They are presented as context relevant, co-constructed achievements, 

designed to perform social actions within a specialised interactional structure.

Prior to analysis of Extract 3.1, a rationale for the way in which data is presented will 

be explained. The conclusions drawn from analysis of each extract should be seen as 

warranted within the context of the analysis as a whole. The analysis of each 

subsequent extract is intended to both build upon the subsequent claims, whilst 

expanding the scope of the analysis. One impression, as the analysis unfolds, should 

be of a collection of instances in support of analytic claims. The concern with the 

form of the interaction in the first part of the analysis remains pertinent in the second 

part through the presentation of longer sequences, a benefit of the single case 

approach. However, an additional focus in the second half of the analysis is with how 

case descriptions are constructed and act within this unique, but structured 

interactional environment.

The analysis of Extract 3.1 shows the opening of a sequence of talk about a client. It 

serves to show how a relatively short sequence of talk might be analysed. However, 

the claims here should be seen as warranted within the context of an increasing 

collection of cases. Additional support for the findings is provided through 

explanation of how cases that deviate are managed by interactants thereby displaying 

their orientation to an observable order in the interaction.
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Extract 3.1 (Lines 266-269)

1 ( 1 . 8 )

2 Sally: Oktay ( 0 . 4 )  eh:m (.) tB>lw

3 ( 0 . 8)

4 Milton: °Oh yes I've0 got that ttoo ...

In extract 3.1a new topic, the referral of BW to the team, is introduced. Sally’s 

utterance “Okay” (Line 2) following a pause [1.8] (Line 1) can be seen to act as a 

structural marker in this context, closing the previous topic talk. An up intonation is 

noted at the end of “Okay”. Up intonation is often seen to mark out statements as 

questions (ten Have, 1999). However, since it is heard by participants as a closing in 

this context evidenced by the lack of response and the fact that Sally does not try 

again for a response.

The following “eh:m” (Line 2) acts as a pause marker. This utterance, it may be 

argued does not project the turns design for prospective recipients. In this context it 

acts as a floor holding device prior to Sally’s next utterance. Support for this claim 

comes from the fact that other participants orientate to the utterance as such and 

neither produce the next turn of talk. In addition, Sally self-selects as next speaker, 

after a pause [.], with “BW” (Line 2) .

A further noticing here is that Sally’s “BW” (Line 2) is oriented to by Milton as a 

request for information about BW, which requires a response. The “B” has an up 

intonation, whilst the “W” has a down intonation. This change in intonation may be 

seen as a try on Sally’s part at attracting the intended recipient affiliation. This
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particular turn of talk is designed in the form of a request for information relating to 

BW. Downward intonation has been observed in certain interactional contexts to be 

indicative of closings (ten Have, 1999). In conversation analytic terms it could 

therefore be argued that Sally produces a first part adjacency pair, in this case a 

request for the participant who has information on “BW” to make themselves known.

It can be said to perform this action through the second part of the adjacency pair, in 

this case Milton’s response, “Oh yes I’ve got that one too” (Line 4) being orientated to 

by him as conditionally relevant to the first.

Extract 3.1 suggests a specialised turn taking pattern in operation here, designed to 

accomplish specific business. As has been highlighted however, this claim is not to 

be seen as founded in this single extract. It will be substantiated further as the 

analysis unfolds.

It is important to clarify at this point that such specialised turn-taking arrangements 

are not assumed to be static, rather they are interactionally accomplished 

achievements, being re-negotiated with each moment that passes.

Analysis of Extract 3 .2 aims to develop upon this initial claim that there is a 

specialised turn-taking pattern being orientated to by participants. In addition, it is 

presented to show how troubles in the interaction are managed by participants to 

maintain its orderliness.
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Extract 3.2 (Lines 2-13)

Sally: Eh:m ( 0 . 2 )  tare we starting with James

White>lman (.) is that cle- is that bright ( 0 . 4  

I think it mm [could perhaps tbe 

[I Tthink 4<soStella:

Stella: 

Sally:

Stella:

Sally:

Stella:

( 0 . 6 )

ehm=

=T's o>lkay 

(0.4)  

I've got tit

0. 4)

oikay

(3. 2)  { {sound o f  r u s t l i n g  paper)  

There's a letter from Dr Reve>lley...

Sally opens the sequence with the “Eh:m” (Line 1). As in Extract 3.1 this utterance 

acts to mark her taking the floor whilst filling a pause until her next utterance. The 

lack of a closing maker, such as “Okay” seen in Extract 3 .1 (Line 2) may be 

accounted for by this being the first topic introduced within the interaction as a whole.

With the question, “are we starting with James Whiteman” (Lines 1-2), Sally can be 

said to have produced the first part of an adjacency pair, which normatively requires a 

response. The use of the word ‘are’ (Line 1) can be seen as projecting, for the 

recipient, the turn’s design as a question. That is to say, the action signalled as 

expected from recipients by this utterance early in Sally’s first turn of talk is an
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answer. However, of analytic interest here is the fact that the desired response to 

Sally’s question, Stella’s “I’ve got it” (Line 9), is not produced immediately. Focus 

will therefore be upon how Sally orientates to this as potential trouble for the 

interaction and how this trouble is managed in the talk.

Whilst Sally’s turn of talk described above is not selective of a specific recipient, its 

design, in the form of a question/request, acts to open the floor to a next speaker. The 

down intonation at the last syllable of “Whiteman” (Line 2) can be seen as a try at 

attracting recipient affiliation. It performs this action in that it signals a relevant place 

for transition within the interaction. As has been previously stated, such a claim 

would need to be grounded in the data. However, there is no immediate second part 

adjacency pair produced. What follows immediately is a pause [.] (Line 2). It has 

been previously suggested that the system of turn taking is interactionally managed to 

achieve one speaker at a time with minimal gap and overlap. Support for interpreting 

this turn of talk as an action (question/request) designed for a response 

{answer/response) comes initially from Sally’s own orientation to an answer/response 

as being conditionally relevant to her question. This becomes evident as she self

selects as next speaker in the absence of an answer.

After the brief pause [.] (Line 2) Sally’s next turn, “is that cle- is that right” (Line 2), 

may be seen as designed to once again initiate a recipient response. It can be said to 

act to repair potential damage to the interaction. This follow-up question can be seen 

to orientate to the lack of response as team uncertainty about the “right” way of 

“starting” the meeting (i.e. “with James Whiteman”). As with Sally’s previous turn of 

talk (Lines 1-2), this subsequent turn is marked by down intonation at its ending (Line
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2). This may be interpreted again as marking a try for affiliation by signalling to 

recipients the end of the Sally’s turn of talk.

Following this second try for recipient affiliation, there is a longer pause [0.4] (Line

2), after which Sally again self-selects to speak. It is argued here that Sally’s 

subsequent utterance (Line 3) can be taken as further support that she is orientating to 

normative rules within a specialised system of turn-taking. She can be seen to do this 

through managing the potential difficulties this lack of response could present for this 

sequence of interaction in the form of a specifically formulated response to her own 

enquiry. She begins this response with, “I think it mm” (Line 3). Latour and 

Woolgar, (1986) have observed in work on the construction of facts that statements 

can be progressively modalised. At one end of a continuum they are highly 

contingent upon mental processes (e.g. I think) and at the other are simply assumed 

(X is a fact). In this context, through her use of the words “I think” (Line 3), rather 

than stronger formulations such as “I know” or “I believe”, the statement seems 

designed in such a way as to construct her as uncertain, thereby again inviting a 

response . Furthermore, Sally’s use of the word “perhaps” (Line 3) as in “I think mm 

it could perhaps be”, acts to construct further vagueness into her formulation that the 

meeting should start "with James Whiteman" (Lines 1-2). The utterance “I think it 

mm could perhaps be” (Line 3) may be seen as a third attempt at initiating a response 

from a recipient using a first part adjacency pair. It is argued that this is the expected 

way in which subsequent turns of talk are allocated. This claim is further supported 

by Sally’s orientation to the conditional relevance of a response to her 

question/request. In producing two subsequent first part adjacency pairs, Sally is 

therefore observed orientating to an expected orderliness in the interaction. It is
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through such actions that Sally can be seen as managing potential trouble the lack of 

response to her question/request poses for the interaction.

Stella’s overlap of “I think so” (Line 4) is symmetrical with Sally’s “could perhaps 

be” (Line 3). Additionally both turns end at the same time followed by a pause [0.6] 

(Line 5). Furthermore, note how Stella’s overlap is preceded by Sally’s “mm” (Line

3). Before showing how such an overlap might be viewed analytically, literature will 

be introduced as a means of setting analytic claims within the wider conversation 

analytic tradition.

Single turns or units of talk have been noted to consist of sentence, clausal, phrasal or 

lexical constructions, the first completion point of such constructions being observed 

to constitute transition relevant places (TRP) (Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson, 1974). 

With respect to overlap in interaction, it has been noted that this typically occurs as 

follows. Firstly, it may occur at a transition, where the speaker or speakers orientate 

to a possible transition relevant place. For example:

Mike: I know who d'guy is=

Vic: =He's ba::d

James: =You know the gu:y

(Frankel, 1967 -  cited in Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974; pi 6)

Secondly, overlap may occur where a speaker projects turn completion, thereby 

overlapping prior to completion of a turn. For example:

B: Well it wasn't me[::

A: [No but you know who it was

(Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974; pi 7)
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Additionally, utterances may occur in transition relevant places, that may not be 

continued, such as etiquette or address terms. For example:

P: Yeh alright [dear

J: [Okay

(Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974; p i7)

Finally, Jefferson (1983) has observed that overlap may occur during a breakdown in 

fluency. Here the speaker may overlap as a means of moving the conversation 

forward.

As regards Extract 3.2, one could argue that the position of the overlap (Line 4) 

indicates Stella’s projected understanding of what Sally wishes to perform with her 

turn. Stella’s overlapped “I think so” (Line 4) mirrors Sally’s vague “I think it mm” 

(Line 3) through constructing a similar evaluation of whether the meeting should start 

with James Whiteman, contingent as it is upon mental processes.

The immediate effect of this vague response upon the interaction is the previously 

highlighted pause [0.6] (Line 5), after which Stella self-selects as next speaker. This 

is interesting in that Stella’s subsequent utterance, “ehm” (Line 6), in this interactional 

context, can be interpreted as a tentative turn entry device. Stella signals herself to 

Sally as the appropriate recipient of her three tries at drawing a response from the 

floor. Sally’s response, “T’s okay” (Line 7), therefore can be seen as validating Stella 

as having next speaker’s rights. Support for this claim may be strengthened by the 

fact that (1) Stella is next speaker and (2) none of the other nine participants in the 

meeting start to speak.
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After a pause [0.4] (Line 8), Stella responds with a more definite “I’ve got it” (Line 9). 

The “it” is try marked with an up intonation. Try marking statements with changes in 

intonation has been noticed as a way of inviting a response (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 

1998). Sally duly does so with her “Okay” (Line 11), which can be seen to act as a 

receipt of this news. This is followed by a pause [3.2] (Line 12). Bearing in mind the 

normative no gap and no overlap in conversation and Jefferson’s (1989) work, which 

suggests the “standard maximum” of a one second gap in everyday conversation, how 

might such a long pause be explained? One could argue that an explanation may be 

found in the institutional nature of the interaction. The talk reveals itself as orderly 

and goal orientated in nature through the way in which participants can be seen 

orientating to a specific interactional pattern in which turns of talk are pre-allocated. 

With reference to the generation and utilisation of case descriptions, this specialised 

pattern of interaction places specific constraints upon what contributions are 

considered allowable to the business at hand.

Through analysis of these first two extracts, the pattern that appears to be emerging is 

of one person, Sally, as the allocator of turns at talk. This is evident in Sally opening 

new topic talk and allocating with the use of a first part adjacency pair. As has been 

explained, this first part adjacency pair makes conditionally relevant a response from 

the person with relevant information. The conclusion here does not posit that this 

always and invariably happens. For example, as analysis of Extract 2 demonstrates 

the second part of an adjacency pair may not follow immediately after the first part.

In this case there are a number of insertion sequences, which are designed to manage 

threats to orderliness. Indeed it is analysis of cases where a noticed pattern is not
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readily observable that can be used to demonstrate how participants are orientating to 

and co-constructing the orderliness of the interaction.

Extract 3 .3 builds on the claims made that there are observable specialised turn taking 

arrangements visible in the interaction.

Extract 3.3 (Lines 581-586)

1 John: Sally (0.2) I've got ehm (0.2) a Tverbal

2 referr^al

( 0 . 6 )

Sally: Okay [nnnnnnnnn

John: [actuality

( . )

Sally: There's talso ss a message here from Ka>l: th

Extract 3.3 can be seen to display John and Sally orientating in their interaction to the 

special turn-taking arrangements described above. In lines 1 and 2 John displays a 

recognition of Sally as the appropriate conduit through which referrals should be 

channelled for allocation, rather than merely beginning to talk about his referral.

Sally acknowledges receipt of this news with “Okay” (Line 4).

As Sally begins her next turn, John overlaps with “actually” (Line 5). One observed 

use of the word ‘actually’ is as a means of enacting self-repair following 

interactionally delicate talk (Clift, 2001). This may inform an explanation of its use in 

this context. John may be seen orientating to his previous turn as sensitive business.
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John’s previous turn may be seen to violate the normative rule emerging in 

interaction, which appears to be that Sally allocates next turn of talk after opening a 

new sequence of talk about a client, having closed a previous sequence. Simultaneous 

with John’s utterance “actually”, Sally begins a new turn. However Sally can be seen 

to manage the overlap by stretching “nnnnnnnn” to the end point of John’s utterance. 

This acts as a floor holding device, as evidenced by Sally self-selecting for the next 

turn of talk after the pause [.] (Line 7). Sally further reveals her social identity in the 

context of this interaction through changing topic in her next turn, finally pre

allocating John’s turn at a later point in the interaction, as evidenced in Extract 3.4.

Extract 3 .4 (Lines 688-690)

1 ( 0 . 2 )

2 Sally: E:rm and Tjohn you said you've got some [>lone

3 John: [Ye:ah

Findings presented thus far arguably bear similarities to observations of interaction in 

a variety formal environments, such as courts (Atkinson and Drew, 1979), psychic 

consultations (Wooffitt, 1992) and news interviews (Heritage and Greenbatch, 1991). 

These studies reveal a unique interactional order emerging as produced and orientated 

to by participants. The analysis as it develops aims to reveal further features that may 

be taken to constitute a unique institutional fingerprint of these patterns in interaction 

(Heritage and Greenbatch, 1991).

It is acknowledged that the above extracts are taken from early in the meeting, which 

broadly speaking concerns itself with the presentation of referrals made to the team
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over the previous week. In order to make more robust the analytic claims of a special 

turn taking pattern in operation the focus will now switch to a series of cases that 

show Sally opening new sequences of talk about clients. In addition, extracts 3.5, 3.6,

shapes the tasks orientated to by participants within this interaction.

Extract 3.5 (2125-2132)

1 TAPE SWITCHED OFF

2 TAPE RESTARTED

3 Sally: Are we tgoing to start with Twa::rd round have

4 we got some feed[back from the wa:T :rd

5 Stella: [We Thave

6 (0.4)

7 Milton: Mmmm

8 ( 2 . 6 )

9 Stella: Eh:m Tcolette Stephe:ni s o :n (.) had been Tfine

10 on the ward-
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Extract 3.6 (Lines 3308-3315)

1 END OF SIDE TWO OF TAPE

2 BEGINNING OF SIDE THREE OF TAPE

3 Sally: Is there tanyone (0.4) who people turgently

4 ne[ed to feed >lback

5 Stella: °[N:o°

6 ( . )

7 Elsie: Mmm

8 ( 0 . 6 )

9 Sally: Oka[y is there Tanything on page ithree (0.2)...

Extracts 3.5 and 3.6 show two further sections of institutional business as they are 

produced in the talk (i.e. in extract 3.5: “feedback from the ward” (Line 4) and in 

extract 3 .6, urgent “feedback” (Lines 3-4) from participants. These extracts also 

provide further evidence of special turn taking procedure in operation.

It is noted that closing markers, such as the previously observed “Okay”, are not used 

by Sally prior to the introduction of new business. This can be explained by the fact 

that short comfort breaks in the meeting preceded both of Sally’s initial utterances 

here. Hence in both cases there were no previous sequences of talk to close. The tape 

was not left running during these breaks, since they took place elsewhere in the team 

base.

In both Extracts 3.5 and 3.6 Stella can be seen projecting her understanding of the 

prior turns ending, producing the second-part adjacency pair. For instance, in Extract
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3.5: “We have” (Line 5) and in Extract 3.6: “No” (Line 5) are produced prior to 

completion of Sally’s turn of talk. In Extract 3.5 Sally can be observed to self-repair 

her turn beginning, “Are we going to start with the ward round” (Line 3) as a 

rephrased, more specific request, “have we got some feedback from the ward” (Lines 

3-4). In Extract 3.6, however Stella can be seen to infer, prior to completion of 

Sally’s turn, that the introduction of new business concerns urgent “feedback” (Line

4) from participants. Stella’s utterance reveals her orientating to and producing in her 

talk an aspect of institutional business.

Extract 3.7 (Lines 2390-2393)

1 (0.4)

2 Sally: 0>lkay well Tshall we move on to the waiting

3 jdist

4 (0.4)

5 Milton: ?There's one issue from the ward round ehm

6 isorry but (0.6) which affects t“Ron...

Extract 3.7 shows Sally once again employing “Okay” (Line 2) to effect closing of 

the previous sequence of interaction. Milton’s “sorry” (Line 6) shows him orientating 

to, and reproducing in interaction Sally’s identity as allocator of turns at talk. This 

utterance shows again, as in Extract 3.3, deviation from the expected pattern as 

sensitive business. Milton, in self-selecting to speak when he does, also 

acknowledges this as potentially disruptive, hence demonstrating his orientation to the 

special turn taking arrangements described.
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Extract 3.8 (2094-2101)

Sally: .hh oktay (0.6) well shall we tjus- (0.8) look

at admissions and discharges (.) now I tcanf t 

see how I can tdo ^th[is without actually

[No you can't 

reading [out Cames I'm going to have to=

[I think we'll just have 

=Ah hguh ( ( coughs ) ) p[ass it

[take them C u t =

=Pass it ^around 

( 0 . 8 )

2

3

4 Elsie:

5 Sally:

6 Milton:

7 Milton:

8 Sally:

9 Milton:

10

Extract 3.8 builds the robustness of claims for special turn taking arrangements. The 

sequence is presented as ordered, goal orientated talk, accomplished on a turn by turn 

basis. Again Sally produces “okay” (Line 1) to enact closure of the previous topic 

prior to her next turn, “Well shall we jus- (0.8) look at admissions and discharges” 

(Lines 1-2). At first sight this turn appears to be delivered in the form of a question. 

The minimal pause [.] prior to next turn combined with the fact that Sally is able to 

self-select for the next turn at what is a transition relevant place suggest that Sally’s 

initial turn may be understood rather as a statement of her intent to read out the 

admissions and discharges, rather than a first part adjacency pair requiring a response. 

This claim may be strengthened by the fact that none of the other participants speak at 

this point. In her next turn, “now I can’t see how I can do this without...” (Lines 2-3), 

Sally reveals this to be her task, whilst also orientating to as problematic an 

instruction given by this researcher prior to the meeting. The instruction was that,
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where possible, clients initials should be used as an added means of ensuring 

confidentiality. As this sequence of talk progresses, the problem, may be seen as 

uniquely interactionally managed by participants.

It would be pertinent at this point in the analysis to highlight that what is not being 

claimed here is that Sally is ‘in charge’ of the interaction, or is exerting ‘power’ 

through pre-allocation of turns. It should be reiterated here that it is participants who 

produce and orientate to in their talk this unique pattern of goal directed institutional 

interaction.

Extract 3.8 can be analysed to show problem solving as accomplished turn by turn in 

the interaction. Sally states “now I can’t see how I can do this without actually 

reading out names” (Lines 2-3 and 5). Milton overlaps after the word “reading” 

(Line 5) projecting his understanding of the end of Sally’s turn with “I think we’ll just 

have” (Line 6). The fact that his turn is incomplete may be viewed as the product of 

self-repair by Milton after Sally self-selects for next turn with “I’m going to have to” 

(Line 5) with no noticeable gap between her prior and current turn of talk. In 

conversation analytic terms, Milton’s self-repair at overlap can be taken to show how 

closely interactants adhere to the normative rules of turn taking, which allow for no 

more than one speaker at a time with minimal gap or overlap. However, Sally’s “I’m 

going to have to” (Line 5) is also incomplete. Sally curtailing her utterance may be 

explained in terms of her executing self-repair. She may be seen to perform this 

action as a way of maximising the whole utterance as hearable to participants 

following Milton’s cough. However, Milton’s cough enables him to take the floor 

first, although he again self repairs during the utterance “pass it” (Line 7) as a
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consequence of Sally’s overlapping “take them out” (Line 8). Milton’s final utterance 

in the sequence is issued in the form of the directive “Pass it around” (Line 9). The 

extract is analytically interesting since it shows a novel problem, how to read out 

admissions and discharges without referring to names, as an interactionally managed 

event. One can see participants orientating to the rules of turn taking and in doing so 

producing the orderliness of the interaction.

The analysis thus far has begun to reveal how business is transacted by the team 

through constant negotiation, whilst also revealing the participants orientating to a 

specialised, necessarily constraining interactional order. As has been shown, the 

institutional business includes the presentation of referrals, the waiting list, feedback 

from the ward, feedback from the participants and admissions/discharges throughout 

the previous week.

Also emerging are aspects of a broad overall structural order, noticeable as produced 

and orientated to by participants in interaction. It is tentatively suggested at this stage 

that there are four sections observable in sequences of talk about individual clients. 

Sections 1, 2 and 4 have revealed themselves in the data already analysed. They may 

be described as follows. (1) An opening section in which Sally introduces a sequence 

of new topic talk and acts to allocates the next turn of talk. (2) The pre-allocated 

description of a case. (4) Closings.

In the two subsequent lengthier extracts, 3.9 and 3.10, it is proposed that the 

orientated to, overall structure in sequences of talk about clients reveals a further 

observable section positioned prior to Sally’s closings of these sequences of talk.
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This will be described as (3) The orientation of participants to problems within the 

description. These analytic claims are further warranted in the second part of the 

analysis, during which several extended sequences of talk about clients are presented.

Deviations from the proposed order have been shown as interactionally managed by 

participants, thereby displaying their orientation to a normative interactional order. In 

Extract 3 .9 Sally can be seen acting to facilitate the allocation of cases to participants 

within this sequence. This sequence is particularly notable since the recognisable 

overall structural organisation of talk tentatively proposed does not make itself readily 

available. Therefore the function of the following part of the analysis is to develop 

upon the claims made for an overall structural order observable in sequences of talk 

through analysis of a deviant case. Also, analysis of Extract 3 .9 shows the actual 

business of allocation presenting problems for the interaction.

Extract 3.9 (Lines 1112-1138)

1 (1.2) ( ( sound o f

2 Sally: Ok>lay well Tgoing back

3 for ass>lessTment=

4 Elsie: =Mmmm=

5 Sally: =TPage seven we've got

6 Elsie:

7 Sally: only be offered (.) an

8 (0.8) a [hm

9 Milton: [Eh::m

10 (0.2)

[Mmmm
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1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

Sally:

John: 

Milton:

Ron: 

Sally: 

Milton: 

Sally:

Sally: 

Milton:

Milton:

and the i i s  (0.6) he is the guy wh- (0.2) 

tfifty five year old depression panic attacks 

anxtiety (0.8) requesting some ehm (0.6) 

bethavioural therapy anx[iety management from 

the G>lP

[nnhuh huh ((c o u g h s ))

(1.4)

I'll err (1.6) for tout-patients jictee and 

B^wtuu 

( . )

°Hang on (0.4) (a min[ute)°

[Hang on a mint[ute

[Eh:::[m

[Ehm

thang on a minute 

(0.4)

H[uh huh ( { l a u g h i n g ) )

[So

( 1 . 2 )

J>lctee is (0.6) ehm (1.2) o- (.) from South 

Feltton hhhh ( ( l a u g h s ) ) (.) halfway do:t :wn

(1.4)
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Here again we see Sally’s “Okay” (Line 2) act as a closing to a previous sequence of 

interaction. By use of “well going back” Sally orientates to previous disruption of 

the meeting agenda. The use of “well”, it has been noted, can act as an indicator by a 

current speaker that the recipient(s) has made a dispreferred contribution (Jucker, 

1993). The meeting agenda would suggest that allocation follows the reading of 

referrals. However, by analysing the interaction it can be shown that these actions are 

not necessarily accomplished within one discrete sequence of interaction. The 

business of allocation is explicitly introduced by Sally for the first time in the meeting 

during Extract 3.9. However, allocation was being enacted by participants earlier in 

the meeting. This can be evidenced in data displayed in the second part of this 

presentation of results, during an analysis of data relating to Case 3, EC.

After the introduction of the new topic, “allocation for assessment” (Lines 2-3), Sally 

self-selects for next turn, during which she gives a summary description of the case 

GJ. What will be suggested as the sequence continues is that Sally’s summary 

description of GJ is designed to enact a response from participants, namely their 

orientation to problems within the description.

It is being argued here, in the context of this sequence as a whole, that participants can 

be seen orientating to a normative overall interactional structure through their 

management of trouble presented to the orderliness of the interaction. Following the 

completion of Sally’s summary description (Line 15) there is a pause [1.4] (Line 17). 

This pause is followed by Milton’s topic changing “I’ll err (1.6) for out-patients Jcee 

and Bwuu” (Lines 18-19), during which he seems to be doing allocation himself. 

Milton’s action may be seen as orientated to in subsequent turns of talk as trouble for
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the expected overall interactional structure outlined previously. Following Milton’s 

utterance, Ron responds with a restrained “Hang on a minute” (Line 21). Sally 

overlaps the last syllable of Ron’s turn, both mirroring it and amplifying it, which co

constructs consensus and acts to sanction against Milton’s interjection. Milton’s 

“Eh:::m” (Line 23), overlapping with the last syllable of Sally’s prior turn, may be 

seen here as a means of gaining the floor. However, this competitive attempt to gain 

the floor is managed by Sally with a similarly overlapping “Ehm” (Line 24) followed 

by a repeat of her prior turn “hang on a minute”. An interesting research finding, 

which may be seen as relevant to the use of “Hang on a minute” in this context, 

observes the use of idiomatic expressions in situations where a speaker is making a 

complaint of some kind (Drew and Holt, 1989).

Rather than Sally self-selecting to speak having gained the floor, after the pause [0.4] 

(Line 26) she laughs, over which Milton overlaps with “So”, which may be seen to act 

to mark out a topic transition, as evidenced in his next turn. Of interest here is how 

Milton gains speaker’s rights, after what has been analytically interpreted as 

sanctioning against him by both Ron and Sally following his apparent deviation from 

the emerging normative overall structural order. Sally’s laughter seems to reveal her 

orientating to Milton as an inappropriate recipient of such a complaint. It acts to 

disaffiliate her from the complaint (see Glenn, 1994). In acting to distance herself 

from the her complaint, Sally’s laughter simultaneously resolves conflict at this site 

by leaving the floor to Milton. This interaction seems to reveal Sally orientating to 

and producing Milton’s authoritative social identity within the interaction.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Extract 3.10 displays how the potential trouble for the interaction presented by 

Milton’s deviation from the orientated to overall structural order is managed by 

participants. It is in their managing of trouble that participants are said to be 

orientating to and reproducing in their talk this order.

Extract 3.10 (Lines 1160-1167)

( 0 . 6 )

Stella: Going ba[ck to >lyours Sally I'll take (0.4

take

Milton: [(From my point of view)

(0.4)

Sally: You'll take (0.4) yeah=

Stella: =Glj=

Sally: =0::tkay ( ( R u s t l i n g  p a p e r ) )

( 0 . 2 )

Stella’s “Going back” (Line 2) orientates to the deviation from the normative overall 

structure of the interaction in a similar way to Sally’s usage of “going back” (Line 2) 

near the opening of Extract 3.9. Stella goes on to produce the expected third part in 

the recognised overall structure, which has been labelled as participant orientation to 

problems within the description, which in this case is the need for a recipient of 

Sally’s allocation. The fourth, closing part of the proposed overall structure may be 

seen as produced in Sally’s “0::kay” (Line 8).
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Extract 3 .11 builds upon analytic claims made with respect to the previous extracts, 

showing a complete extract from opening to closing. The aim here being to reinforce 

the validity of claims that there is an interactionally managed overall structural order, 

orientated to by participants, in the way described.

Extract 3.11 (Lines 1219-1260)

Sally: (0.2) ,hh teh:m and we're sa: y>ling (0.2) let's

have a look (0.6) ( ( s ound  o f  r u s t l i n g  p a p e r s )) 

going >ldo: : wn (0.6) ehm=

Elsie: =Well Karen Hu°[stings0

Sally: [J::::=

Elsie: =M[mm

Sally: [I was looking at J (0.4) at the >ltop (.)

jwtuu=

Elsie: =°JW°=

Sally: =Ehm is the: tthirty five year old who's

intvolved with ^probation (.) Tand Phoenix

House Tsubstance abuse .hhh and there's concern 

about mental >lhealth issues and they're 

requesting TtH::ERAPY and Clark suggested that 

perhaps we need to talk to the probTation 

iofficer so tsomeone needs to (0.4) [pick that 

up (1.2) e [ h : m 

Elsie: [Mmm
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19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

Clark:

Sally: 

Elsie: 

Milton: 

Elsie: 

Clark:

Sally:

Milton:

Elsie:

Milton:

Val: 

Stella: 

Sally: 

Milton: 

Stella:

[Yeh I go- (.) I think he's been 

referred bet fore 

( 0 . 2 )

Do you=

=Mmmm=

=uhg huh= ((c o u g h s ))

=[[tMaybe the name rings a ibell

=[[Maybe he didn't attend or something yeah

(5.2)

Any offers on that >lone so I guess: (.) we- it

maybe it maybe needs lita:ison (.) initially

(10.2) ((t u r n i n g  o f  p a p e r s ) )

I tthink there tis >lonly JW LS (.) and Tgj to 

ehm (.) talloicate 

( . )

°Mmm°

( . )

For assessment

( 1 . 2 )

°G[ J°

[Git J I've done i [that tl've got that tone=

[WHAT

=tYou've g[ot Ge>Uj=

[is that
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43 Sally: =TYe:[s

44 Milton: [Right=

45 Sally: =Ye:s (.) l y e [ : s = .hhh jus- ah huh= ((l a u g h s ))

46 John: [GJ

47 Clark: =Okay well Tl'll assess (.) tl'll as [sess J>lw=

48 John: [ JJ

49 Sally: =0: : >lkay=

Here again Sally begins the opening of this sequence of interaction about an 

individual client (Lines 1-3). Elsie self-selects to speak following Sally’s “Ehm”

(Line 4). Her use of “Well” (Line 4) may be interpreted as a preface to what she feels 

may be orientated to by Sally as a potential threat, namely suggesting a name for 

allocation. Sally’s overlapping stretched “J::::” (Line 5) confirms it to have been 

orientated to as a threat to the interaction as she acts to repair trouble presented by 

Elsie’s prior turn. In Sally’s next turn she formulates Elsie’s utterance as a 

misunderstanding with “I was looking” (Line 7), to suggest Elsie may have been 

looking at another name on the page. With “JW” (Line 9) Elsie can be seen to signal 

her understanding. Here again we can see threat to the proposed overall structural 

order being interactionally managed.

This opening sequence is followed by Sally self-selecting to provide a summary 

description of the case. At the end of the description Sally explicitly signals the 

action the summary is intended to perform with “so someone needs to pick that up” 

(Lines 16-17).
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The subsequent talk and the following pause [5.2] (Line 27) is orientated to by Sally 

as not having provided the expected response, namely an orientation to the problems 

within the summary description (Lines 28-29). What is interesting after the pause that 

follows is that Milton self selects to speak. His starting “I think” (Line 31) can be 

seen to build vagueness into his summary of which cases are left to allocate, in that it 

is a statement contingent upon his mental processes. Milton's statement, “I think there 

is only JW LS (.) GJ to ehm allocate” (Lines 31-32) also implicitly cites 

accountability for accepting these cases with persons other than himself. Milton, in 

self-selecting to do allocation, may be seen as once again projecting for others his 

institutional identity. Milton, as in Extract 3 .9, produces himself as someone who 

does allocation in the absence of a response to Sally’s explicitly stated prior request.

However, as has been seen, such interventions present problems for the way in which 

such business is normatively managed in interaction by participants. Sally’s stressed 

“WHAT” (Lines 40) at Milton’s ‘error’, made evident in Stella’s “GJ I’ve done that” 

(Line 39), may be seen to act as a sanction against his deviation from the overall 

orientated-to structure of this interaction. This interpretation may be further 

supported by Sally’s use of the stretched “Ye:s” (Lines 43 and 45) three times, try 

marked with progressively downward closing intonation, following Milton’s 

recognition of his ‘error’ with “You’ve got GeJ” (Line 41).

Clark can be seen producing in his talk the suggested overall structure in that his 

“Okay well I’ll assess I’ll assess JW” (Line 47) displays an orientation to the problem 

in Sally’s description as being allocation. In Sally’s next turn we see the expected 

closing, in the form of “Ok::ay” (Line 49), signalling completion of this business.
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A question Clark’s acceptance raises is why is it produced there and then, rather than 

immediately following Sally’s explicit request? Attention is drawn to an observation 

made earlier, which suggested that talk about allocating cases seems to present 

troubles for the interactional order. These troubles may be explained by dilemmas of 

stake and interest that accepting clients presents for participants. Edwards and Potter 

(1992) suggest that speakers treat other individuals or groups as having desires, 

motivations, allegiances and biases. The dilemma for interactants is how to construct 

an account which attends to such interests without it being laid open to undermining 

as interested. Clark’s two utterances (Lines 19-20 and 26) prior to his acceptance of 

the referral (Line 47) may be seen as insertions in this sequence of talk. These 

insertions are orientated to by Sally as problematic in the sense that they to not 

produce the next allowable response in the sequence, which is acceptance of the 

referral, hence “Any offers on that one...” (Line 28). Sally’s turn of talk can be seen 

to undermine Clark’s prior insertions in that it reveals an understanding of his talk as 

interested in not accepting the referral at that particular point.
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3.2 Case Descriptions

The second section of the analysis will focus upon case descriptions. It will focus 

upon how such descriptions are constructed to perform various actions at certain 

points within the interaction. It is not intended that this section of the analysis should 

be viewed as discrete from the previous section. Indeed it will build upon claims 

made of an observable overall structural order within the interaction, displaying 

extracts from two sequences more fully, including openings and closings. It will also 

display further evidence of a special turn taking organisation.

The initial brief extract is presented as a means of clarifying the purpose of this 

section. Extract 3 .12 reveals case descriptions as orientated-to productions designed 

for recipients to perform certain actions. As such, attention is drawn to the variability 

of descriptions across this brief sequence of talk, displaying the descriptions as co

constructed interactional achievements which are designed to serve a purpose within 

their unique interactional context.
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3.2.1 Case 1 - BDL 

Extract 3.12 ( Lines 2001-2010)

Milton: tThree CP>1<N's here Tone Roy Shilton

( . )

John: Therapistt

Milton: [Tone Ruby istiles and one c- sorry (.)

BdTl (.) huh hhh [hhh { ( l aug hs ) )

Stella: [And she Ttakes three on her

oTwn

Ron: [And BDL Tbdl will need (0.4)

a whole Tho:[st of people 

Stella: [Ye::Tah she'd take th- Tteam

u[p she iwill

As previously proposed in the first past of the analysis section, it is where attempts are 

made to allocate cases that threats to the overall structural order of the interaction 

seem more prevalent. The descriptions of BDL in Extract 3.12 can be seen as 

ongoing discursive accomplishments, co-constructed to perform a variety of actions.

In his opening “Three CPN’s here” (Line 1), Milton signals that accountability for 

these cases rests with the CPN’s. To an extent his utterance can be seen to perform 

this action for it is not directly challenged as inappropriate in subsequent turns of talk. 

Rather, what Stella and Ron do with their talk is attribute responsibility within BDL 

for the fact that each of these cases cannot be allocated as Milton suggests. Stella can 

be seen orientating to Milton’s suggestion of three cases, three CPN’s in her response,
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“And she takes three on her own” (Lines 6-7). This statement is constructed to appear 

solid and factual in the following ways. First, it allows inferences to be made of this 

as the current state of affairs casting it in the present with a present tense “takes”

(Lines 6) . Secondly, this is a state of affairs presented as an external reality not 

contingent upon mental processes, such as Stella’s thinking (e.g. “I think”). Finally, it 

attributes within BDL the difficulties that are presented for allocation. However, the 

description is formulated more extremely in Ron’s subsequent turn of talk, “And 

BDL BDL will need a whole host of people” (Lines 8-9). Here Ron’s formulation is 

more extreme in terms of the resources BDL will “need”, but vague in that it does not 

specify the number or identity of the “people” BDL will “need”. Use of the word 

“will” (Line 8) defends the statement against challenges that his description is 

inconsistent with Stella’s. It does so in that Ron’s description can be taken to refer to 

a future point in time rather than the current state of things as implied in Stella’s 

previous description. Use of the word “will” also gives Ron’s utterance the status of 

fact, more so than other possible tentative alternatives such as ‘might’ or ‘could’.

Stella can be seen to orientate to this shift from current to future in the subsequent 

turn, whilst more precisely defining the resources BDL will “take up”: “Yeah she’d 

take th- team up she will” (Lines 10-11).

Throughout the course of this short sequence BDL progresses from being described as 

someone suitable for allocation to one CPN to someone whose requirements will take 

up the team’s resources. We can see Stella and Ron’s descriptions as being 

formulated in a progressively more extreme way. Their descriptions act to undermine 

Milton’s assertion that BDL could be adequately allocated to one CPN, whilst being 

designed in such a way to protect against rebuttal.
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Analysis will now focus upon the generation and utilisation of case descriptions 

within talk relating to two further cases. Presentation of these lengthy extracts also 

supports claims for an observable overall structural order being orientated to by 

participants. It has been argued that the overall structural order orientated to by 

participants is observable as (1) An opening section in which Sally introduces a 

sequence of new topic talk and allocates the next turn of talk (2) The pre-allocated 

description of a case (3) The orientation of participants to problems within the 

description (4) Sally closing these sequences of talk about individual clients.

3.2.2 Case 2 -ABN 

Extract 3.13 (Lines 476-521)

Sally: ...(0,6 ) right Aratbella (0.4) bTn

( 0 . 6 )

Ron: Or Ta BN=

Sally: =ABN Ha H[a {{laughs))

Ron: [even (.) hmm hmm hmm {{laughs)) (.)

Tah: :m ((banging sound)) (3.0) not a lot of 

information There erm (0.2) re AB>1<N whose date 

of birth iis the ninth of the third (.) eighity 

fi:T :ve (0.6) Tdear doctor thanks for seeing 

this sixteen year >lold Tgirl (0.2) who has told

me that she has an Tun>lcontt roll able >lviolent 

Ttempier (0.2) she: has lost Tmany frien:ds 

through Tthis (0.2) and broken many Tobjects
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37

Sally: 

Ron: 

Sally:

Ron:

Sally: 

(Val): 

Sally: 

Ron: 

Elsie: 

Stella 

Sally:

Elsie: 

Sally: 

(Ron):

(0.4) whilst Tthrowing things around in a Trage 

(0.6) she acknowledges that this is her own 

tfault (0.4) but Twould like some >lhelp in 

controlling herself (.) I thtink that there 

might Tbe: in inverted commas anger Tmanagement 

courises (0.2) ru:n tvia your deptartment=

=Mm Mmm Mmm tnoho= ((laughing) )

=Oh no [they're tno:i:t (.) and if so I would 

[Noho haha ha

((laughing))

be Tgrateful if she could be refTerred to one 

(0.4) °but there aren't0 

(0.4)

twell there's no mention of a mental heal[th

[No

[T [problem .hhhhhhh shall hu- which doctor 

[No none there

[No

[Well I can't see anything 

is Tit

( . )

Ring=

=N[o::: shall I [ring >lup 

[Ring
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Milton [Ring

Milton: 

Sally: 

Milton: 

(Val): 

Milton 

Sally:

Ron: 

Milton:

(0.4)

The other issue is that she's only sixt[eei:n

Sally: 

Elsie: 

Milton 

Elsie:

Elsie:

[Yes

[is she still at school:1 (0.2) and [she 

[Mm

maybe err

[It doesn't

-Isa: : y d[oes °doesn't say°

[Not there at Tall 

( 0 . 6 )

She may be eligible i f  or (0.2) I uh child 

psychiatry [and Tthey may take [that sort of 

[Yeh

[Mmmm

thing oT[j_n °so Twe don't know0 

[yea:h 

(0.4)

Especially at that iage yo-°

(3.1)

Sally: °Right° (0.2) well Tlet me have (0.6) have that

one (2.8)..

Sally’s opening “Right” (Line 1) can be interpreted as performing the same function 

as “Okay” in previous sequences, namely that of a structurally marking out a topic
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shift in the talk (see Green, 2000). Sally introduces the referral using only the client’s 

name (Line I). The action this seems to perform is that, rather than orientating to the 

referral as one person’s version or representation, the team orientate to the description 

as though it were a representative neutral description. In doing so the team can be 

seen to infer from the referral alone several reasons why ABN may not be appropriate 

for allocation within the team. For example, the expression of anger as symptomatic 

of a mental health problem is excluded by Sally’s “Well there’s no mention of a 

mental health problem” (Line 27 and 29). This is stated as factual and consensus is 

arrived at through Ron, Elsie and Stella’s affiliative feedback, which overlaps with 

Sally’s utterance “problem” (Line 29). In this sense the definition of the problem as 

not being a mental health problem is interactionally achieved. The action it performs, 

through building consensus, is to construct the referral as incompatible with the 

institutional business attended to in this meeting.

From a discursive perspective descriptions may be seen as context specific, that is 

operating within local interactional environments. Milton’s “She may be eligible for I 

uh child psychiatry” (Lines 49-50), at first sight may seem to contradict the previous 

construction of ADL as not having a mental health problem. However, Milton 

manages this potential difficulty with “and they might take that sort of thing on so we 

don’t know” (Lines 50 and 53). The problem is now vaguely formulated as “that sort 

of thing”, which acts to attribute “child psychiatry” as possibly accountable in that 

they may view mental health problems differently to this team. In addition, “so we 

don’t know” serves to inoculate the team against accusations that they inappropriately 

referred this case on with a knowledge of the sorts of problems that would make ABN 

eligible for child psychiatry services.
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A final point to note here is that participants can be seen orientating to problems 

within a description constructed by someone external to the team. The participants 

use consensus as a device by which they co-construct between and within their 

accounts the grounds delaying acceptance of the referral. This delaying of acceptance 

or non-acceptance appears to be a pattern where such referrals are from an external 

source (e.g. GP) rather than from someone within the team.

The next section will look at the way descriptions are generated and utilised relating 

to a referral brought by a participant at the meeting.

3.2.3 Case 3 - E C

Extract 3.14 ( Lines 521-532)

Sally: (2.2) and next0 and then the tla:st one is (0.4)

that's (.) one of your (0.2) f[i:les tRon

Ron: [Mm mmmm yes

(0.2) tECiee=

Sally: =Mmm mmm ({ l a u g h s ) )=

Ron: =is eh::m (0.6) a young iwoman (.) twell known

to er myself and tMiliton (0.2) who (0.6) you

Tmay have (0.6) heard a>lbout (0.4) ehrm (0.8)

and withTout going into lots of (0.6)

co[mplicated (.) tde>ltail .hhh (.) eh: :m (0.6)

Elsie: [Yeah
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12 Ron: it would (0.2) be tu: se>lfu: 1 (0.2) to ha: :ve

13 (.) some tsort of assessment (0.4) about

14 function and occufpation and (0.2) all that

15 sort of >lthing=

16 Elsie: =Mmm mm=

Ron’s turn, “it would be useful to have some sort of assessment about function and 

occupation and all that sort of thing” (Lines 12-15) may be seen as specifically 

designed for the recipient, Elsie, in the following way. Through his use of “it would” 

it becomes inferable that it is taken for granted that what he is requesting is 

appropriate. However, Ron counters this with vagueness as to exactly what form the 

assessment should take, with his, “some sort of assessment”. This acts to inoculate 

Ron against assertions by other participants that he would be the most appropriate 

person to do the assessment. An assessment is the right thing, but he is not exactly 

sure what it entails. However, the vagueness built into the request is also orientated to 

by Elsie as requiring further clarification, as evidenced by “Mmm mm” (Line 16).

This utterance may be seen, in the context of this interaction, to act as an encourager 

for him to continue. It conveys little in terms of acceptance or rejection of Ron’s 

proposition.

Furthermore, this sequence of Ron’s talk is rhetorically constructed in three parts, 

listing (1) “function and” (2) “occupation and” (3) “all that sort of thing” (Lines 14- 

15). This is a recognisable device with which Ron can be seen to construct his 

descriptions as the sequence progresses. This list-type construction shows Ron 

orientating to a normative principle observed in interaction. Namely that if one is
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going to construct a list it should consist of three parts (Wooffitt, 2001). It also allows 

Elsie to project the turns ending, observable in her “Mmm mm” (Line 16) after the 

third part of the list.

In Ron’s subsequent turns in this sequence it will be shown how he elaborates his 

description to perform the action of allocation.

Extract 3.15 (Lines 533-551)

Ron: =ehrm (0.2) tbe>lcau: : se (0.4) those are things

th- that she struggles Twith and erm (0.6) 

phooo ((exhales loudly)) she's (0.4) she was 

asked to leave sch>loo: 1 (0.4) ah:rm she 

struggled with (.) with employment she's Tstuck 

(0.2) erm (0.2) on the farm where her parents 

are and would tli: ke to (.) you -Iknow (0.4) go 

out and do tmo::re but it's a question of 

what's she capable of and what is there (.) and 

(0.2) so on and tso iforth tso (0.2) erhm (0.6) 

we though- (.) it might be useful to=

Elsie: =Mmmm=

Ron: =to have some sort of assessment of those

tthi : i : [ngs

Elsie: [Mmmm so Tshe::'s (.) quite happy with

that idea i n
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(0.2)

Ron: We[ll I'm Tseeing

Elsie: [(knows that I'm me)

( 0 . 2 )

Ron: Well the tmum's certainly i>l: s hhei- ( (c l e a r s

t h r o a t ) ) is Tvery difficult to get (0.2) a 

straight answer to a straight tquest>lion=

Elsie: =Yeah=

Ron: =from her any^way (.) bur I'm actually see:Ting

(0*2) Ttomorr>low=

Elsie: =°Right°=

In his following turns Ron can be seen to rework the description so it acts to more 

fully engage Elsie in accepting this referral. For example, he presents EC’s 

“struggles” in the form of another three part list: (1) “she was asked to leave school” 

(Lines 3-4) (2) “she struggled with employment” (Lines 4-5) (3) “she’s stuck erm on 

the farm where her parents are and would like to you know go out and do more”

(Lines 5-8). It is noticed that the “struggles” are attributed to EC, an attribution which 

acts to inoculate Ron from charges of self-interest resulting from his own struggle to 

allocate the referral.

EC is presented as someone “who would like to you know go out and do more” (Lines 

7-8) . The use of “you know” here projects Elsie as being capable of making this link 

between what EC “struggles” with and what she would “like” to do. It can also be 

seen to construct EC as motivated to change. However, this change is conditional
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upon her struggles being addressed, as evidenced by Ron’s use of the word “but”

(Line 8) . In terms of how these struggles might be addressed Ron constructs a further 

three part list (1) “it’s a question of what she’s capable of and (2) what is there and (3) 

so on and so forth”. Ron finishes this re-formulation with “we though- it might be 

useful to have some sort of assessment of those thi::ngs” (Lines 11 and 13). Again, 

this is subtly reconstituted version of a similar closing within Ron’s first report, which 

stated “it would be useful to have...” (Extract 3.14, Line 12. The use of “we” builds 

consensus into Ron’s account. The use of “might” (Line 11) in place of “would” in 

the previous extract acts to invite Elsie to offer her ‘expert’ opinion, rather than 

present as factual that this course of action should be taken for granted.

Elsie’s subsequent utterance, “Mmm so she::’s (.) quite happy with that idean” (Lines 

15-16) again begins with minimal encouragement, however her subsequent turn 

shows her as more engaged in that she is seen seeking specific information. Elsie’s 

turn of talk here reveals doubt about whether EC is “happy” with Ron’s formulation 

of what might be useful. Ron can be seen orientating to this reading of Elsie’s 

statement as doubting rather than confirmatory. His following two turns at talk start 

with “Well” (Lines 18 and 21), which appear to function as a preface to the threat 

Elsie’s query poses. As has been indicated, this use of “Well” has been observed in 

other interactional contexts (Jucker, 1993). Elsie’s query, however, is constructed in 

such a way as to avoid questioning Ron’s previous description of EC as someone who 

would “like” to “go out and do more”, by focussing upon her emotional response to 

Ron’s formulation of what is required to bring about this state of affairs. Ron 

manages Elsie’s query by constructing EC as someone from whom it is “very difficult 

to get a straight answer to a straight question” (Lines 22-23). Prefaced by “very”,
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Ron’s argument for not being able to answer Elsie’s query can be seen as formulated 

more extremely.

These descriptions, again, may be seen as local and situated work. In this respect, 

variability and inconsistency may be viewed as expectable but comprehensible 

through analysis, since the descriptions are intended to perform actions at specific 

points in the conversation. In the second of Ron’s two extended sequences he can be 

seen to reformulate his description as a means of acting to allocate the referral. Ron is 

seen to construct as general knowledge the fact that EC would like to “get out and do 

more”. However, later in the conversation EC is constructed as someone from whom 

it is “very difficult to get a straight answer to a straight question”. However, both 

have been shown as doing specific work within the conversation.

Extract 3.16 (Lines 569-580)

1 Ron: °'nd things like ithat° (1.2) and Ihaha'd tehell

2 you mohore dehetiail ( { l a u g h i n g ) ) (0.4) °er (.)

3 you know (.) if you want0

4 ( . )

5 Elsie: Yeh (0.4) yeah thas f[ine

6 Ron: [I mean I tdon't know

7 whether it would be likely you or or (0.4)

8 Debortah or (0.2) well it ['11 be -lyou

9 John: [hgm hgm hmmmmm[mrnrn

10 ( ( s ound  o f  t h r o a t  c l e a r i n g ) )
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11 Elsie: [twell

12 it'll be [me for our teaJ<:m yeh >lyeh

13 Ron: [Y- yeh yeh yeh

14 (0.4)

15 Ron: Yeah okiay

16 ( 0 . 6 )

Extract 3.16 shows the closing of this sequence of talk about EC. Ron’s offer of more 

detail is received by Elsie’s “Yeh (0.4) yeah thas fine” (Line 5) in such a way that co- 

constructs the need for further information as not strictly necessary. Note at this point 

that the allocation has not been formally accepted. Ron’s following turn produces 

him as uncertain about who will be accountable for the referral. He prefaces his talk 

with “I mean” (Line 6), which may be seen in this context to act as a repair marker, 

allowing him to rephrase his words, as seen by “I don’t know” (Line 6) in his 

subsequent turn at talk. The turn's design is projected in a way that expects 

clarification from Elsie. This she gives in her next turn with “Well it’ll be me for the 

team yeh yeh” (Lines 11-12). Evidence for this being what Ron was attempting to 

achieve through his talk can be seen through the way his repeated “Y- yeh yeh yeh” 

(Line 13) acts to offer strong feedback for Elsie’s eventual acceptance of the referral. 

With the action of allocation done, Ron uses “Okay” (Line 15), try marked with down 

intonation, to close this piece of institutional business.

3.2.4 Case 4 - PG

Analysis of the following case will pursue further the idea of case descriptions as 

local and situated discursive achievements. The introduction of this case is given to
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further demonstrate participants orientating to the special turn taking and aspects of 

overall structural organisation highlighted in the analysis so far. The full sequence of

is to highlight the variability of case descriptions throughout a sequence of action.

Extract 3 .17 (Lines 1300-1310)

1 Sally: =So is that Ti[t=

2 John: [Can I (.) can I just ment>lion=

3 Sally: =Yeah=

4 John: =at the top of the >lpage (0.2) I'd like to

5 refer PG (.) back to the Ttea:>l:m actuality

6 (0.4) I [saw him (.) I saw h[im at the

7 Sally: [(Right)

8 (?): [Ahhhh

9 ( ( Yawn) )

10 John Thosipital (0.6) and he was sort of previously

11 seen by (0.6) ehm

12 (0.4)

13 Ron: Fred=

14 John: =[[tFre:d=

Sally’s use of “so” (Line 1) may be seen here as acting to structurally mark out the 

boundary between the previous topic, whilst projecting the opening of another. With 

“can I just mention” (Line 2) John can be seen as re-producing and orientating to 

Sally’s identity as allocator of turns of talk in this interaction. Sally’s “Yeah” (Line 3)
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acts to acknowledge receipt of the information, whilst also co-constructing her 

identity by demonstrating her orientation to John’s turn of talk as designed for her. 

John use of the word “actually”(Line 5) may be seen as performing an action similar 

to its usage in Extract 3.3 (Line 5) in signalling deviation from the institutional order 

as interactionally sensitive.

Extract 3.18 (Lines 1312-1324)

( . )

Clark: Oh he's in a TGeneral >lbed

John: 

Clark 

John: 

Clark 

John: 

Clark

John:

Sally 

John:

( 1 . 2 )

SorrTy=

He was in General tHosp>lital=

=Yeah ye[ah he's had he's had Tphysical 

[Yea::h mmmmm

[>lproblems but he's ehm he's beTcom:e 

[yeah

referred befor[e

that's when he was

[He's become tlow in >lmood again 

really and I tthink (0.8) ehm (0.4) I think he 

could benefit from (0.6) ehm (.) further 

suptport=

Okaty=

=err from the teairm
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Clark’s “Oh” (Line 2) may be seen in this context as marker displaying a change of 

mental state, signalling the realisation “he’s in a General bed” (Line 2) would be 

consequential for him. John’s “Sorry” (Line 4) can be seen as indicating a 

mishearing, which acts to prompts the repair from Clark, “He was in General 

Hospital” (Line 5). John can be seen to orientate to this as consequential for Clark, 

clarifying with, “Yeah, yeah he’s had he’s had physical problems” (Lines 6 and 8). 

John’s use of “had” here constructs these as past problems, whilst his use of “but” acts 

to signal transition to the current problem, “He’s become low in mood again” (Line 

11). It is noted that John occasions self-repair with “He’s had he’s had” (Line 6) and 

“he’s become.. .he’s become” (Lines 8-11) where Clark overlaps, acting to maximise 

as hearable his description of the present problem. Clark’s overlapping 

“Yea::h..mmmmm..yeah” (Lines 7 and 9) acts to signal affiliation with John’s report 

of PG having had physical problems. Clark’s statement “that’s when he was referred 

before” (Lines 9-10) projects for inferences to be made that this may be the reason for 

his referral now. However, the use of “when” rather than “why” in this interactional 

context inoculates Clark’s claim against the challenge that he was previously referred 

solely for help with physical problems. The fact that PG may have previously been 

referred when he had physical problems does not rule out the possibility that at the 

time he was experiencing other problems more usually managed in mental health 

settings.

John’s use of “low in mood again really” (Lines 11-12) is interesting. It could be 

argued that “low in mood” is a description more commonly used within mental health 

settings than in everyday use. However, whereas a diagnostic term might act to 

construct the category membership of a participant from which expert knowledge
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might be inferred, “low in mood” tends to have a more general usage amongst mental 

health professionals. His use of “again” (Line 11) connects his “low mood” to his 

past contact with the team, both orientating to the threat implicit within Clark’s 

emphasis upon physical problems and acting to undermine it.

It is observable then that John’s and Clark’s descriptions can be seen as performing 

different actions. John’s talk thus far can be seen as designed to action allocation of 

the case to the mental health team. Clark’s talk may be seen raising the possibility 

that his problems are physical, through his constructed remembrance of the previous 

referral. From a discursive perspective the descriptions used in this extract can be 

seen as beginning to reveal aspects of participants’ stake and interest. These noticings 

will be developed in analysis over the course of the ensuing sequence.

Extract 3.19 (Lines 1338-1351)

1 Clark: Fred's disTcussions J^about him a Tlot of his

problems are tsocial care ^related as twe:11

(0.2) er=

4 Milton: =°Mmmm°

John:

8 Clark:

uhuh HGHGHGHGHGHM ( ( c l e a r s  t h r o a t

( 1 . 2 )

>Yehc
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10 John: Y :e:t :s: (.) that's right (.) I think that that

11 there there Tis err sort of mental health (.)

12 er component tin - l i t

13 (0.2)

14 Clark: But I do- (.) I remember when he discharged

15 Ihim it was (0.2) it was (.) ref- (.) he re-

16 (0.8) I know he was referring him to social

17 tserviices

Clark’s utterance “Fred’s discussions about him” (Line 1) can be seen to construct a 

recollection that inoculates his description that “a lot of his problems are social care 

related as well” (Lines 1-2) against challenges of self-interest. The use of “are” in this 

statement situates these problems as having relevance in the here and now. The 

corroborative nature of this description may be seen to further enhance its factual 

status, being drawn as it is from someone else who has knowledge of PG. However, 

the “as well” (Line 2) tag and “a lot” (Line 1) act not to dismiss John’s formulation, 

but to weight “social care related” problems over “low mood”.

John orientates to Clark’s weighting with “Yes (.) that’s right” (Line 10), however he 

carefully reformulates the problem to incorporate Clark’s formulation, whilst keeping 

alive the appropriateness of the referral as requiring support from the mental health 

team. “I think that that there is err sort of mental (.) health component in it” (Lines 

11-12) is a vaguer formulation than that offered in the previous extract. Rather than 

specifically “low in mood”, John builds a more global “mental health component” 

description into Clark’s formulation. “I think” suggests a description contingent upon
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mental processes, rather one having factual status. It has been observed that it is in 

their vagueness that such accounts can provide a barrier against undermining 

(Edwards and Potter, 1992). Use of the word “component” acts to neutralise Clark’s 

weighting of “social care” over “low mood” since it may be inferred from this that, 

however small, this component has an active role within Clark’s whole formulation.

Clark orientates to the John’s turn ending producing “But” (Line 14), which acts as a 

continuer. “But” binds John’s previous talk to his, whilst also acting to project 

transition. Clark self repairs his first turn, “But I do-” (Line 14), to construct himself 

as remembering; “I remember” (Line 14). An interesting aspect of this description is 

the way in which Clark conducts self-repair on two subsequent occasions i.e. “I 

remember when he discharged him it was (1) it was (.) ref- (2) he re-” , before 

producing “I know” (Line 16). Clark reconstructs his report as based upon him 

‘knowing’, rather than ‘remembering’. Through these self-repairs Clark may be seen 

to progressively increase the factual status of his account.

The previous two extracts relating to this case have been presented both as a means of 

introducing the problems being orientated to by participants and to show their 

accounts as contexted actions. The final extract is taken from later in the discussion. 

The argument that reports and descriptions may be seen as discursive 

accomplishments within specific interactional contexts is further developed.

Extract 3.20 (Lines 1653-1676)

Val: It Tstrikes me that the whole thing needs

tsomebody some>lwhere and I'm not sure
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26

Tw[h:lo and that's the b it I'm Tstruggling 

(John): [Hhhhhh ((l a u g h s ))

Val: iwith (0.2) needs to look a:t Twhat's happening

at home (0.4) what services are in [(on ithat) 

Milton: [Yeah

Val: Twhat he can do what he tcan't >ldo (1.0)

beTcu::se (0.6) Tyou know th[ere are certain 

Milton: [Ye:s

Val: things that I wouldn't deal with isolTati>lon

( 0 . 2 )

John: Ye::s

Val:

Val: 

John:

John:

Val: 

John:

yu Tknow 

( 0 . 6 )

[[See I Tthink that 

[[You see Tl was 

( 0 . 2 )

I felt quite Across when I went to the ward at 

Tone Tlevel=

=M [mm

[because (0.4) Tyou Jjcnow they at Tone level 

the mental health thing felt like a bit of a 

red The:rriing but T[you iknow unTfortunately

(Milton): [Mmmm
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27 Val: [Mmmm

28 John: what happens is tsomeone presents like this

29 Tso:me (0.6) enthTusiastic (0.6) °b- b-° thouse

30 ^officer puts them on an antidepressant and

31 tsUDDenly it's a psychiatric Tproblem

Val’s report gives a clear account of what she feels PG needs (Lines 1-3). John’s 

laugh (Line 4), overlapping Val’s “who” (Line 3), may be seen as disaffiliative of 

Val’s construction “I’m not sure who” (Lines 2-3), whilst simultaneously orientating 

to Val’s identity as someone who could do what she is suggesting “needs” to be done. 

This interpretation is supported by her subsequent talk in which she can be seen to 

produce her social identity as someone who could “deal” (Line 11) with what is 

required, but inoculates herself against being solely accountability with “you know 

there are certain things that I wouldn’t deal with in isolation” (Lines 9 and 11). The 

“you know” (Line 9) preface acts to signal to recipients that the subsequent 

information will be familiar to participants. Val’s suggestion is formulated as a list in 

which she can be seen orientating to the normative three part structure previously 

highlighted: “what’s happening at home” (Lines 5-6), what services are in on that 

(Line 6) what he can do what he can’t do” (Line 8).

John’s subsequent reporting from “I felt quite cross. ” (Line 20) can be seen as acting 

to minimise the weighting given to the problem as mental health related. This report 

may be seen as constructed in a context that orientates to Val’s prior assertion that 

“somebody somewhere” should look at problems that are cast as being primarily 

social in nature. John constructs himself as having “felt quite cross” (Line 20). It is
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inferable, but not explicitly stated in his subsequent talk, “when I went to the ward” 

(Line 20), that John “felt quite cross” with the ward. Furthermore, he can be seen to 

initiate self repair after the word “they” (Line 23) so as not to be seen explicitly 

blaming the ward.

The use of “at one level” (Lines 23-24) can be seen as acting to minimise challenges 

of inconsistency in John’s accounts. It does so by opening up the possibility that at 

another level the “mental health thing” (Line 24) might not be a “red herring”. Use of 

the phrase “red herring” (Line 25) acts to warrant John having “felt quite cross” on 

grounds that he could have been misled into initially perceiving the problem as a 

“mental health thing”. Note how this usage of “mental health thing” is vaguer and 

colloquial compared with formulations in prior extracts. In this context, his 

reconstructed formulation can be seen to further downgrade its weighting in favour of 

Val’s assertion that social support is what is needed.

John’s attributes his being misled into perceiving the problem as a “mental health 

thing” in a report prefaced with “you know” (Line 23). This preface may be seen to 

set up his explanation as one reflecting a situation familiar for participants. The use 

of “some enthusiastic house officer” (Line 29) allows for inferences to made about 

inexperience. This phrase is employed in the context of an analogy of a situation, 

constructed as “unfortunately” familiar to participants. It acts to attribute how PG’s 

needs have come to be seen as mental health related. Namely that it is inexperience 

when “someone presents like this” (Line 28) that leads to the prescription of an anti

depressant. John goes on to explain that the immediate inferences made from 

prescription lead to a state where “suddenly it’s a psychiatric problem” (Line 31).
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Analysis of Extract 3.20 shows how John attempts to manage inconsistency. It shows 

John externally attributing responsibility for his understanding that PG’s primary 

problems were mental health related. It is this variability that is of particular interest, 

since it is to be expected where case descriptions are considered as situated 

interactional achievements designed to perform specific actions.

3.3 Summary

To briefly summarise the analysis, the first sub-section may be seen as primarily 

concerned with explicating the orderliness of the talk as it is orientated to by 

participants. As well as systematically building a collection of cases to support the 

analytic claims, deviant cases are presented. These deviant cases are explained as 

threats to the orderliness of the interaction in the sense that they are shown to be 

understood and managed as such in the talk of participants. The second part of the 

analysis builds upon the work of the first, with the purpose of strengthening the 

argument for the orderliness of the interaction. In addition, this sub-section shows 

case descriptions operating as situated actions within extended sequences of talk. The 

claims here continue to be grounded in the understandings participants display in their 

next turn of talk. A comprehensive summary of the analysis follows in the 

‘Discussion’ section.
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4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Chapter Overview

This study examines the generation and utilisation of case descriptions within a 

Community Adult Mental Health Team (CMHT) allocations meeting. As a means of 

providing a context in which the results of analysis might be better understood, a brief 

overview of the Conversation Analytic perspective is provided.

The first part of the analysis is summarised as being specifically concerned with the 

form of the interaction. The second part of the analysis builds upon the claims made 

with regard to form, whilst also examining how case descriptions work within 

extended sequences of interaction. There follows discussion of the main themes 

arising from the results of the analysis. These themes include the orientated to 

orderliness of the interaction, talk as context, case descriptions as constructed in talk, 

case descriptions as action and variability.

Following discussion of the analysis, the wider clinical implications of this study are 

addressed with regard to the representation of clients in talk and reflexive practice.

As they relate to Clinical Psychology, the implications of Conversation Analysis for 

practice and research and the notion of internal mental entities are discussed. 

Conversation analysis is then critically reviewed in relation to power, professional 

identities and the analysis of a single case. Finally, avenues for future research are 

highlighted.
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4.2 The CA Perspective

Before summarising the analysis some of the central themes of a conversation analytic 

perspective will be recalled. An initial point to be made here relates to the notion of 

talk-in-interaction as a domain for social action. In short, people do things to each 

other when they talk (Wooffitt, 2001). What follows is a simple illustration of an 

utterance performing an action within the talk. “How are you?” may be seen as doing 

a greeting, and as such expects a response from the recipient. Conversation analytic

literature states that in ordinary or mundane conversation, the expected response to the

greeting would be “Fine” (Silverman, 1997).

A second issue for Conversation Analysis is that the ways in which people do things 

with their talk occur within an orderly interactional context. The illustrative example 

here displays greetings occurring in the context of adjacency pairs (Sacks, 1992).

These interactional patterns are repeatedly both orientated-to and reproduced by 

interactants. Deviations from the interactional order create observable trouble with a 

sequence of interaction. Take this example:

Extract 4.1 (Garfinkel,1967; p44):

1 S: How are you?

2 E: How am I in regard to what? My health,

3 my school work, my peace of mind, my...

4 S: {{Red i n  t h e  f a c e  and s u d d e n l y  ou t  o f

5 Look! I was just trying to be polite.

6 don't give a damn how you are.

my finances,

c o n t r o l)) 

Frankly, I
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As can be observed in Lines 4-5, E’s response (Lines 2-3) was unexpected in this 

case. It should be noted that this interactional sequence was manipulated by the 

researcher in order to find out what would happen where the structures of everyday 

activities, such as the greeting example given here, were disrupted.

Conversation Analytic research therefore seeks to uncover the orientated-to 

orderliness and purposive nature of the interaction. A good place to search for 

orderliness is at points where it appears to have been breached. The analytic task here 

is to explain how such breaches or trouble in the interaction are managed by 

participants. In this way analysis can show participants orientating to a recognisable 

speech exchange system. Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974) highlight the 

following with regard to conversation. Firstly that people take turns to talk.

Secondly, only one speaker will generally talk at a time. Finally, this system of turn- 

taking provides for as minimal gap and overlap in conversation. It is reiterated 

therefore that the analytic concern is therefore not so much with what is produced in 

conversation, but how it was produced (Wooffitt, 2001)

4.3 A Summary of the analysis

The first part of this analysis was concerned with explicating the context in which 

descriptions of cases were generated and utilised. The notion of context from a 

Conversation Analytic perspective relates to the way in which participants build, 

invoke and manage it through the interaction. Hence, an analytic task is to show 

participants building context in and through talk (Heritage, 1997).
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As a point of departure, the analysis shows a specialised system of turn taking 

observable in the data. One person, Sally, can be observed in the talk as the person 

who pre-allocates turns of talk. In addition, other participants to the interactions are 

shown as orientating to, hence reproducing in their talk, this aspect of her social 

identity.

Sequential analysis of Sally’s openings and the subsequent pre-allocated description 

of cases helps to explain how Sally interactionally accomplished turn pre-allocation. 

Generally, Sally’s allocating turn of talk was designed as a first part adjacency pair 

(Sacks, 1992). This first-part pair was oriented to as a request by participants, thereby 

producing the conditionally relevant second-part response. Again, cases that deviate 

from this general presentation were presented in the analysis in such a way that shows 

support for the orientated to nature of an observable specialised turn-taking 

arrangement. Examples include Sally reformulating her requests to better enable the 

expected response, participants seeking Sally’s permission to speak at the opening of 

new topic talk and participants acknowledging in their talk interruption as 

interactionally sensitive business.

As has been said, a key concern for Conversation Analysis is with how participants do 

what they do with their talk. This rationing of turns of talk may be seen as one way in 

which the business of this meeting is achieved interactionally. This business, it is 

suggested, broadly includes the reading of referrals, allocation of clients to team 

members, reducing the waiting list, admissions and discharges, feedback from the 

ward and feedback from participants at the meeting.
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Typical sections of interaction emerged in the talk after numerous hearings of the 

audio-tapes and readings of the transcription. Four sections were observed. During 

the first parts of such sections Sally can be seen to establish her identity as 

chairperson through the introduction of a new topic. The second part observable in 

these sections is the pre-allocated description of cases. In a third observable activity 

sequence, participants can be seen orientating to problems within the case description. 

The fourth part of these sections involves a closing.

An important part of this aspect of the analysis was the examination of instances 

where there appeared to be breaches or trouble in the interaction. Further support for 

a normative overall sectional structure comes from the analysis of instances where 

there are breaches to this observed orderliness. Analysis displays these breaches as 

interactionally managed by participants. In doing so it displays the orientation of 

participants to an overall structural order in the interaction.

The specific concern of this study is with the generation and utilisation of case 

descriptions in talk. The second half of the analysis may be summarised as doing two 

things. Firstly, it builds upon the claims made regarding the interactional context in 

which case descriptions are generated and utilised. It does this by working through 

extended sequences of client talk. The building of a collection of sequences to 

illuminate this and other points, whilst not intended to be seen quantitatively, is 

intended to add strength to the various analytic points being argued. Secondly, this 

part of the analysis shows case descriptions as co-constructed by participants and the 

work they accomplish within a sequence of interaction. There is an emphasis upon 

the variability between accounts as these extended interactional sequences unfold.
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4.4 Discussion of the main themes arising from the data

4.4.1 The orientated to orderliness of the interaction

Firstly, the form of the interaction will be discussed in relation to the observation that 

this was a specialised, orderly form of interaction. It is through explicating this that 

the context in which case descriptions are generated and utilised becomes visible. 

Context may be seen as an ongoing project, produced and maintained in interaction by 

participants, making certain contributions allowable and others not so. In relation to 

the various ways in which individual cases are constructed, Crepeau (1993) argues 

that the form such meetings take acts to constrict the way in which the meaning of 

illness is talked into being. This study goes beyond definitions and meanings of 

illness, examining more generally how clients come to be represented within 

sequences of talk and the contexted actions these representations perform. The fact 

that a specialised form of turn taking is observable in the data, orientated to by 

participants, has implications for both when clients can be represented in talk and by 

whom. In this respect, the generation and utilisation of case descriptions may be seen 

as constrained by the rationing of turns of talk.

In addition to the impact of an observable specialised turn taking procedure, the 

overall structural form of the interaction was shown in analysis to consist of action 

sequences composed of four typical sections. In conversation analytic terms this 

observable pattern should not be regarded as the uncovering of a fixed representation 

of how this particular Community Mental Health team meeting is structured. It is 

reiterated that the participants may be seen as co-constructing, or doing the meeting 

interactionally on a turn by turn basis. In this sense the form of the meeting may be 

regarded as an ongoing interactional achievement, rather than some sort of pre-
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scripted reality. What this aspect of the analysis presents is a micro-analysis of how 

participants accomplish a meeting through and within their talk. Related specifically 

to case descriptions, analysis uncovers an interactional context which impacts upon 

both their generation and utilisation.

4.4.2 Talk as context

It has been highlighted above that the conversation analytic approach taken in this 

study perceives the interaction as context. This notion of context, it will be argued, 

differs from that of much previous research examining case representations within 

health care settings. Whilst the literature reviewed takes a broadly similar perspective 

to the current study of language as constructive and action orientated, in these studies 

context is presented as container-like. Examples are presented below in which pre

existing factors such as treatment availability, knowledge, training and medical 

dominance provide for various contexts, which it is assumed impact upon the options 

for representation open to participants. For instance, Byrd (1981) argues that that 

institutional factors, such as treatment availability, impact upon how staff classify 

patients. Opie (1997) talks of the possibilities and constraints on team narratives 

made available through the different knowledge bases. Soyland (1994), with 

reference to case summaries, talks of an enrolment process into mental health 

disciplines impacting upon the way in which its new members learn to speak. One 

part of Griffith’s (1997) argument is that where a psychiatrist was actively involved in 

CMHT meetings, the seriously mental ill category was constructed more inclusively 

than in a team where the psychiatrist was less actively involved. The above literature, 

it is argued, treats concepts such as knowledge, training and psychiatric dominance as 

external factors that impact upon the content of the talk. The current study takes the
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perspective that such things are co-constructed in talk by participants to do things. 

They are regarded as situated actions and in this sense it is the talk may be seen as 

context in which they occur. Hence case descriptions in this study are shown as being 

constructed within specific interactional contexts. Interactants can be observed in the 

interaction orientating to the previous turn of in their construction of descriptions. 

Whilst the above discussion highlights an important difference between this study and 

the literature previously reviewed, certain commonalities will now be attended to.

4.4.3 Case descriptions as constructed in talk

Byrd (1981) observed most studies, in which mental health classification features, 

treat these categories as stable entities. A dominant theme that emerged from analysis 

of data in this study was of case descriptions as constructed and purposive. In this 

respect the current study presents conclusions in harmony with literature highlighted 

previously. For example, Byrd (1981) shows the ways in which clients are classified 

to be an integrative and goal orientated team endeavour. In addition, Griffiths (1997) 

shows case descriptions constructed differently between CMHT’s to do different 

institutional business. Opie (1997) talks of different representations being produced 

through the interactive process. Furthermore, Crepeau (1994) sees client problems as 

produced by the interpretive actions of the team, rather than being objects which can 

be neutrally represented through language. With reference to the current findings, 

case descriptions may be seen as constitutive of the objects they refer to, rather than 

neutrally reflective of them.
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4.4.4 Descriptions as actions

As previously introduced research has shown, representing clients in certain ways 

foregrounds certain actions and restricts the possibility of others (Good, 1994; 

Buckholdt and Gubrium, 1983). Griffiths and Hughes (1994) show how evaluations 

of clients internal state, in this case motivation, are built into accounts to perform 

observable actions. Analysis in this study displays a variety of actions being 

performed through case descriptions. Included amongst the observable ways in which 

interactants perform actions are the construction of accounts as factual thereby 

privileging one account over another, attributing within the client the difficulties they 

present for allocation, building consensus to warrant a particular account, constructing 

vagueness, inoculating against charges of self interest and displaying accountability. 

The action orientated nature of descriptions as a context specific achievement can be 

seen as related to another theme arising from this study; variability.

4.4.5 Variability

As previously highlighted, a commonality between this study and previous research 

looking broadly at the issue of case construction is the view of language as a means of 

performing social actions. A further main theme emerging from the data here is 

variability in the ways clients come to be represented. Parker (1997) states that 

traditional psychological explanation searches for “an underlying consistency of 

response, or a set of items on a questionnaire or test that cohere, or for a parsinomy of 

explanation” (p289). Broadly speaking, discourse analytic approaches view 

variability as a focus point. Gubrium and Buckholdt (1982) show how the ongoing 

construction of a case description in talk reveals within it the business of the 

institution. Similarly, for example, this study reveals the business of allocation being
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transacted through case description talk. The variability of descriptions is explicable 

in terms of their generation being goal directed. For example, case descriptions in this 

study are shown as designed to allocate cases, refuse the allocation of cases, make 

attributions, position accountability and so on.

Analysis attends to the variability of descriptions across sequences of interaction 

about a case. It seeks to explain how a description is designed to perform certain 

actions by privileging the recipient’s own analysis of the previous turn of talk. The 

contention is that case descriptions are unique, context specific interactional 

achievements designed within the talk to do things. Descriptions are presented here 

as contexted social actions performed through and within interaction. The context 

specific nature of case descriptions, as seen in this study, leads to a conclusion that the 

variability of descriptions across a sequence of talk about a client is expectable.

4.5 Clinical implications

4.5.1 Representing clients in talk

In presenting an argument demonstrative of talk-in-interaction as purposive, the issue 

of how clients are represented within it becomes clinically relevant. To state this 

more clearly, these actions may be seen as consequential for clients. For example, in 

the current study we see descriptions as context-specific interactional ways of 

attempting to achieve attributions, refusals, management of self-interest and 

accountability and so on. We see participants in the meetings using conversational 

devices such as systematic vagueness, factual statements, three-part lists and so on in 

specific contexts to warrant their positions at that particular juncture. The point here 

is that by following through such sequences of interaction about clients one can see
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that these ways of representing, within an orderly interactional context, have 

implications for the way in which a team responds. As has been argued, 

representations of clients as viewed in interaction are orientated-to productions, which 

are designed to do something for recipients. The business of the team in the current 

study is not revealed in their talk to be the constructive and purposive nature of case 

descriptions. This is an issue not orientated to by the participants to the meeting 

under scrutiny. As Crepeau (2000) has stated, the significance of this issue may go 

largely unrecognised. Section 4.5.2 looks at how encouraging a more reflexive 

approach could have implications for clinical practice.

4.5.2 Reflexivity

One implication of studies which broadly view language in the way the current study 

does is that they can be used to engender a more reflexive approach. Sacks (1992) 

commented that even in beginning an analysis of language as a form of social action 

things can often appear to be happening faster than people could possibly think about 

them. The point of this research is not to deny that there are internal mechanisms 

implicated in interaction, but to deal with that which is directly observable. It is in 

this sense that the empirical nature of the Conversation Analytic approach might be 

understood. More specifically, it is recipients understandings of prior turns of talk, 

which they reveal in the construction of their following turn, which inform the 

analysis.

The feedback to teams of research which takes the perspective that case descriptions 

are co-constructed and purposive in interaction, such as that reported by Marks

(1993), presents a competing version to that of case definitions as merely neutral
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reflections of the state of things. Such feedback draws attention to the consequential 

nature of language. As regards this study feedback and dissemination could enable 

wider consideration by mental health professional of how case descriptions are 

generated and utilised. As Opie (1997) suggests, it would be by no means impossible 

for teams to attend to consequential nature of representational practices as part of a 

case discussion.

4.6 Implications for Clinical Psychology

4.6.1 Conversation Analysis, Practice, and Research

The scope of the literature reviewed in this study was intentionally restricted to 

studies that broadly presented representations of clients in language as co-constructed, 

action orientated and variable. Most of the studies could be seen as similar in that 

they were carried out in health care settings. This selectivity was a means of 

highlighting the idea of the multi-disciplinary meeting as a unique interactional 

accomplishment by participants. It is reiterated however that participants in these 

situations are shown to adapt what may be viewed as the foundational aspects of 

everyday talk as a means of achieving the meeting (Wooffitt, 1992). An example of 

such an adaptation observed in this study would be the special turn-taking 

arrangements and turn-taking pre-allocation.

Of course, there is no reason why the literature reviewed should not have included 

Conversation Analytic studies, which focussed upon talk in a variety of institutional 

settings. After all, the concerns of Conversation Analysis are with talk-in-interaction, 

on a turn by turn basis, as a constructive and action orientated endeavour. The point 

being made here is that the implications of the Conversation Analytic perspective for
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Clinical Psychology adopted in this study stretch further than multi-disciplinary team 

meetings. For example, recently Madill et al (2001) examined the potential for 

Conversation Analysis of psychotherapy. This study claims a strength of this 

approach is the way in which it demonstrates how psychotherapy gets done 

interactionally. From the Conversation Analytic perspective, it is argued that the 

psychotherapeutic interaction is a co-constructed production, orientated-to on a turn 

by turn basis by both by therapist and client. Mechanisms such as projection and 

denial become rhetorical devices which the therapist draws upon in certain 

interactional contexts. The analysis highlights trouble in this interaction; the 

interaction itself being constitutive of a psychotherapy encounter, which is 

characterised as unsuccessful.

Taking a wider perspective, the Conversation Analytic perspective could provide 

useful insights into how organisations function, such as has been attempted in the 

current study. Potter and Wetherall (1987) highlight the fact that people express 

opinions about, for example, the future of the National Health Service, this though the 

NHS is an abstract concept which cannot be visualised by individuals as a discrete 

object. Attention to language as contextualised and constructive could illuminate the 

ways in which, for example, specific policy decisions are accomplished through talk- 

in-interaction.

The implications for Clinical Psychology of research from a Conversation Analytic 

perspective may be seen as more wide reaching where one considers the centrality of 

internal states such as cognitions and beliefs to the profession.
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4.6.2 Internal states and language as social action

The previously introduced work of Potter and Wetherall (1987) and Edwards and 

Potter (1992) concerns itself with discourse as the topic of research rather than it 

being a passive medium through which facts about internal worlds such as attitudes, 

beliefs and cognitions can be accessed. Simply stated the focus is upon what people 

do with their talk as opposed to using talk as a route to what goes on in their minds. 

This perspective should not be taken as a denial of inner mental existence, but rather 

as an empirically sound means of tracking in talk such constructs in action (Potter and 

Wetherall, 1995). An example from the current study of the work mental constructs 

can be called upon to do in interaction relates to fact construction and the way in 

which statements can be seem as progressively modalised along a continuum. At one 

end statements have been observed as highly contingent upon mental processes, at the 

other are presented as statements of fact (see Latour and Woolgar, 1986). It is 

reiterated that the actions these constructions perform should be understood within the 

interactional contexts in which they occur. Vague formulations, contingent upon 

mental processes, can be observed in certain interactional contexts as providing a 

foundation for specific inferences. In other contexts, statements designed in a way 

which present them as similarly contingent can set up the possibility for their easy 

undermining (Edwards and Potter, 1992). Viewing language in this way the research 

focus on internal mental states shifts from that which is assumed to that which can be 

observed. For example, whereas traditional cognitive research may require of the 

reader an acceptance that cognitions exist, even though they are not directly 

observable, studies from a Conversation Analytic perspective would aim to show 

‘cognitive talk’ as situated action observable in talk.
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4.7 Critical review

4.7.1 Power and Conversation Analysis

Parker’s (1997) discursive psychology acknowledges external realities such as power 

and oppression, however remains wary of the notion that human systems can be 

objectively researched as though closed and controllable. Parker et al (1995) concede 

the understandings and practices they argue for are considered, from their political 

perspective of discourse, tactically better than others. Such an analysis of discourse 

presents several problems for a Conversation Analytic perspective. These difficulties 

will be highlighted through a critique of the Griffiths (1997) study in which a number 

of a priori assumptions are visible. Through the presentation of a comparison 

between two differently constituted teams there is an implicit assumption that 

different institutional contexts will impact upon the ways in which clients are 

represented. A further assumption made within Griffiths (1997) study is of the 

variable of influence being medical dominance within CMHT’s. Arguably, 

describing the utility of the findings in this study as providing “opportunities for 

resistance and subversion” (p60) to medical dominance reveals something of the a 

priori stance on the part of the researcher. That is to say, it is implied that medical 

dominance is in some way undesirable, and that this state of affairs be changed 

through different ways of constituting the team.

The analytic perspective employed in the current study allows for a different reading 

of case descriptions as constructive and purposive. Issues such as power, authority, 

oppression are not treated as environments which impress themselves in various ways 

upon the interaction . As Heritage (1997) has indicated: “The assumption is that it is 

fundamentally through interaction that context is built, invoked and managed, and it is
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through interaction that institutional imperatives originating from outside the 

interaction are evidenced and made real and enforceable for the participants” (p i63). 

From a Conversation Analytic perspective the question of power, for example, only 

becomes relevant as it emerges within structured sequences of the talk and is 

orientated to by participants.

This assumption of context being a project of participants, and power being made 

relevant as a members’ concern, is explained further with reference to the current 

study. For example, Milton’s social identity, as someone who ‘does’ authority, may 

be seen as initially revealed in the way his numerous inteijections are orientated to by 

participants as trouble for the orderliness of this interaction as a meeting. Just as 

Heritage (1997) describes participants managing the context through talk, in the 

current study we can see specific contributions from Milton being orientated to by 

participants as breaches in the interaction and subsequently repaired by them. It is 

further argued that Milton’s authority or power is revealed in way participants manage 

these breaches to the interactional context. For example, we see laughter used as a 

means of disaffiliating the complainant from their criticism, functioning so as not to 

make Milton directly accountable for troubles in the interaction. However, caution 

should be applied in considering such conclusions. These are tentative and are 

presented to illustrate how Conversation Analysis might deal with wider social issues.

4.7.2 Professional identities

The way in which the study deals with professional identity raises similar issues to 

those highlighted in sub-section 4.7.1. Professional identity in this study, as with 

other categories, is considered a contexted interactional achievement, co-constructed
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on a turn by turn basis. Hence the professions of interactants were not listed in the 

transcriptions. The rationale behind not labelling extracts using a speaker’s 

professional identity was such an approach could lead the labelled talk to be analysed 

as representative of psychologist talk, psychiatrist talk, nurse talk and so on. As 

Wooffitt (1992) comments: “The use of broad categories to define the character of an 

interaction, prior to any detailed empirical analysis, may distort the very features of 

the data in which the analyst is interested” (p63). To label professional identity in 

extracts and transcriptions therefore may have revealed more about the a priori 

expectations of the analyst than how interactants produce a variety of social identities 

in the course of the interaction. Claims that turns of talk were designed for an 

occupational therapy, social work or CPN receipt were supported in so much as they 

were orientated to as such by the next speaker. This was one way in which the 

interactants could be observably doing professional identity through talk. Specific to 

concerns of this study, issues of professional identity were relevant in this study in so 

much as they could be demonstrated to be consequential for the generation and 

utilisation of case descriptions.

4.7.3 Single case

A further criticism of this study could relate to the reliance upon data from a single 

Community Adult Mental Health multi-disciplinary team meeting. This criticism 

might be founded in an understanding that Conversation Analysis is interested solely 

in finding recursive features in large collections of data. One might therefore ask 

what does the current analysis tell us about how case descriptions are generated and 

utilised outside of this meeting? This meeting did after all take place at a specific 

time and was uniquely constituted. This criticism is certainly valid, but also risks
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missing the insights the single case approach offers. The single case approach enables 

rigorous examination of more substantial sequences of data (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 

1998), such as those presented in this study. Examining at a micro-level the 

interaction from this perspective enables language to be viewed as constructive and 

action orientated over extended sequences.

The key here is in the weighting given to the inductive and deductive approaches to 

the data. For example, studies which show orientated-to orderliness in everyday 

conversation (e.g. Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974; Jefferson, 1989) were not 

treated as templates which could then be applied unquestioningly to make sense of the 

data. Such studies give a guide to the orientated-to orderliness of talk-in-interaction. 

However, the task for analysis in the current study was to show how participants 

orientate to a specific orderliness in the interaction, which was constitutive of the 

meeting itself. Analysis shows how participants adapt these previously observed 

normative patterns of talk-in-interaction to accomplish specific business and in doing 

so further demonstrate the orderly nature of their conversation as meeting-type talk. 

This single case analysis does allow for the building of a collection of cases to support 

claims of a specific interactional order within which case descriptions are generated 

and utilised. The analysis of each subsequent sequence is intended to build upon the 

claims made previously in an attempt to present an ever more persuasive and coherent 

argument. Within these observable, orderly sequences of interaction, turns of talk are 

designed and words chosen that enable case descriptions to be utilised in context 

specific ways.
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4.8 Limitations / Future Research

A potential limitation of this research is the extent to which the findings can be used 

to enable an understanding of other such meetings. A factor such as the audiotaping 

of the meeting in this study is clearly orientated to as consequential by participants in 

their talk, hence revealing atypical institutional business. Even where it is accepted 

that this particular meeting may have been largely ‘typical’, one would have to be 

extremely cautious as regards extrapolating from these findings given that the data is 

derived from a single meeting audiotaped in one setting.

The use of gendered pseudonyms in this study has been explained as a means of 

representing the talk as it occurred as faithfully as possible in the transcript.

However, it could be argued that labelling sequences of talk using gendered 

pseudonyms in the transcript provides the reader with information prior to gender 

being made relevant as the concern of participants in their talk. This is potentially 

problematic since the reader, being in receipt of such information, may draw 

conclusions that go beyond the talk. This potential problem could be addressed 

through the use of initials to label each participant’s extract of talk. In this way the 

gender of participants would not have been alluded to prior to the presentation of a 

sequence of talk in the transcript.

A further possible limitation of this study relates to viewing the Conversation 

Analytic perspective as objectively revealing the constructive and functional nature of 

language. The assumptions and insights of the Conversational Analytic perspective, it 

could be argued, cannot be extricated from language itself. In this sense one could 

regard Conversation Analysis as a specialised meta-language itself constructed and
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utilised itself to present an argument for talk-in-interaction as constitutive and 

purposive. Caution should perhaps be exercised with regard to viewing the 

Conversation Analytic researcher as neutral or objective and, as such, it bears 

repeating that there is no non-discursive discourse with which to carry out non-action 

orientated description (Edwards and Potter, 1992).

A suggestion for future research arising from this study would entail a broader 

examination of Community Mental health team meetings from a Conversation 

Analytic perspective. The current study has shown how this approach can be applied 

broadly to such data. However, a more inductive approach could be useful in 

explaining how participants accomplish Community Mental Health Team meetings 

interactionally and how case descriptions are generated and utilised within this 

context. The current study does attempt to demonstrate this, and it is important to 

reiterate that each case description should be regarded as a unique and contexted 

interactional achievement. However, analysis of a larger data set was beyond the 

remit of this study. Therefore future studies could focus upon the more micro-aspects 

revealed in the current study, for example openings and closings in case discussions.

Future studies could also look towards building upon the claims of this study which 

shows the way in which mental health professionals construct cases in interaction is 

consequential in terms of the inferences made and the subsequent actions people 

perform. Such representations may be seen as ultimately consequential for the 

individuals being constituted in interaction. It is in this respect such research may be 

argued to have clinical relevance.
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APPENDICES 1 
Participant consent form



PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM

The generation and utilisation of case definitions within multi-disciplinary team 
meetings

The aim of this study is to explore how the varied professions within multi
disciplinary mental health meetings come to define cases. Naturally occurring 
talk within a multi-disciplinary team meeting wiU form the data for analysis.
This will be collected by audio taping one such meeting. A key objective includes 
involving members of the multi-disciplinary team in feedback of the results. A 
benefit of this study is that it wfll enable space in which staff can reflect upon 
and critically appraise current practice.

•  I agree to take part in the above study as described above and discussed at the 
team meeting.

•  I understand that I may withdraw from the study at time without justifying my 
decision.

•  I understand all information arising from the study will be treated as confidential.

•  I understand that medical research is covered for mishaps in the same way as for 
patients undergoing treatment in the NHS -  i.e. compensation is only available if  
negligence occurs.

• I have had the chance to discuss details of the study with Nic Bunker and ask any 
questions. The nature of the study has been explained to me and I understand 
what taking part involves.

Signature of participant........................................................Date....

I confirm I have explained the nature of the study to the participant

Signature of researcher Date
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Letter confirming ethical approval



Leicestershire
Health Authority

Melanie Sursham
Direct Dial 0116 258 8610 Gwendolen Road

Leicester 
LE5 4QF

c  A , Tel: 0116 2731173
5 Septem ber 2001 Fax: 0116 2588577

DX 709470 Leicester 12

Please quote Ethics Ref No 6358

Mr N Bunker
Trainee Clinical Psychologist 
10 Hobart Street 
Leicester

Dear Mr Bunker

The generation and utilisation of case definitions within multi-disciplinary 
mental health settings

Thank you for your letter of 13 August 2001 confirming that members of the MDT 
were happy to be included in the study and guaranteeing that all patient 
information will be regarded as confidential in line with the British Psychological 
Society’s guidelines on research.

On behalf of the Leicestershire Research Ethics Committee, I have reviewed the 
information and approved that the Leicestershire side of this study can now 
proceed.

Your attention is drawn to the attached paper which reminds the researcher of 
information that needs to be observed when ethics committee approval is given.

Yours sincerely

HC&r,
f f  P G Rabey 

Chairman
Leicestershire Research Ethics Committee 
(Signed under delegated authority)
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Transcription symbols



TRANSCRIPTION sy m b o l s

The number in brackets indicates a time gap in tenths of 
a second
A dot enclosed in a bracket indicates a pause in the talk 
of less than two tenths of a second.
A dot before an ‘h’ indicates speaker in-breath; the more 
‘h’s’, the longer the in breath.
An ‘h’ indicates an out-breath; the more ‘h’s, the longer 
the out-breath.
A description enclosed in a double bracket indicates a 
non-verbal activity, for example ((banging sound)).
A dash indicates the sharp cut-off of the prior word or 
sound.
Colons indicate that the speaker has stretched the 
preceding sound or letter. The more colons the greater 
the extent of the stretching.
Empty parentheses indicate the presence of an unclear 
fragment on the tape.
The words within a single bracket indicate the 
transcriber's best 
guess at an unclear fragment.
A full stop indicates a stopping fall in tone. It does not 
necessarily indicate the end of a sentence.
Underlined fragments indicate speaker emphasis.
Pointed arrows indicate a marked falling or rising 
intonational shift. They are placed immediately before 
the onset of the shift.

CAPITALS With the exception of proper nouns, capital letters
indicate a section of speech noticeably louder than that 
surrounding it.
Degree signs are used to indicate that the talk they 
encompass is spoken noticeably quieter than the 
surrounding talk.

= The equals sign indicates contiguous utterances.
[ Square brackets between adjacent lines of concurrent

speech indicate the onset of a spate of overlapping talk. 
[[ A double left-hand bracket indicates that speakers start a

turn simultaneously.

(Woofit, 2001: pp62)
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1 ( (sound o f  r u s t l i n g  paper))

2 Sally: Ehhm (0.2) tare we starting with James Whiteiman (.) is that cle- is that iright (0.4)

3 I think it mm [could perhaps tbe

4 Stella: [I tthink iso

5 (0.6)

6 Stella: ehm=

7 Sally: =T's oikay

8 (0.4)

9 Stella: I've got tit

10 (0.4)

11 Sallyi oikay

12 (3.2) ((sound o f  r u s t l i n g  paper))

13 Stella: There's a letter from Dr Reveiley (.) and the degree of urgency is turgient (0.6) .hh

14 tdear team I would be grateful for your help with this tthirty five year old

1



15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

gentleiman who was referred to me by his probtation off iter (1.0) Mr Whiteman has a 

lo- (.) long history of tsubstance Mabuse and is currently under the care of Phoenix 

tHoui :se .hh he's been on propa- protbation for about eighteen Imonths and his 

probation officer tTony White has recently become concerned about his mental thealth 

.hh on ttalking to David myself he seems tquite despondant and lacking in motivtation 

.hh he retquested admission to thospital to get away from everything (0.8) he tells 

me (now) 'ee has issiues going back some ttwenty years which he feels have never been 

restolved (.) .hh what was worrying his protbation ^officer was that he was expressing 

some suicidal idetatiion (0.2) although I'm not (0.4) sure how genuine this twas (0.6) 

however I do feel he would benefit from psychotherapeutic tiniput (0.2) in view of his 

tcurrent circumstances I am ( (banging sound) ) °reluctant to prescribe any addtitional 

medi teat t o n  .hh I would be very grateful if he could be assessed by the tmental 

health team with a view to providing0 some form of therapy in the tfuttre

( 1 . 2 )

2



29 Sally: Oktay=

30 (Elsie): =hhhh ((s n i f f s  f o l l o w e d  b y  b a r e l y  a u d i b l e  w h i s per ) )

31 Clark: Ss suppose[ it's whether to talk to [Tony twhite(0.4) before assfessment or 4not=

32 Sally: [ehm

33 Elsie: °[Uh Sally0

34 Milton: =Humtmm

35 (.)

36 Val: uh hu[gh huh ((c l e a r s  t h r o a t ) )

37 Clark: [Just thinking about [how we're linking with

38 Stella: °[Yeah°

39 (0.6)

40 Stella: (------ ) =

41 Clark: =(base [up north)

42 Stella: [good id>lea=

3



43 Milton: =There's talso an issue about G P 's  expectations that we provide thterapiy

44 (0 .4 )  ( ( r u s t l i n g  p a p e r s ) )  (and further issues ehm (0 .4 )  say teams who do) (.) we don't

45 do tthat

46 ( . )

47 Clark: Well especially with this particular prta :ctice as wtell (.) °huh°

48 (Ron): [(I mean we've not the space)

49 (0 .8 )  ( {sound o f  someone b l o w in g  n o s e ) )

50 Sally: [[Well we tdo so:metimes and that's that diff[iculity

51 Milton: [[Mmm mm

52 M il to n :  [n y te h n  °mm°

53 (0 .2 )

54 Clark: Yeah

55 ( . )

56 Milton: [[Mmm

4



57 Sally: [[Anyway (.) eh::m (0.2) fcan I go back to page iseven becau[se there's someone called

58 George ijones

59 Elsie: [Mmmm

60 (0.2)

61 Elsie: Mm [mm

62 Sally: [who I was offered an asstessment to (0.2) ehm (.) and he rang up to say that he'd

63 been off tsick for a month and on tholiday .hh and just got iback and treally didn't

64 want to take anymore time off iwork (.) but he's available on Monidays (.) and I (.)

65 can't offer an assessment ion Monday (0.2) so I said I'd bring it back to the tmeeting

66 and it would take tlo::nger and he said that was aliright .hh but tl mean ih- it

67 sounded (.) sort of fairly treasonable actually whe[n I talked to him

68 Elsie: [Shall I re-read ithat=

69 Sally: =Yes tplease

70 (.)

5



71 Elsie:

72

73

74

75

76 John:

77 Elsie:

78

79

80 

81

82 John:

83

84 Elsie:

Dear 4't earn this tfi:fty five year old chap used to be under the care of Dr fFellows 

.hh for anxiety and depression in nineteen ninety t- ninety tfou:r (.) .hh and then Dr 

Galton in ninety iseven (.) .hh he conttinues to have depression and panic att4acks 

(.) .hh he imptro:ved considerably after (0.6) Mer ter zapa (0.4) uh huh ( ( laughing))  

g [o on 

[Metazapine=

=Thank you .hh forty five milligrams (.) .hh and err and diazepam two milligrams TdJ'S 

(.) .hh with tintermittent zopilclone (.) seven point five milligrams tnocte (.) .hh 

although by tmost people's sttandards he is still extremely anxi^ous (.) .hh he tsays 

he has had the best tres^ponse (0.2) to mer ter za (.) ipine err (0.2) he has had huh 

c[an't sayt 

[Zis::pin 

( . )

Zispin (.) tnah that warr it sez that (.) toH WE- that's sispin is -li t

6



85 (.)

86 John: [Yeh]

87 Elsie: [ohr]ight thank you .hh=

88 John: =It's easiier

89 (.)

90 Elsie: Right (.) that he has had compared to tother anti depressants in the ipast (.) .hh I

91 am untable to get him tany l b:etter (0.6) and wondered if bethavioural therapiy or

92 anxiety management might be an toption I should be grateful if you would asstess >lhim

93 (0.2) but there's nothing abou:t (.) his past history (0.4) what that's abtou::t (.)

94 so we could (.) have we e- requested (.) previous tnu:rtes on him at l a l l  (0.6) so we

95 need to do that don't we as iwell

96 (3.2) ((r u s t l i n g  p a p e r s ) )

97 Sally: Ok>lat:y ehm (1.2) ((r u s t l i n g  p a p e r s ) )  where does that take us a tjanine 4<Parr

98 (0.4) ( ( l o u d  bang ing  sound))
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99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110 

1 1 1  

112

Stella

Sally:

Stella

Sally:

Stella

[[Yeh we've got that one 

[[back on page ni:t :ne 

( 0 . 2 )

hguh hguh ( ( c l ear s  t hroat ) ) well tthat' s from Dr > lsiu : :man (1 .0 )  err tdear iteam I 

would be grateful for your assessment of the this tfifty one year old ladiy 

( . ) ( ( sounds o f  r u s t l i n g  paper)) who has recently moved to the area from West tHeath 

(0 .4 )  she had a tnumber of problems throughout her ilife she was m- tpreviously 

married for twenty six years to someone who was alcoholic and abus^ive (.) .hh he 

tsexually abused both her tmother and her tdau: ght>ler

( . )

Oh=

=she tleft him and received treatment and ctounselling from the mental health team in 

tLeicesiter .hh the next partner 4died of a theart attack while in a car causing a 

tear crash

8



113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

( . )

°Ooh°=

=the most trecent partner committed tsuicide in Aug^ust (.) this year (.) .hh there's 

recently been (.) the inquest regtarding ithis (0 .4 )  in the past she's received 

treatment for deptress>lion this has included tmedication and also admissions at 

ti:4mes (.) .hh at present she described herself as feeling twiped 4out but not 

particularly deptressed .hh she's tsleeping a tfe: w hours at a time and is finding it 

difficult to tconcentriate (0.2) her appetite was rediuced but is now starting to 

inctrease >lagain (.) .hh she tjust enjoys some activities such as walking her tdog 

a:nd she is starting to enjoy her new house and tgariden (.) .hh she prefers to stay 

withtin the house and not (meet) new people artound (.) .hh she is not working at 

iprestent (.) her tdaughter and mother live in the tLeicester ariea and she sees and 

contacts them almost tdail>ly=

9



126 Milton: =Stella (.) it coul[d be pointed out that she lives in fRoth4'ley

127 Elsie: [She's 'ves in Rothiley

128 tou:rs

129 (0 .4 )

130 Stella: I'll stop tthe:re then=

131 Milton: =tseeing as how i[t's a long one n all this huh {( laughing))

132 Sally: [0::h no::

133 (0 .2 )

134 Stella: That was a grtim letter as well wr[tan't

135 Milton: [It was

136 Clark: =W[as it a lo]ng ilettter

137 Elsie: [ Mnuraranimninmm ]

138 (.)

139 Elsie: °that's: trag[ic°

10



140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

Stella: [I've noh really tfinished it but er=

Milton: =Oh I thought 4you'd I thought I could see there was ^another pat:ge

f[or instance °that you°

Stella: [Ye::s only a little bit=

Elsie: =Mmmm=

Clark: =Ugh huh huh {{coughing))

Sally: So: does th[is ss is that is that definitely outside ou[r ar [>lea=

Clark: [mm

Elsie: [Mm

Stella: [Yeh

Clark: =01d (Bell) team yteh (.) South East Leicestershire

(1 .4 )

Sally: So shall tl̂  deal with >lthat=

(Milton) : = Mmm1

11



154

155 Sally:

156 Elsie:

157

158 Sally:

159

160

161 Elsie:

162 Sally:

163 Elsie:

164 Stella:

165

166 (Val):

167 Elsie:

(2.6)

[ [°Okay°

[ [°It' s sad°

( 0 . 8 )

Ri::ght the next ione ( ( r u s t l i n g  paper sound) ) (1.2) °ehm (3.2) Julia (0.4) hiz (.) his 

someone got 4tha:t°

( . )

°Yeh° .hh[hh was that the one was it that was read out [last 4week yes 

[(Oh yes tha::t's: for allotcation

[tYea::h She should be on

the waitting 4l[ist

[(Mighta [been a week)

[We:11 no I tleft it there be[cause do you remember last week I

12



168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

178

179

180

181

Milton: [Mmm

Elsie: said if it tgoes on the waiting ilist (0.4) a[nd it just get we we we get to this

point the

(Milton): [Mm

Elsie: point of the meeting were we've done all the allocations for asstess^ment and it's ton

as >lwell (.) she's put it on in bold as twell (.) .hhh but it's to retmind us because 

otherwise (.) we forget (.) to go to the end of the Awaiting list 

( 0 . 6 )

Sally: So does someone want to say something about tthat (0.4) have we got the ifjjJjS!

( 0 . 8 )

Elsie: °ih° ih well they

( . )

Milton: She's tvery well known and she was ti [n hospital for (.) a tlong >ltime=

Sally: [Okay

13



182 Stella: [Mmmmm

183 Elsie: = fTil be in the red ifi::le there'll be a tsummary won't there in the red file even if

184 the file's not in ithere

185 (0.2)

186 Sally: (°Right (.) don't where it is°) ((b a r e l y  aud i b l e  mumble))

187 ( 1 . 6 )  ( ( r u s t l i n g  paper  sound))

188 Elsie: Nah tha th- th- thas okay (.) thas fine (.) ah

189 (2.2) ((banging sounds))

190 (Val): uhh hguh mmm ({coughs))

191 Sally: Do we tnee::d it (0.2) or do we (.) or do people know who it iis

192 (0.2)

193 Elsie: Well we tdon't need the tfi:le because we've got the summary in the tred

194 (0.4)

195 Sally: °Ok[ay°=

196 Elsie: [twaiting list ifile

14



197

198

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

(0.2)

Sally: =0:>lkay (2.0) °right° (.) ehm (0.8) let's move on to the next ione for the moment then

(1.8) ( ( r u s t l i n g  paper sound)) tLesley

(.)

Ron: L:S: [ehm

Sally: [0::ikay

( . )

Ron: [[(Same place)

Sally: [[I can't remember that (.) ha h[uh ( { laughing))

(Milton): [°Hang on a second®

( 0 . 2 )

Ron: Eh::m (1.2) re L:ts: twenty sixth of th[e ninth seventy tseven dear tdoctor .hh thank

Sally: [Hmm hmm ( ( laughs) )

Ron: you for seeing this ttwenty four year old mother of ttwo who is tsuffering with

setvere depression at the tmoment (.) .hh she is ttearful on a daily tbasis and is

15



212

213

214

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

223

224

225

anxious about igoing tout (0.4) she feels people are fwatching her and ttalking about 

4her .hh she has consistent negative tthoughts and feels that teveryone would be

better off if ishe was tDEAD .hh she is unable to think about tany future and has

[thought iabout slashing her twrists=

°[Dear0

=Mm mm mm[mmm ( ( c l ea r s  t hroat ) )

[the only thing that tstopped her were her child^ren (0.8) or twas her 

children even feh:::m (0.2) Lesley's tproblem::s (.) betgan with her tfather who 

physically and tmentally abused her from the age of fourteen tyears .hhhh she ran 

away from tho::me and left school half way through her Ta ^levels (.) her brother and 

ex boyfriend both used theroin (0.4) she has a tpast history of tself iharm (.) and 

has received counselling in the past although this did not thelp (0.2) at the tmoment

Lesley lives with I her ttwo children °iv° four years and eight tmonths (.) and

tboyfriend (0.6) who is away from home a >llot (0.2) she is very isolated (0.2) and has

16



226

227

228

229

230

231

232 Elsie:

233 Milton:

234

235 Ron:

236 John:

237 Milton:

238

239 John:

no friends or family to thelp her (0.6) she:: astsures me that she is not a suicide 

risk at tpresent (0.4) and I have tstarted her on Paroxetine twenty milligrams tolday 

(0.4) I will see her again early next tweek (.) but feel that she will tneed tmore 

^support and tC:ou::nsell4ing to cope with her tpast (0.4) I would be grateful if you 

could tsee Lesley and offer >lher some thelp (0.2) yours sinctere 

(.)

°Mmm [m°

[Who is tit 

( 0 . 6 )

Doctor tsa::ndeman who's some sort of (.) °registrar (I think [------------ )°

[(It was only li[ke)

[In fact

it's ehm=

=pre-registration=
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240

241

242

243

244

245

246

247

248

249

250

251

252

253

Ron:

John:

Milton:

Ron: 

Milton: 

(Sally): 

Elsie: 

(Ron): 

Milton:

=county=

=house ^officer 

( 0 . 6 )

Yes it's tinteresting it's the: tthat's the first time I've come atcross that (.) but 

you know how you have thou:semen where we tget the medical review but they're not 

regtistered as doc[tors iyet (.) we:11 they're tstarting to put them into them

[Right

into general tpractice (0.2) °(you see so) err°=

=[[Mmm

=[[0:::h ri::-=

=Mm[mm

[ta ::nd the:y're (.) talking iabout tus having them in the next year or two tso 

(0.6) mm (0.8) °right°

( . )
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254

255

256

257

258

259

260

261

262

263

264

265

266

267

Okay (.) the tnext >lone tjic uh huh {{laughs))

(0.4)

Yes (0.6) jtcee (1.6) { { r u s t l i n g  paper sound)) i:s eh:m (1.2) is from Doctor Ring 

(0.6) err tdear doctor thanks for seeing this tch::ap who has sevte ::re anxiety with 

deptre:ssion .hhh he is thappily married but has had a few problems ilatetly (.) 

particularly finta :ncial his mind runs morbidly on his problems and then he develops 

tpanic ^attacks .hhh (0.2) he has very poor restless sleep and is off his food he was 

tsick on cee Citalopram but is tolerating Merttaza>lpine (0.4) eh:m which I've 

increased to thirty milligrams todta :y from fiftteen milli>lgrams .hhh (0.2) he tsays 

he's no better yet but his wife says that he tsleeps >lnow and is no longer restless in 

tbe:::d (0.4) I should be tgrateful if you would thelp manage his anxiety and 

depression as he feels that he's not getting anywhere with my ttreatiment 

( 1 . 8 )

Oktay (0.4) eh:m (.) tB^W
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268

269

270

271

272

273

274

275

276

277

278

279

280

(0.8)

°Oh yes I've0 got that ftoo (0.6) ( ( r u s t l i n g  paper sound)) eh: :m (1.6) °mm° (1.2) a::h

(0.8) ( ( r u s t l i n g  paper sound cont inues ) ) this is tquite a tcomplicated eh::m business

it's err (0.4) L:t o p ::ks like it was referred into the ehm (0.2) thospitial 

originality (0.4) e::r (.) on ten: tten (.) oh 4one which I guess is err (.) °how long 

ago° (.) about two tweeks 4ago ehm (2.2) er: : 4date of 4birth nineteen tfifty eight so 

he's (0.2) f o[r t y three 

[Forty tthree

(0.4)

tforty two °(in April)0 .hhh (0.2) tdear colleague I would be tmo:st grateful for your 

opinion on the above forty three year old gentleiman who: wa:s commenced on 

Loftepramine (0.2) eh:m (.) a thundred and forty milligrams by a colleague tyesteriday 

(0.2) .hh he ha:s a thigh powered ijob which is very stressiful and ha:s symptoms of

20



281 deptress^ion (0.2) he: (.) i:s tcurrently (1.2) something tdrinking heh iheavitly

282 (0.6) eh::m (.) I I  tthink it says ^having an afftai:r (0.4) hh I can't read it huh=

283 Sally: =Oh

284 (. )

285 Milton: Eh::m (0.4) he's fmarried with children and apptea::rs to be on a::

286 (0.6)

287 Elsie: Mmmmm ((s i g h i n g  sound ) )=

288 Milton: =pa::th o:f self desttructiion t cURRENTly he is suicidal and unpretdict>lable (.) tboth

289 his family an::d his emptloy^ers are amton:g (1.2) are atware of the situati o n  (1.4)

290 he:: something ^yesterday (1.2) he tstarted seei:n:g somebody Kenntet at the Farndon

291 Unit three wee- fSheila Kenntet °I don't know the name0 .hh=

292 Sally: =tYea[:::h that's a Psytcholiogist ah ha=

293 John: [Psychologiist
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294 Milton: =tthree weeks ago at the tFarnham Unit (0.4) for psychological support but finds the

295 sessions have made (0.2) no tdifferience to him at presient (.) .hhh he ti::s at

296 present tve::ry tearful and actively suicidal a::nd I:: do not want to leave him

297 without some sup^port

298 (0.6)

299 Sally: I tdon't quite un[derstand why he would've seen tsheilia

300 Milton: [He i: : s °oh wait a minute0

301 (0.4)

302 Milton: he: i:s receiviing something (0.6) voh (.) he is recteptive to voluntary (0.4) ehm

303 (0.6) something (0.2) from tyouriselves (0.2) and so ther- (.) the temergency

304 assessment was dot:ne

305 (0.2)

306 Elsie: tMmmm

307 (.)
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308

309

310

311

312

313

314

315

316

317

318

319

320

321

Milton: on ten ten oh otne

Elsie: 

Milton 

Elsie:

Milton 

John:

Elsie: 

Milton:

( 0 . 2 )

°twho°=

=E[h:m 

°[Who tb:y°

( 0 . 2 )

assessment following[ ( ) sorrty

[On the ward in the ward*

(0.4)

Who by >lsorry (0.6) th[as wha- I was jis- tryin ree right

[Ehm a half well illteg>lible (0.4) an illegible

doct^or

( 0 . 2 )

Elsie: Ahhh
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322 (1 .0 )

323 M il to n :  [ [Ehm

324 Sally: [[But he would tonly have seen [S h e i i  1 a if he had gone [through the

325 Shipstone Road tte:aim

326 Clark: [Could be anybody

327 Elsie: [°twhy don't they have

328 to print their names then si::gin°

329 (0 .2 )

330 Elsie: °It's distgustiing0

331 (0 .4 )

332 Sally: This is what's con^fusting

333 ( . )

334 Elsie: Mmtmm

335 (1 .2 )  { { l o u d  bang ing  n o i s e ) )
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336

337

338

339

340

341

342

343

344

345

346

347

348

Milton: 

(Elsie): 

(John):

Milton:

John:

Would you like to contintue=

=Hhhh .hhh= {{laughs))

=Hah

( 0 . 2 )

Eh::m asstessment followi n g  refterral by GP (.) presented with like low tmood eyeries 

(0.6) for tyea:rs (.) distressed for two ^months (0.4) tpatient said he is very upset 

and distressed in the last two tmonths (.) ehm and he's had to make (0.2) ehm a tbig 

decision in his life .hhh while he has to choose between his 4wife and his 

tgirlifriend (0.6) apptarently he's been having an affair for tsix to eight months (.) 

married for eighteen years fee:1s he:

( 0 . 6 )

Hguhmm ( {c l ears  th r o a t))

( 1 . 2 )
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349 Milton: choose (0.6) °yeh the tgrammar goes (0.4) idown here0 feels he choose his tgirlifriend

350 and it does not look he cannot go back to iwife (0.2) and tif he choose his iwife he

351 feels he does not love (0.2) iher even though he (2.2) tea: : res for iher (0.4) ttold

352 all his life decis[ions are made for him (0.4) but now when has to make it does not

353 (John): [Hhhhhhhhh hh ( ( laughs) )

354 Milton: know what to ido

355 (0.4)

356 Sally: Err huh huh ( ( laughs) )

357 (.)

358 Milton: tfeels ilow in tmood for many tyears has cycles of depression which (.) cannot explain

359 does not want to be the person he his does not like being him (0.2) fwants to change

360 and move ion but feels does not know where to sttart (0.2) has tfleeting ideas of life

361 not being worth tliving but does not fe[el as if he will thar::m himiself .hhhh

362 Elsie: °[It's like a telegram0 ( (whispers) )
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363

364

365

366

367

368

369

370

371

372

373

374

375

376

the fGP started on Lofepramine llast tweek (0.2) tpreviously Ion Paroxettine °twoo° for 

two lyears

( 0 . 2 )

[[Uhhh 

[ [Uh

( 0 . 2 )

tcurrently seeing psytchologist once a Iweek in Farnham Mental tHealth lunit (0.2) has 

tPSY- had psychotherapy in tpast about three to four years tback tcurrently looking 

for someone to tta:lk to Ihim (0.2) ta ::nd (0.8) erh:m (0.6) help him (0.2) to make 

dectision for Ihim patient was told counselling would tnot be Idone (in the tward) and 

he was tnot (.) and he'd been given a leaflet and address at Derby tcounsel Cenltre 

(0.4) tas currently (0.4) not suicidal patient sent Ihome (.) plan tout-patient' s 

(0.2) appointment conttinue Lofeptramine conttinue seeing psychologist at Farnham 

Mental tHealth llJnit (0.4) patient advised to contact the ward if he feels unlsafe
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377 (2.2)

378 Sally: °I i-° it doesn't really make tsense cause if [he's [seeing tsheilia he [would have

379 been referred through Shipstone Road tteai ::m=

380 S t e l l a :  [Mmmm °w h y 's  he

381 been0

382 E l s i e  [Mmm

383 Milton: =°Mm°

384 (0.4)

385 Sally: But is it our tar::iea

386 ( . )

387 Elsie: Yeah=

388 John: =Ribble [4don usually tis is [n't >lit

389 Stella: [Yeah

390 Sally: [Why d-
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391 (0 .6 )

392 Sally: I tjust can't understand why he would be seeing tshteil^a

393 Elsie: [Unless

394 Ribbledon that (.) that's our iarea

395 (0 .4 )

396 Stella: Untless he recently mo^:ved °he could've°=

397 Sally: =Yea[h

398 Elsie: [Maybe mmm

399 (.)

400 Sally: Well I can ttalk to Sheh[eil4a {{laughs))

401 Elsie: [Mmmmm

402 (.)

403 Sally: .hhh [bu- a mean he keh si ih it would tseem odd if he was

404 Elsie: [tplease ido
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405 Sally:

406 Elsie:

407 Clark:

408 Sally:

409 Milton:

410

411 Sally:

412 Clark:

413

414 Milton:

415 Clark:

416 Sally:

417

418 Sally:

[Yes

[Mmmm

( 0 . 2 )

( . )

[although that's I mean tthat's wha[t the ward doctor ^thought

[tEv::en s:to:i ::

( 0 . 6 )
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419 (7 .2 )

420 Clark: It's early tdays isn't tit (.) [I mean

421 E l s i e :  [Mmmmm

422 (0 .2 )

423 S a l l y :  t i t  t i s

424 (1 .2 )

425 (Val): Ah hguh uh hguh hguh mm[mmm {{coughs))

426 Sally: [Right well the tnext tone (.) GB I tdon't know whether (.)

427 someone's got tthat s-=

428 Val: =Yea::h I've t g o t  that it'[s  t a h :m

429 Sally: [R e q u e s t from  Suztanna

430 (0 .2 )

431 Val Yes (0 .2 )  “request from Suzanna® (0 .4 )  G P 's Doctor Ky::tle (1 .0 )  ehm (.) ®tjust looking

432 for a date of birth actuality0 (0 .4 )  { { r u s t l i n g  o f  p a p e r ) )  oh (0 .2 )  forty tseven (0 .8 )
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433

434

435

436

437

438

439

440

441

442

443

444

445

446

(Stella) : 

Val:

Elsie:

Val:

Elsie: 

Val:

Elsie:

ah::m it's tbadly photoicopied so I'll do my tb:est (0.4) initially presented with

obsessional rumitnations

( . )

Mmm mm

( . )

ahm re work on tteeth (.) more recently has admitted to (.) more (0.6) tsomething 

social phobtla (.) °(look) can you read that°=

=1- (0.6) because it's a specific anxiety management refterral it'll tall be in the 

other letters tanytway 

( . )

Sorr[y (anxtietty)

[S- tthat's that's my anxiety management referral tform you see=

=Oh s::o::rry= {( laughing))

=so it's a specific referrtal to tmei:
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447 (0.4)

448 Val: otkay [so

449 Elsie: [Yeah

450 (.)

451 Val: it doesn't need

452 (.)

453 Elsie: I- (0.2) we tprobably don't need to read it out in the team if it's been discussed

454 betfo:re tin the iteam

455 (.)

456 Val: Right=

457 Elsie: =and Suzanna's [just tchannelling it through here to ((banging sound) ) m- send me a

458 Val: [fine fine tfine

459 Elsie: direct anxiety management referrlal

460 (0.4)

461 Val: It's for indivtidual isn't tit
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462 (0.2)

463 Elsie: No twell (0.2) it's f[ o r ta s s e s s m e n t

464 Val: [Well that's what she says on the bott>lom (1.0) request for

465 individual (1.2) eh::m work because she doesn't think she can cut the tgroup

466 (0.2)

467 Elsie: Well I assess everybody and talk to them about a group (.) cause if it's indtividual

468 anxiety management she'll have to go on the twaiting ^[list .hhhhh

469 Sally: °[Mmm° so twould it be you or

470 Deborah who's going to ass^ess tfor=

471 Elsie: =tl'11 have a chat with iDebortah (0.2) I mean I think (.) I tthink it pr- might be me

472 that one as I sort of team an assessment if there's a possibility of individu a l  (1.2)

473 ehm fso yeah (0.4) I mean Su- Suzanina mentioned it to ime and ter (0.4) I said I'd

474 probably (0.2) look at that (.) so >lyeah (.) you can put my name next to tit

475 (0.2)
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476 Sally:

477

478 Ron:

479 Sally:

480 Ron:

481

482

483

484

485

486

487

488 Sally:

489 Ron:

Thank you (0.6) right Aratbella (0.4) bTn 

( 0 . 6 )

Or tABN=

=ABN Ha H[a ( { laughs))

[even (.) hmm hmm hmm ( ( laughs) ) (.) tah::m ( (banging sound)) (3.0) not a lot 

of information there erm (0.2) re AB>1<N whose date of birth i i s the ninth of the third 

(.) eigh^ty fi:t :ve (0.6) tdear doctor thanks for seeing this sixteen year >lold tgirl 

(0.2) who has told me that she has an tuniconttrollable ^violent ttempier (0.2) she: 

has lost tmany frien:ds through tthis (0.2) and broken many tobjects (0.4) whilst 

tthrowing things around in a 4rage (0.6) she acknowledges that this is her own tfault 

(0.4) but twould like some Ihelp in controlling herself (.) I thtink that there might 

i b e : in inverted commas anger tmanagement courises (0.2) ru:n tvia your deptartment= 

=Mm Mmm Mmm tnoho= ( ( laughing))

=Oh no [they're tnori:t (.) and if so I would be tgrateful if she could be refterred
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490 Sally: [Noho haha ha {( laughing))

491 Ron: to one (0.4) (’but there aren't0

492 (0.4)

493 Sally: twell there's no mention of a mental heal[th [^[problem .hhhhhhh shall I:

494 doctor is tit

495 (Val): [No

496 Ron: [No none there

497 Elsie: [No

498 Stella: [Well I can't see anything

499

500 (.)

501 Elsie: Ring=

502 Sally: =N[o::: shall I [ring >lup

503 (Ron): [Ring

504 Milton: [Ring
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505 (0 .4 )

506 Milton: The other issue is that she's only sixt[eei:n

507 Sally: [Yes

508 Milton: [is she still at schoo4<:l (0.2) and [she maybe err

509 (Val): [Mm

510 Sally: [It doesn't >lsa::y d[oes °doesn't say°

511 Ron: [Not there at tall

512 (0.6)

513 Milton: She may be eligible 4for (0 .2 )  I uh child psychiatry [and tthey may take [that sort

514 thing ot[:n °so fwe don't know0

515 Sally: [Yeh

516 Elsie: [Mmmm

517 [yea:h

518 (0 .4 )

519 Elsie: Especially at that iage yo-°
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520 (3 .1 )

521 Sally: °Right° (0.2) well tlet me have (0.6) have that one (2.8 ) ( ( bang i ng  sound))  °(ooh I'm

522 sorry) (2.2) and next0 and then the tla:st one is (0.4) that's (.) one of your (0.2)

523 f[i:les tRon

524 Ron: [Mm mmmm yes (0.2) tEc4ee=

525 Sally: =Mmm mmm ((l a u g h s ) )=

526 Ron: =is eh::m (0.6) a young >Lwoman (.) twell known to er myself and tMiliton (0.2) who

527 (0.6) you tmay have (0.6) heard aJ<bout (0.4) ehrm (0.8) and withtout going into lots

528 of (0.6) coImplicated (.) tde^tail .hhh (.) eh::m (0.6) it would (0.2) be

529 Elsie: [Yeah

530 Ron: tu:seifu:l (0.2) to ha::ve (.) some tsort of assessment (0.4) about function and

531 occutpation and (0.2) all that sort of 4thing=

532 Elsie: =Mmm mm=
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533 Ron: =ehrm (0.2) tbeicau::se (0.4) those are things th- that she struggles twith and erm

534 (0.6) phooo ((exhales  l o u d l y)) she's (0.4) she was asked to leave schioo:1 (0.4) ah:rm

535 she struggled with (.) with employment she's tstuck (0.2) erm (0.2) on the farm were

536 her parents are and would tli:ke to (.) you iknow (0.4) go out and do tmo::re but it's

537 a question of what's she capable of and what is there (.) and (0.2) so on and tso

538 iforth tso (0.2) erhm (0.6) we though- (.) it might be useful to=

539 Elsie: =Mmmm=

540 Ron: =to have some sort of assessment of those tthi:i :[ngs

541 Elsie: [Mmmm so tshe::'s (.) quite happy

542 with that idea in

543 (0.2)

544 Ron: We[11 I'm tseeing

545 Elsie: [(knows that I'm me)

546 (0.2)
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547 Ron: Well the tmum's certainly i>l: s hhei- ((c l ear s  t hroat ) ) is tve ry difficult to get (0.2)

548 a straight answer to a straight tquest4ion=

549 Elsie: =Yeah=

550 Ron: =from her anyiway (.) bur I'm actually see:ting 4the:m (0 .2 )  ttomorr4'Ow=

551 Elsie: =°Right°=

552 Ron: =so (.) ehm (.) yeah °I was going to sort of float the idea of=

553 Elsie: =Yea:i:h .hh [an and maybe have a chat with her about whether she wants me to go

554 Ron: °[(---- )°

555 Elsie: along with tyou or whether she's happy for m[e to contact her 4'cold or twhat^ever

556 Ron: [Mmmmmmm Yeah i-

557 it may be difficult to get an answer to tt[hat bu:[t er

558 Elsie: °[Yeah° yeh

559 Clark: [The family don't (.) the family

560 don't allow home tvisits do they iqen[erally
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561 Ron: [.hhhhhhhhhh the tfa:mily ar- ar- (.) pretty well

562 her tfa::thier (0.2) he's (.) he's fairly stra::nge about (.) ehm (.) people

563 tvisiting=

564 Elsie: =Mmmm

565 (0.2)

566 Ron: and they sometimes b::arricade (.) the drive>lwa [y n

567 Elsie: [tooh dear

568 (0.2)

569 Ron: °'nd things like J'that0 (1.2) and Ihaha'd tehell you mohore dehet^ail {{laughing))

570 (0.4) °er (.) you know (.) if you want0

571 (.)

572 Elsie: Yeh (0.4) yeah thas f[ine

573 Ron: [I mean I tdon't know whether it would be likely you or or (0.4)

574 Debortah or (0.2) well it ['11 be >lyou
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575 John: [hgm hgm hmmmmm[mmm ( (sound o f  t hroat  c l ear i ng) )

576 Elsie: [twell it'll be [me for our tea4:m yeh 4yeh

577 Ron: [Y- yeh yeh yeh

578 (0.4)

579 Ron: Yeah okiay

580 (0.6)

581 John: Sally (0.2) I've got ehm (0.2) a tverbal referr^al

582 (0.6)

583 Sally: Okay [nnnnnnnnn

584 John: [actuality

585 (.)

586 Sally: There's talso ss a message here from Kal:th .hh saying ah well I'll tnee:d to say the

587 nai:me but anyway tEuan tBlessed called he's been tout of the iarea GP asking for

588 continued tinput
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589

590

591

592

593

594

595

596

597

598

599

600

601

602

(0.2)

Elsie: °Mmmm°= ■

Sally: =Is that (.) meaningful to peoptle

( . )

Clark: Well I've just tclosed it ag^ain on b[ehalf of me and Miltion

Sally: [Right

(Stella): [Mmmmm

Clark: I mean I tsaw the tmess^age but=

Sally: =Okay it's jus-=

Clark: =problem was we'd have given him two in^vites to come for a tjoint ^assessment and

hea[rd tnothling 

Milton [At lea::st

( 0 . 2 )

Milton: At tleast 4two
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603 (.)

604 Clark: So:: [I suptpose I'm wondering what out of the tar:ea ^means {0.2) I mean tlast

605 Sally: °[Right0

606 Clark: time he was out of the artea he was actually in [Tj[ail so i- i-

607 Milton: [Mmmm

608 Sally: [Hhh .hh uhh huh rihaight=

609 ((l aughi ng) )

610 Milton: =There's a tgood chance that's what it means (.) sttill (0.2) that's what it meant

611 [tthis time ( (banging sound)) as wet:11=

612 Clark: [I mean

613 Clark: =apptarently he's come in last twee:k is that

614 (1.6)

615 Ron: [[(he's tbeen to ja^il and he's been in this ttown [last (week) ( (laughing) )

616 Milton: [[Was it thim that came [was it thim that came J'in
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617 (0.2)

618 Clark: Yea: : i : h saying that the GP was keen for him to be refterred >lagain

619 (0.4)

620 Milton: Well we'll twait until °we hear from0 the 4<GPtee=

621 Clark: =Yea:h i[h- it tsounds [like adlmin-

622 Milton: °[tThat's what 4lt'd do°

623 Elsie: [But that that GP has rung

624 (0.6)

625 Clark: Altright cause it sounds like adimin ts sent him away (.) to get re-referred by Gtp so

626 has that thappen [>led

627 Sally: [So we can leave Xi t  I've

628 (0.6)

629 Clark: So we haven't Thad anyth>l [ing

630 Elsie: [Wasn't ithat (0.2) didn't you say the Gtp was tasking
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631 (0.2)

632 Sally: It just tsa:::ys GP asking for continued tin^put (.) but there's no (.) referr^al

633 (0 .4 )

634 Clark: twhat Clark said was that the came 4up and said the GP was °(keen) for him to be seen0

635 Elsie: =[[Mmmm

636 Clark: =[[Yeh tthat's the message that's in the tb[ook from 4last week it's twhether it's

637 been

638 John: [Hgm hmmmm ( ( c l ear s  t hroat ) )

639 Clark: added ito (0.2) since tthen

640 (1 .2 )

641 Elsie: °We need Kath to tclarify then0

642 (.)

643 Sally: °Mmm°

644 (1.2)

645 Clark: What do you think we ought to tdo4: cause I'm I mean I'm=
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646 Milton: =TI woul[d lee-

647 Clark: [at this istage it's tassess^ment isn't it=

648 Milton: =tl would leave it at the tmoment ^until the GP (0 .8 ) re-retfe:rs=

649 Clark: =°Mmm°

650 (0 .4 )

651 Elsie: But we tneed to clari^fy whether that

652 (0 .2 )

653 Elsie: [[G:: P:: has tru4:ng=

654 Clark: [[Yeh tl'll

655 Clark: =I'll cla[riify with >l<Kath

656 Elsie: [cause I mean if the tGP's ru:ng and thin[ks that we then igniore

657 Sally: [tY<ou're going to clarify;

658 Clark: =Y[eah I'll clarify with 4<Kath

659 Sally: [Okay thanks Clark
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660

661 Sally:

662 Stella:

663 Sally:

664

665 Clark:

666 Sally:

667 Stella:

668

669

670 Ron:

671

672

673 Sally:

674 Stella:

(1.0)

tRi:ght=

=Can I just go back -It o : (.) page teight Sally Ma[rilyn Ros4ted

[Yes >lplease

(0.4)

Y [eah 

[Ye:ss=

=erm (.) tcynth sent the fii:le (0.2) over t- ss (0.6) sent the informtation over to 

East ( ( S i s t e r  CMHT)) but they've not yet re[sponded to (0.2) whether it's for them or 

tu: : s

[.hhhhh uhhhg hhhugn hhhhguh hhhhguh hhgun

((Coughs))

(0.4)

Marilyn -Ir [osted so we're going tu: : leave it 4on the=

[Errr yea::h she just
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675 Stella: =Yeah=

676 Sally: =Ok4ay=

677 Clark: =It says on thei:re they're going to discuss

678 Stella: =Yeah

679 (.)

680 Clark: =la[st

681 Stella: [so it['s >lgone to them=

682 Clark: [the teighteenth

683 Clark: =yeah=

684 Stella: =so

685 (1.0) ({sound o f  r u s t l i n g  paper))

686 Sally: Well I'll leave it ithere (.) for the moment1

687 Stella: =Mmm mm

688 (0.2)

689 Sally: E:rm and tjohn you said you've got some[ione
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690 John:

691 4err a sort've tverbal refer^ral is

692 a referiral hmm {{laughs)) ts .hhhh

693 (0.8)

694 Milton: Uh

695 (.)

696 Sally: Do we want to put it on there ithen

697 (.)

698 John: E[rr y-

699 Sally: [I guess we tdo=

700 John: =Yes hghghg {{c l ears  t hroat ) ) I'm (

701 tdetails il'm afraid

702 (.)

703 Sally: How do you ^spell (0.2) °Sparrow=

[Ye:ah .hhh ehm (.) th- I mean the treason this
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704

705

706

707

708

709

710

711

712

713

714

715

716

717

=Err S [ P A double-R 0 W I think=

[S P A R°

=Okay

( 1 . 2 )

An it's (.) it's an todd requS s t  really (0.2) ehm (1.2) be:tea:S s e  I got trang by 

one of the GP's at his tpractiice (0.4) er asking for our thelp (.) Seally and tthis 

is a gentleman I saw about eighteen tmonths ago who's er (0.2) Glastwegian ( (sound o f  

paper  t u r n i n g)) he's had a (0.2) very traumatic tupbringing (.) in the sense that he 

was ehm (.) subject to a lot of (.) tphysical and emotional abuse (0.2) in his ehm (.) 

tearly days (1.2) he's tin a relationship (0.4) wi:th tanother ilady and they (.) 

with a lady rather and they eh tsix childiren (0.4) errr various tagies (0.6) er 

ta::11 I think (.) from different fpartiners (0.6) a::nd (.) I tsort of g:et a sense 

that (.) life at home is ((sound o f  paper  t urning) ) relatively chaotic at ione level 

(0.2) the's a tlo ;:ng contact with the services he was surtf previously seen at the
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718

719

720

721

722

723

724

725

726

727

728

729

730

731

Shadwell Unfit and was em (0.6) labelled (0.2) as havin:g (.) thought to be suffering 

from (.) errr sort of recurrent chronic (0.4) der recurrent depressive tepisides 

(0.6) ((banging noi se ) ) err (0.2) a::nd (0.6) anfother problem of his is (.) that he

has ((sound o f  paper  t urning) ) difficulty managing (.) angter (0.4) a::nd hee abuses 

tcannabis (0.6) a::nd tl_ saw him (0.2) in clinic (.) as a follow-up fro:m docto:r 

(0.4) err s- san- Santiaifo (.) Santiaigo saw him (.) tpreviousiy .hhh (0.2) a:nd err 

he fcame to one (0.6) clinic and ws (.) was fvery very intimidati n g  and he tnever 

particularly came jack n .hh he was tsaying all sorts of ihings like the (0.2) 

previous doctor had made this referral without his consent and it was tall (.) all a 

bit crazy ieally (0.4) hahaha ( ( l a u g h i n g ) )I mean I've (.) I (0.4) found him very very 

intimidati n g  (0.2) er (0.4) sort of made a fmental (0.2) note that I wasnun't 

tnehehever ( ( laughing)) going to see him outside of the fhospital i n tvironment (0.6) 

ehm (0.2) he fdoes have a iorensic history (although) (.) with details that I can't 

tell you at the fmoment (.) now the tproblem at tpresient (.) is (1.2) that the tGPie
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732

733

734

735

736 Milton:

737

738 Elsie:

739

740

741 John:

742 Clark:

743 John:

744 Milton:

745 John:

he's been >lseeing (.) has gone off tsick (1.2) a::nd (.) the GP i:s the GP tfourth 

dohown {( laughing)) on page nit:ne (0.4) .hh err (0.4) uh hguh uh hguh ( (coughs))

(0.6) a::nd (0.8) I I tcan't tell you e :xta:ctly why the GP has gone off sick cause it 

felt difficult to (0.6) to actually task (0.4) b[ut I ha-

[When you tsay fourth down [on page

nine there's a tbla::nk fourth idown=

[Nnn huh

huh ( ( laughs) )

( . )

=Nur one two three tfour=

= (Oh fo[ur u::p)

[no tFOURTH from the bot>ltom= 

=Four[th

[I'm sorriy .hh ahhg hughh ((coughs] .) fourth from the bot^tom
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746

747

748

749

750

751

752

753

754

755

756

757

758

759

(.)

No I i e e  

( . )

Right well tthis G i  has gone off iick wi:th (.) as treading between the liines (.) 

some mental health ss difficulities and betfore he went off iick (0.4) he tha::d what 

the practice are describi n g  as an tinnappropriate contract (.) with (0.2) tMister 

Sparriw=

=°MS°

( 0 . 2 )

the tinappropriate contact bei n g  (0.4) that the G i  was trather tstrarnge with him 

and was asking him sort of treally weir:d quesrtions .hhh like for example tone of 

the questions he asked him was (0.2) you know he fi- he filled this glass of twa:ter 

and he put this glass of water in front of the patient and says tWHAT'S iHAT (0.4) 

you know and there's th- there were just a tcouple of odd things that happelned (.)
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760

761

762

763

764

765

766

767

768

769

770

771

772

773

Milton: 

Clark:

John:

(Clark): 

John: 

Milton: 

John: 

Milton:

now tbasically (1.2) I'm tnot so sure how well the practice have thandled ithis but 

err

(0.4)

(he was seeing him for ages wasn't the)=

=1 tthought it was a one man tband iwas tit 

( 0 . 2 )

Well (.) I ah thee tlady: doctor who spoke to me (0.2) I do- I I tthink it is sinigle 

but this is (0.2) presumably a lo>lcum=

=Mmm mm=

=tdocttor=

=1 tthink he has some tli:nks with erm=

=Ah hguh uh hguh=( (loud cough))

=°medical centre or err you know (---)° ( ( recording  l e v e l  drops a f t e r  cough))

( 0 . 8 )
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774

775

776

777

778

779

780

781

782

783

784

785

786

787

Any>lway (.) tdifficulty lis that erm (0.2) tsince the incidient the tpatient is saying 

that he's intcreasing>lly disttur:bed (0.2) he's been usting more tcannabis to manage 

the tproblem .hhh a::nd you know it's tall because of this doctor and he wants some

thelp (0.6) eh[::m

[hguh hguh huhh= ((coughs))

=the tpractice I think (.) are ehm I mea- when tl spoke to >lthis (.) err (0.4) dur 

other doctor (.) the doctor making the refter>lral she was (0.2) she was talking in 

terms of post traumatic tstress ^disorder which of course is (0.2) fwholly 

inapprtopriate diagtnoisis (0.6) ehm but you know the impression I:: got really was 

that somehow the whole affair had got tquite blown out of protportiion (0.6) err (0.4) 

because ih it was a a once off incide n t  I mean thaving isaid (0.2) ithat it's not 

clear to me what the timpact (0.6) of this particular (.) consultation with this 

patient twa:>1:s (0.2) although if I'm honest I feel quite tjaundiced about (0.2) about 

itha:t (0.4) ah cause I (.) I th- I tpersonally think this patient is quite
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788

789

790

791

792

793

794

795

796

797

798

799

800

801

manfipulat^ive (0.4) eh::m (0.4) TtHE::Y wanted (0.2) to err to tmake (0.2) a

referiral for an it a a tre: ’.assessment (.) ehm (0.4) of his mental thealth ineeds

because tthey feei: 1 (.) that he nee:ds someone (.) to ttalk 4to about his tincid>lent

(0.6) ehhmm (0.6) I mean tl wiz (.) in between the taking the referiral I mean I (.)

I (0.4) I mean duh I din' know really how we (.) how we'd b:est (.) addrte ;:ss ithat 

( 0 . 2 )

°Mm°=

=Eh:::m (.) tyou Iknow I did ss- tsay to the 4gp you know did the tpractice (.) you 

I  know given that it's an to:dd (0.4) an odd ierm (0.2) octcurrence really at tone 

leviel .hhh you know had the practice taken any adtvice and they'd ttaken advice I 

think from the thealth authority (.) who'd suggested that they make a refterral tour 

iway (.) and tl suggested (.) tyou know I wond^ered (.) whether the:y (.) wanted to 

commtission some tshort iterm tcounselling tprivateily (0.4) er for this chap if 

that's (.) [you know if they really feel that it's something that they've
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802

803

804

805

806

807

808

809

810

811

812

813

814

815

(Sally): 

John:

Milton:

John: 

Milton: 

John: 

Sally:

[Mmm ram

tcau:4 :sed (0.8) I talso asked them if they twanted (.) 4to:: (.) tyou know go through 

with him the/s had meetings with the erm (0.6) with the tpractice manaiger (.) er 

which is pretty standard when this sort of thing thappiens (.) I think he's had a two 

>lhour (.) two hours of tmeetings with practice tmanagier (0.6) a::nd errrm (1.2) he 

tdoesn't actually want to make a compliaint against the GP (.) tmy sort of feeling 

about that is that (.) the GP's probably given him (0.2) a quite a reasonable 

tse: rvice actuallJ^

=tthat GP iehm (0.4) from other ^patients I tunderistand he used to spend (0.2) or 

tdoes spend a lot of tti: i :me twi [th them you Jdcnow they do sort of vta : lue >lthat

[Yeh yeh

that he [.hh (.) he tgets very inv4<ot: lved in their ^problems and m[akes all sorts of 

[yeh

[Mm
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816

817

818

819

820

821

822

823

824

825

826

827

828

829

830

Milton: suggtestions n=

John: =1 mean tmy (.) m[y my f::tantasiy about this what's happened tis (0 .2 )  that the

Milton: [ (------- )

John: re[ason this patient tmight be disiturbed (.) is that the patient

Milton: [Mmmm

John: tmi: ght (0 .2 )  be concerned that he's made (0 .2 )  the doctor go (0 .2 )  tbonkers mm=

( 0 . 2 )

Milton: =Mmmm=

John: =fo[r want of a better exprtess4ion you know or duh of o[r disfturbed the doctor

(Stella): [Mmmm

Milton: [And th-

John: the [doctlor's

Milton: [and there might be some

( 0 . 6 )

(Sally): Mmm=
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831

832

833

834

835

836

837

838

839

840

841

842

843

844

Milton: 

John:

Milton: 

John:

(Val) : 

(Milton): 

Sally: 

Stella:

=batsis in -Ithat 

( 0 . 2 )

Yeh no there could tcertainly be some basis in ithat (.) that's that's I mean that's 

iwhy (.) it's (c[ome to this)

[Has he left you with ivery uncomfortable f[eelings

[He wiz he left me feeling

ve::ry ve::ry disturbed (.) he's te ::qually the most dis- (.) he's te :qually left me 

with the most tdifficult feelings I've had since I've joined this tteam 

( 0 . 2 )

°Ah°=

=hhhh=

=[[Mmmm 

=[[Mmmm

(0.4)
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845 John: °He's a hor- (0.4) horrible ^character0

846 (.)

847 Milton: °Mmm°=

848 John: =°.hh huh .hh ( ( laughs) ) (0.2) for want of a better word0 .hh[hhhhh

849 Sally: [Mmm

850 (0.2)

851 John: tso ehm hhh (0.4) what I isaid (0.4) tl'd J'do is I'd bring it back to the te[i:am

852 Sally: [Mmmm=

853 (Val): =Mm=

854 Elsie: =[[Mmm

855 John: =[[Ehm

856 (2.4)

857 Clark: tThink^ing the (0.4) tclimate at the tmom4<ent tto:: (0.2) ha- not have somethinq in

858 twRIT^ing to:: restpond J'to tyou know (.) ss the fact the conversation took place on

859 the tphone .hhhh it not havinq a written ret [fer>lral tfrom that [doctor t[does
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860 Milton:

861 Sally:

862 Val:

863

864 Clark:

865

866 John:

867 Clark:

868 Milton:

869 Elsie:

870 Milton

871 Elsie:

872

873 Milton:

874

[Mmmm

[Ye::s

[Mmmm

( . )

make it slightly tdodgy doesn' iit 

( . )

hugh huh ((coughs)) well tthese are the ^things we should distcuss [ireally=

[Yea::h

=tTh[at' s a good poi::nt (.) I tmean: (.) it tdoes sound as >lthough he needs a

[Mmm

i jot : int assess>lment=

=Mmm

( . )

a:nd tif they could se:nd us a written tre-referral .hhh tnot necessarily spelling out 

the tde::tails (0.4) ehm (0.6) you Iknow (.) but (.) you could jus- (.) they tcould
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875 just say something like the patient was left as we discussed over the phone the

876 patient has been ^left with distturbed feelings following an encounte:r tyou know=

877 John: =Mmm yeh=

878 Milton: =something like that:t (0.4) and tthen we could sor[t of

879 John: [Without going into the de4[tails

880 of it but then make a [wri- make a written referral nonethetless=

881 Elsie: [Mmmm

882 [mmm

883 Elsie: =[[Yeh=

884 Milton: =[[Yes=

885 Sally: =Yea=

886 Milton: =([and)

887 John: [hguhhuh= ( (coughs))

888 Milton: =1 mean tthat's a very good point 4<Clark (0.6) and tthe:n ehhhrm=

889 John: =twhat are your con^[certns
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890 Milton:

891

892 John:

893 Milton:

894 Milton:

895

896 John:

897

898 Milton:

899

900 (Ron):

901

902 Sally:

903 John:

[we need to arrange I think a tjoint assessment with two (1.0) 

two suitable peoptle and you can discuss who that might tbe=

=1 mean tl do[n't mi: t : nd (0.2) ehm (.) being part of tthat=

[Ehm

=Ye::a:h (0.2) I mean ah tl I (.) I don't mind really tsee::ing him if you know what I 

>l<mean tyou know tehm=

=Ah tthat's 

( . )

I tsuppose you could tsay you could say there are er (.) transculttural isst[ues that 

I might have a

[°hmhmhmc

hhhhhhhh .hhhhh[h {{laughs))

[hm h[m {{laughs))=

[I think you might have ta=
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904 Milton: =an infohormed tviehew oh[on but ehm= {{laughs))

905 Sally: [hmm hmm {{laughs))

906 John: =Yes=

907 Milton: =Err=

908 John: =1 mean I tthink pa::rt of (.) I mean I have ts:o:me reservation about seeing thim

909 we- to be tquite honest as tsoo::n as the GP (.) mentioned his nat:me=

910 Milton: =Yeah (Mark)=

911 John: =1 just tfelt (.) I just felt that term=

912 Sally: =Mmm=

913 John: =hhh (0.2) I I tsuppose I think I'm very tprejudiced against him actuality (1.2) and

914 at tsome level (0.6) you tknow I think a tjoi:nt assessment would be a tgood idea

915 because ehm (0. 6) would be interesting for me to hear from someone telse (0.6) you

916 know someone else's accou:nt of how they tfel[t

917 (Val) : [Mm[mmmm
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918

919

920

921

922

923

924

925

926

927

928

929

930

(Stella) : [Mmmmmmmmm

(Elsie) : [Mmmmmmmmmm

John: you know w[hat he w[as atbou:t really (0.6) because he intduc >les

(Val): [mmmmm

(Elsie): [mm

John:

(Val): 

Milton 

John: 

Milton

tVE:RY tpunishing tstuff in ime I just (0.2) you know I just (0.8) an an and tfear^ful 

stuff in me as well I just think you know tget iout of my tspace you iknow

( . )

Mmmm=

=But he twas he twas err quite inttimidating iwas the*

=He twas quite intimidating and in fact [when I

[In twhat way was >lhe err=
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931 John:

932

933

934 Milton:

935 John:

936 Milton:

937 John:

938

939

940 Milton:

941 John:

942 Elsie:

943 John:

944

=He wiz he wiz rtoa: : : r>ling and tshou: : t>ling (0.2) and I tthink one one of the things 

that was tdiffiicult was (1.4) you know I'd been tset up Ito experience him I think 

(0.4) as intimidating betfo::re I tmet 4him because the=

=1 think I remember ( reviewing) him=

=Pardon=

=Sorry (he only bumped into him)=

=because the: (0.4) the: toutpatients staff said you iknow that he'd often tpa::ce in

outpatients and he'd often be (.) quite detma::nding you know if his apptointment 

wasn't on tit::me n (0.6) you know so the twho::le [thing sort of

[Mmmmm

felt [very cranked tup .hhh I mean ah it twasn't ireally till after seeing him I 

[Mmmm

mean the he did make ig n excteptional ^impact on me I have to say because (0.2) I 

tended >lup on the basis of tsee: : ing 4him for half an thoui: r twri: : t>ling over two and
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945 a half pages of tno:tes on thim (0.2) bee- you know just (.) just trying to get my

946 tH : EAD aground (0.4) th- t [h- what was going ton >lreally .hhhh (0.4) a::nd (0.2) the

947 Milton: °[Mmm°

948 John: tother the thing that really ^struck me tmost about him twa::s (0.4) something he said

949 to me which tdidn't of course dawn on me writin' the (0.4) in the account but (.)

950 occurred to me ta::fterwards (0.6) he said that he'd ta::lways mahn- er ma:naged in

951 life by tb:ullying ipeople=

952 Milton: =M[mmm

953 John: [that that was his tmodus operantdi (0.6) and it twasn't until ^afterwards that I

954 thought to myself well tthat' s exta: : ctly what's happened with me to some exttent=

955 Milton: =Mmmmm=

956 John: =that he's tcome across actuality as tvery intimidating and tbullyting (0.8) and I

957 tmean that's what tha:ppens I think I'l (0.6) tyou know I (0.6) put my tfoot >ldown

958 treallly at one level (0.2) an (.) an stood my [tground with him and contfronted
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959 Milton:

960 John: some of his behav^iour .hhh which

961 cause I tthink it's=

962 Milton: =So having tdone ithat might make

963 what I mean tbut=

964 Elsie: =Mmm=

965 John: =tYeh I mean I du (.) I tthink (0

966 a fairly secure-ish entviron^ment

967 Milton:

968 John: to::rder to put my (.) foot 4<down

969 quite cont[tai::nied=

970 Milton:

971 (Val) : [Yeh

972 Sally: =Mm=

[Mmmm

[Ye::s
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973 (Val) : =[[Yeh

974 Milton: =[[Mmmmm=

975 John: =err (1.2) tyou iknow and to put some stuff back to 4'him (1.0) ehm (2.2) but he tis

976 err (1.2) °he is ehm quite a tricky character really0

977 (0.4)

978 Milton: So we'd thave a ^choice between ttwo:: of us seeing him the:i:re (1.0) °maybe you n

979 (1.0) ( ( t urn i ng  o f  pages)) Clark or tRo:n°=

980 John: =He's tnot great with ttrans^port actu[al4^1y

981 Milton: [Or

982 (0.6)

983 Milton: 0::r eh::m (0.6) the tGenerial's a bit more tdiffiicult tisn't iit (0.6) to arrange

984 tjoi::nt 4assessment=

985 John: =Y[eah

986 Milton: [I suppose it (.) tcould be don[e by some^body
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987 John: [That's where he's traditionally been see[n because

988 Milton: [Mmmmmmm

989 John: he's (0.6) he's toften had difficulties making appointment because they don't have

990 ttra:nsiport

991 (2.8)

992 Milton: Ri::ght=

993 John: =1 mean I tthink you >lknow typ- (0.4) untfor- (.) you know (.) untfor-ttunately I  have

994 ta :no:ther (.) pa:tient who comes to see ime who is (0.4) this next idoor tnei:gh^bour

995 (0.4) and tof[ten (0.2) has ehm hgm hgm ( ( coughs ) )  (0.6) tyou know complained

996 Milton: [Mmmm

997 John: about noit::se ifrom next tdoor and the fact that the children are tup (0.6) af- (.)

998 tall hours of the ni:ght an=

999 Milton: =Mmmm=
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1000

1001

1002

1003

1004

1005

1006

1007

1008

1009

1010

1011

1012

1013

=you know I (.) I tl; : (0.6) felt unt comf ort>lable enough I mean I protcrasti^nated

about it for a twhi:i :le (0.4) but wi- (.) tin the inotes there was a a a letter for 

social tservices regtarding the ^children (0.8) a:nd it just I tcouldn't get in out of 

my i h :ead (0.4) a:nd I (.) I tleft it for a Awhile because I thought no (.) you know 

you tcan't (0.2) just (0.2) you iknow you you tdon/_t know why you're jumping 4into 

(0.4) to get the social services inJ^volved (0.4) so I've tleft it for a Awhile (0.4) 

but etve::ntualily (.) I just tcouldn't put (.) the thoughts of (0.2) this man 

bullying children out of my mind so I tactually spoke >lto (0.6) er=

=Mmmm

( . )

a tsocial woriker (0.4) this particular social ^worker tabout him (0.6) aga>li: :n (0.4) 

ehm (1.0) tsimply (0.8) ( ( tur n i ng  papers))  you know sort off tkno::wing that they

wouldn't do anything at[bout 4dt=

[Mmm
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1014 Va l :

1015

1016 John:

1017

1018

1019

1020 Milton

1021

1022 John:

1023

1024 Sally:

1025

1026 Milton

1027 John:

=But

(0.2)

err but tsimpily (0.2) tyou iknow (0.4) thinking that if if they trecorded something 

and it was part of an taccu::mulation of >lthings tthen .hh maybe that was the right 

way to tmanage l i t  .hhh ( ( s n i f f s ) )

( . )

I mean tyou and 4lt: : could >lsee him jointly at the Genertal 

( 0 . 8 )

°Ehhhhr yes (1.2) tcould 4do°

( 3 . 6 )

.hhh in terms of this tli: st ^though do we tactually want to vial: it until we get

[a twritten retferiral befo:re it tgoe:s on I h e [re 

[Mmmmm

[Well I'[11 ask
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1028

1029

1030

1031

1032

1033

1034

1035

1036

1037

1038

1039

1040

1041

Sally: [cause tthat sounds more

appt [ ropri^ate doesn't -li t  

John: [Yeh I'll task them (.) I'll ask them t[o ido_that

Sally: [I'll ttake it off >lhere (0.4) I

won't put it on here at -I[all 

Clark: [I mean tgiven that that referrial was distcussed with the

thealth ^authority (1.2) and it was ttheir suggtestion >laltmost (0.6) °mmmm°=

Elsie: =Mmm[mm mmmmmmmm

John: [.hh I mean I tthink I think the GP's (0.4) the the tG^P whos (.) tspoke to >lme

the:r reservations >lwer::e (1.0) that she you know tguite right^ly I think tyou know 

(.) she was dealing with a SICK (0.2) err err a tsick collieague and didn't twant that 

necessarily (0.6) thu:ge[ly in the publi[c doimain and I mean tthat's understand[able 

(Elsie): [Mmmm mmm

(Sally): [Mmmmmmmm
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1042

1043

1044

1045

1046

1047

1048

1049

1050

1051

1052

1053

1054

1055

Clark: 

John: 

(Val): 

Clark: 

John:

[Yeh

on one tl[evel [.hhh but tl (0.2) tyou tknow tpart of me thought well tit's you tknow

[mmmm

[°Yeh(

Elsie: 

John: 

(Stella) : 

(Sally): 

Elsie: 

Val:

Elsie:

it's (.) it's (.) just the way it tis and it's unatvoidable and there is tlevels at 

which you can (0.2) tsay tthings you know and terr (0.2) an tl think it's reasonable 

to say that the doctor's gone off tsick=

=Mmmm=

=you k[now say n[o tmo:re=

[Mmm

[Mmm

[Mmmmm

=Mmmm=

=Well absot[lutel [y
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1056

1057

1058

1059

1060 

1061 

1062

1063

1064

1065

1066

1067

1068 

1069

Milton 

John: 

(Val): 

John: 

Sally: 

John: 

John: 

Elsie: 

Sally:

Sally:

Milton

[Mmm

[which is what I tso:[:rt of tsaid (0.2) you know but (0.2) I

[Mm yeh

I'd I'd brought it=

=°Mmmm0 s[o tyou're but you're going to go back and get it=

[totday

=Yeh=

=Mmmm=

=Ok4ay .hhhh well tshall we go back >lto:

( 1 . 2 )

[[betginniing

[ [tHow >l,do__you ftee: : 1 about that plan because twe' re being >lvery mistfocussed 

I know iyou 

( . )

said

(.) an
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1070 Sally:

1071 John:

1072 Milton:

1073 John:

1074 Milton:

1075 Elsie:

1076 John:

1077

1078

1079 Milton:

1080 John:

1081

1082 Milton:

1083 John:

=Mm[m mmm ( (laughs))

[No I fe-=

=This err sort of generated quite a lot of=

=No I'll be ot[kay about ithat=

[Mmm

=Mmmm=

=err (0.6) I I MEAN MY freservations about seeing him are mo- (.) are tmo::re really 

about being (0.6) err about being level thea: :ded with him >lreally 

( . )

Mmmm=

=and (.) tyou iknowmm (.) I tonly saw >lhim (.) actually as it thappened I only saw him 

tonce=

=tAh >lright=

=Eh:m tbut=
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1084 Milton:

1085 Sally:

1086 John:

1087 Sally:

1088 John:

1089 Milton:

1090 Elsie:

1091 John:

1092

1093 Milton:

1094 John:

1095

1096

1097

=He tresonates for a long time afte[rwa[rds

[Huh hee ((laughs))

[Oh >lno he tdid and i [n fact trecentily the

[Uh huh ((l a u g h s ) )

DVLtA sent me 4forms about him (.) [an[d (.) you know and I fcould have filled ou-

[Mmmmmm

[Mmm

in these Iforms and my tve- (.) my (.) an I ss I I factually etventually sent the 

forms back to the DVlJ'A saying I thaven't seen him for ages send them back to the Gtp= 

=Mmmm=

= .hh but my timpulse actually was to say to write some (.) a note on the 4form saying 

(0.6) tthis man as far as tl'm conicerned was th :eavily using cannabis and you should 

ask about these tquestiions (0.4) but (.) tyou >lknow I was tquite concerned that I was 

trea:;lly (0.2) you iknow
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1098 (.)

1099 Milton: Mm [mmm

1100 John: [tpunitive [talionic sort of tstuff=

1101 Sally: [hm hm ((l aughs ))

1102 Milton: =Mmmm=

1103 John: =you J'know sto:

1104 (1.0)

1105 Milton: 0k4[ay

1106 John: [He: he's a ttrick[y character for tme::

1107 Elsie: [Mmmmmhhhh

1108 (1.2)

1109 Milton: °Right°

1110 (.)

1111 John: But tl'm happy with that as an arranqe^ment

1112 (1.2) ({sound o f  s h u f f l i n g  p a p er s))

nyiway



1113 Sally: Okiay well tgoing back to ehm (1.6) allocation for ass>lesstment=

1114 Elsie: =Mmmm=

1115 Sally: =tPage seven we've got f[George Jones who can only be offered (.) an assessment on a

1116 fMon^day (0.8) a[hm

1117 Elsie: [Mmmm

1118 Milton: [Eh::m

1119 (0.2)

1120 Sally: and the >lis (0.6) he is the guy wh (0.2) tfifty five year old depression panic attacks

1121 anxtiety (0.8) requesting some ehm (0.6) bethavioural therapy anx[iety manage^ment

1122 from the G^P

1123 John: [nnhuh huh

1124 {{coughs))

1125 (1.4)

1126 Milton: I'll err (1.6) for tout-patients J^ctee and B>lwtuu
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1127 (.)

1128 Ron: °Hang on (0.4) (a min[ute)°

1129 Sally: [Hang on a mint[ute

1130 Milton: [Eh:: : [m

1131 Sally: [Ehm Thang on a minute

1132 (0.4)

1133 Sally: H[uh huh {{laughing))

1134 Milton: [So

1135 (1.2)

1136 Milton: j4<ctee is (0.6) ehm (1.2) o- (.) from South Felfton hhhh {{laughs)

1137 do:t :wn

1138 (1.4)

1139 John: °jic°

1140 (1.2)

1141 Sally: There we igo

.) halfway
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1142 (.)

1143 Elsie: Nur-=

1144 Clark: =[[Next to next to each -lother=

1145 Milton: =[[(Then next)

1146 (1.2)

1147 Milton: =And BW (is the o[ne with t h e -----)

1148 Sally: [And BW is the one is the one who's being seen at Shipstone Rohtoad

1149 .hhh= {{laughs))

1150 Milton: =(Is the one there olkay)

1151 (0.4)

1152 Sally: Yea:h

1153 (.)

1154 Sally: [[I mean I'll talk t- s-

1155 John: [[You guh you gonna make some enquiri[es about >lthat anyway
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1156 Sally:

1157

1158 Milton

1159 Sally:

1160

1161 Stella

1162 Milton

1163

1164 Sally:

1165 Stella

1166 Sally:

1167

1168 Milton:

1169 Elsie:

[I'm gonna ttalk I'll ttalk to Sheil^a because

it [seems rather strta::nig:e

[Well we just need to check we tjust need to check the addrfess (0.6) °mm°=

=Yeah

( 0 . 6 )

Going ba[ck to >lyours Sally I'll take (0.4) take 

[(From my point of view)

(0.4)

You'll take (0.4) yeah=

=g>Lj=

=0::fkay ( (R u s t l i n g  paper))

( 0 . 2 )

The tonly ehm thing we tmi::ght want to [che:::ck with BW is [tha:t erhm

[Here Stella
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1170

1171

1172

1173

1174

1175

1176

1177

1178

1179

1180

1181

1182

1183

Stella: [Ooooooh ta

(0.6)

Milton: the tperson tseeing him might fpu:11 tou:t if it emerges that (0.2) his address is

out^side (0.2) our tremit 

( 1 . 0 )

Sally: Well she twou: Id (.) yes (.) cause we wouldn't have any top [t>lion

Milton: [So THAT (0.4) that might

be a (0.2) that might be a sh[athame (( laughs))=

Sally: [Mmmm

( 0 . 8 )

Sally: Well tyes=

Milton: =It might be ibest to leave sleeping dogs lit::e (in that way)=

Clark: =Weh the gee- (.) yt[eah the GP's bright so tsomething's 4<not

(Elsie): [(We- the GP's)
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1184 (0.6)

1185 Sally: There's something very io::d[d isn't there

1186 Milton: [I mean I:t'LL get the address tchecked and if [it's in

1187 area then ehm I::'ll send an apptoint^ment (0.4) but ehm=

1188 Elsie: [Mmmm

1189 Clark: =Altright cause tsome of Ribbledon I[s actually in the tciJ'ty

1190 Elsie: [Mmm the c- that's what I twon[dered

1191 [yeah if it was over >lthe=

1192 Milton: [It is

1193 Ron: [Ri::ght

1194 Milton: =But it tmaybe that they've made a misitake (0.4) and if that's the case then=

1195 Clark: =Eastcliffe

1196 (0.2)

1197 Milton: we tdon't want her pulling ou:t
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1198 (.)

1199 Sally: No=

1200 Clark: =[[Don know'f I got mah my tmap book up^stairs

1201 Milton: =[[You see (.) you see what I mean before [4ehm=

1202 Sally: [Yeh

1203 Clark: =Yeah

1204 (1.6)

1205 Clark: hhhh huh .h[hh ( ( laughs))

1206 Milton: [So

1207 (1.6)

1208 Milton: R^ight

1209 (.)

1210 Sally: So did you say tyou're going to check the addiress=

1211 Milton: =Tl:'LL ch[eck the address and everything n (.) I I'd

1212 Sally: [(Get it ye::s oka:y
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1213 Milton: psychologist at the ^moment °[you know (0.2) tl'll get the address ch[ecked°

1214 Sally: [0>l<kay

1215 Elsie: [tEe might

1216 tmo:ved as you say he might'v[e (--- ) ({Sound o f  r u s t l i n g  papers) )

1217 Sally: [Yeh

1218 Val: Ugh huh mm= ( (coughs))

1219 Sally: Yeh (0.2) .hh teh:m and we're sa:y4ing (0.2) let's have a look (0.6) ( (sound o f

1220 r u s t l i n g  papers) ) going >ldo: :wn (0.6) ehm=

1221 Elsie: =Well Karen Hu°[stings0

1222 Sally: [J::::=

1223 Elsie: =M [mm

1224 Sally: [I was looking at J (0.4) at the 4top (.) Jwtuu=

1225 Elsie: =°JW°=
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1226 Sally:

1227

1228

1229

1230 Elsie:

1231 Clark:

1232

1233

1234 Sally:

1235 Elsie:

1236 Milton:

1237 Elsie:

1238 Clark:

1239

=Ehm is the: tthirty five year old who's intvolved with ^probation (.) tand Phoenix 

House tsubstance abuse .hhh and there's concern about mental ^health issues and 

they're requesting tTH::ERAPY and Clark suggested that perhaps we need to talk to the 

probtation ^officer so tsomeone needs to (0.4) [pick that up (1.2) e[h:m

[Mmm

[Yeh I go- (.) I

think he's been referred betfore 

( 0 . 2 )

Do you=

=Mmmm=

=uhg huh= ( (coughs))

= [ [tMaybe the name rings a >lbell 

=[[Maybe he didn't attend or something yeah

(5.2)
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1240 Sally: Any offers on that 4<one so I guess: (.;) we- it maybe it maybe needs

1241 initially

1242 (10.2) ( ( t urn i ng  o f  papers) )

1243 Milton: I tthink there tis 4only JW LS (.) and tGJ to ehm (.) tallo>lcate

1244 (.)

1245 Elsie: °Mmm°

1246 (.)

1247 Milton: For assessment

1248 (1.2)

1249 Val: °G[ J°

1250 Stella: [Gtj I've done 4 [that tl've got that 4one=

1251 Sally: [WHAT

1252 Milton: =tYou've g[ot Ge4j=

1253 Stella: [is that
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1254

1255

1256

1257

1258

1259

1260

1261

1262

1263

1264

1265

1266

1267

Sally: =tYe: [s

Milton: [Right=

Sally: =Ye:s (.) >lye [: s= .hhh jus- ah huh= ( ( laughs))

John: [GJ

Clark: =Okay well tl' 11 assess (.) tl' 11 asfsess j4-W=

John: [JJ

Sally: =0::ikay=

Milton: =1 mean if (.) if there -la r : : e (1.0) ehm

(3.0) ((sound o f  r u s t l i n g  papers))

Sally: °Where's it gone°= ( (whispers) )

(Elsie): =°nh[hhh nnhhhh®

Stella: [mmm mm

( . )

Clark: °(---- ) °= ( (whispers) )
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1268 Milton:

1269

1270 Sally:

1271 Stella:

1272 Sally:

1273

1274

1275

1276

1277

1278 Milton:

1279

1280

1281

=T' s o>lkay

(4.0) ( (sound o f  r u s t l i n g  paper))

So: the tnext one is outside our larea=

=Mmm mm=

=Ehrm (1.2) okay we're fleaving th- (0.2) that on the llist (0.4) erm (0.4) so the 

next one is L (1.2) lTs (1.2) this is the twenty four year old mother of (.) two who's 

tvery isolated sevtere depression (0.6) anxious tfears people are watching her and 

talking about her (.) some suicidal ideation but sounded like no intent (0.6) ehm 

thistory of self harim (1.2) and an abusive tfathier 

( 1 . 6 )

I mean tshe may end up coming the way of outpatients but (0.2) ih they're twanting her 

picked up fairly tguick>lly so .hhh (0.2) I would tguess if somebody tcan pick her up

(1.2) in the next (0.4) tweek or J'two and the: :n ehm (0.2) if necessar^y (•) °she can 

be ehm°
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1282 (1.2)

1283 Ron: Pick er tu::p (.) [as in a ehm

1284 Milton: [Mmmmmrn oh we[11 assess

1285 Elsie: [tFor assess^m[ent

1286 Stella: [Assess=

1287 Sally: =[[Assessiment=

1288 Ron: =[[Yeah

1289 Ron: =Yeah (0.2) erm (0.2) well I can tassess her in the next ehm (1.2) °four weeks°=

1290 Sally: =Okay (.) thanks tRon (0.6) eh::m and then the tnext two are out patients and 4then

1291 tElsie's [going to isee=

1292 Elsie: [Mmm mm

1293 Elsie: =Mmm mm=

1294 Sally: =GtB and then (0.6) A-hay {{laughs)) ABN (.) I'll ring up the g4p

1295 (.)
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1296 Elsie: Mmm=

1297 Clark: =Six[teen

1298 Sally: [Ehrm and the next one's Elisie=

1299 Elsie: =Mmm tmm=

1300 Sally: =So is that ti[t=

1301 John: [Can I (.) can I just mentiion=

1302 Sally: =yeah=

1303 John: =at the top of the >lpage (0.2) I'd like to refer PG

1304 (0.4) I [saw him (.) I saw h[im at the thos^pital (0

1305 Sally: [(Right)

1306 (?) : [Ahhhh ( (Yawn))

1307 John seen by (0.6) ehm

1308 (0.4)

1309 Ron: Fred=

1310 John: =[[tFre:d=
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1311

1312

1313

1314

1315

1316

1317

1318

1319

1320

1321

1322

1323

1324

(Milton): =[[Fred 

( . )

Clark: Oh he's in a tGeneral ibed

( 1 . 2 )

John: Sorrty=

Clark: =He was in General tHosp>lital=

John: =Yeah ye[ah he's had he's had tphysical ^problems but he's ehm

Clark: [Yea::h mmmmm yeah

John: [he's betcom:e

Clark: [that's when he was referred befor[e

John: [He's become tlow in imood again really and ]

(0.8) ehm (0.4) I think he could benefit from (0.6) ehm (.) further suptport= 

Sally: Okaty=

John: =err from the teai:m

tthink
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1325 (.)

1326 Ron: And tthat address isn't right ^though is tit

1327 (0.6)

1328 John: Errr (0.2) tn:o: I don't think it is actuality (.) off the top of my thead=

1329 Clark: =No it t[is4n't

1330 John: [HANG ON=

1331 Clark: =Yea::h

1332 (.)

1333 John: No I don't think it tis cause he's no >llonger=

1334 Ron: =Mmmmm=

1335 John: =I'm sure he's (0.6) I'm tsure he's no ̂ longer there=

1336 Ron: =Nto I'm I'm sure tFred err (.) helped him to >lmo::ve

1337 (1.4)
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1338 Clark:

1339

1340 Milton

1341

1342 John:

1343

1344 Clark:

1345

1346 John:

1347

1348

1349 Clark:

1350

1351

Fred's distcussions tabout him a tlot of his problems are tsocial care >lrelated as 

twe:11 (0.2) er=

=0Mmmm°

( . )

uhuh HGHGHGHGHGHM ( ( c l ear s  throat ) )

( 1 . 2 )

°Yeh°

( . )

Y:e:t :s: (.) that's right (.) I think that that there there tis err sort of mental

health (.) er component tin ■li t  

( 0 . 2 )

But I do- (.) I remember when he discharged thim it was (0.2) it was (.) ref- (.) he

re- (0.8) I know he was referring him to social tserviices

( 1 . 2 )
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1352

1353

1354

1355

1356

1357

1358

1359

1360

1361

1362

1363

1364

1365

John: 

Clark:

John:

(Clark): 

John:

Y [ e : : s

° [ (  jo ( (low mumble) )

( 0 . 8 )

I mean (.) he's tcurrently on the iward (.) an I suggested that they have a review of 

his (0.6) social ineeds before he goes thol:me (.) cause tthey are (0.6) they are 

fairly ^pressing ( 0 . 6 )  he's ehm ( 0 . 8 )  I mean he's tprobably [known to most people

[Mmm

he's in his tfiftlies he had a tcVA two years ago ( 0 . 6 )  leaving him with err ( 0 . 6 )  and 

he's a tl o ::ng history of deprt:e::ssiion and some alcohol abuse as well in the past 

(.) relationships with the family are pretty much none existent he's quite socially 

isolated at thome (0.6) but he manages in a (.) in a mo- (.) in a modified 

environment he si mangaging to cook and all that sort of stuff but he tis quite 

socially isolaited (1.2) ((r u s t l i n g  paper))  err he's not got particular social tmoney

problems as 4such (0.8) ehm he's become sort of deptressed in the last five to six
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1366

1367

1368

1369

1370

1371

1372

1373

1374

1375

1376

1377

1378

1379

(Sally): 

John:

Elsie: 

John:

twee:ks and was tstarted (0.6) on an anti depressant and then theretafter he admitted 

to hospital in atcute retention of turbine (0.4) and that's how he's wended his way 

to: Joan Rook ((general  h o s p i t a l  ward)) at err tHarborough 

( . )

0(Rig[ht)°

[for rehab reality (0.6) urr (0.4) an he's got tmarked exp- t vERY marked 

expressive dystphasiia (.) I mean one of the one of my gripes when I saw him on the 

twa:::rd was that err (1.8) that tyou tknow he was (0.2) he was just ts:itting there 

doing noth>ling (0.4) really (.) ehrm (.) a: :nd I just ifelt (.) I mean maybe there tis 

nothing can be done for someone but (.) tl̂  just felt that the ward hadn't tried very 

hard to engage lwith=

=Mm[mm

[his his communication difficultty (0.6) ehm (.) you know they hadn't got a f- a a 

picture board or tanything like that (.) err so the was just sitting >lthere doing
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1380

1381

1382

1383

1384

1385

1386

1387

1388

1389

1390

1391

1392

1393

Tnothing and (.) feeling very frustrated and (0.2) exasperated by it (0.4) ehm (.) I 

was factually asked to see him previously when he was on t she::rwood ward when he was 

(0.2) much more tPHYSICally unw>lell (0.6) and he told me to bog off ^really within two 

minutes an (.) wouldn't they thadn't ttold him they were sending a psychiatrist and he 

was f FURi ous=

=Mmm=

=So it became untenable for me t- (.)to tstay (0.2) but on tthis occasion he was 

actualliy (.) ehm tquite co-operatiive (0.4) ehm (0.4) destpite (.) having some 

symptoms of depression obtjectively he doesn't ltoo:k terribly deptressed (0.4) he's 

been on Fluoxetine or three or four wee:ks (0.4) ehm (0.4) the:: was err saying that 

he would like more help (.) that he'd had from betfore I mean that was his (0.2) 

subjective (0.4) err (0.6) tthrow at it really (0.6) err I tthink (0.2) at some level 

he'd valued (0.2) he'd valued err (0.4) Fred=

=Mmmmm=
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1394 John:

1395 Clark:

1396 Ron:

1397

1398

1399

1400 Elsie:

1401

1402 John:

1403

1404 Ron:

1405

=Going in=

=Yeah=

= .hhhh ti- (.) if my memory ^serves me tright>lly twouLdn/_t he be eligible for (0.8) 

whatever British tLe:gion (.) ehmm might be able to offer him actuality (0.6) I mean 

I'm not quite sure twha::t that might [be but you know they do a whole thost of stuff 

tdon't ithey

[Mmm

(0.4)

°Yea:h°

( 1 . 2 )

I think he'd (.) be teligiblle

( 1 . 2 )
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1406 John:

1407

1408

1409

1410

1411 John:

1412

1413 Elsie

1414

1415 John:

1416

1417 Elsie:

1418 John:

1419

I mean it tcould be that (.) he it tcould be that he had a sort of SH:AR:P (0.2) 

iniput (.) maybe just (0.2) two or three sessions (0.4) with someone just to pull some 

things totgethier (0.4) and to monitor his his err (.) mental state for a whi::le

END OF TAPE SIDE ONE 
START OF TAPE SIDE TWO 

And he's saying (0.2) he says that he's tloinely 

( 0 . 2 )

Mmm

( 0 . 2 )

but then on the tother hand he says that (0.2) at one level he's quite content to be 

on his own .hh=

=Mmm=

=He's not particularly chasing up company of other tpeopile (0.6) ehm (0.6) so tyou 

iknow so there's a tbit of a (0.2) an inbuilt tparadox ithere
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1420 (0.4)

1421 Elsie: Befri[ending scheme (0.6) might be the way tin

1422 John: °[Yeah°

1423 (0.4)

1424 John: Yea:h=

1425 Elsie: =.hh cause it .hhh but it's (0.2) it's=

1426 Ron: =He 4won't [accept [that cause it takes fortever

1427 fortever=

1428 Elsie: [one

1429 Stella: [About three years waitiing

1430 Elsie: =Mmm=

1431 Val: =What about the [tstroke ^club

1432 John: [Mmmm

1433 (0.6)
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1434 John:

1435

1436

1437 Elsie:

1438

1439 John:

1440

1441 Elsie:

1442

1443

1444

1445 Elsie:

1446 Clark:

1447

I mean I tdid ask (0.2) I did I didn't know about >lthat but I did task 4the:m (0.2) I 

did ask (0.2) that his social needs would be (.) retvie::wed 

( . )

Mmm °well they twould 4be won't ithey°

( . )

.hhh hhhum 

( 0 . 6 )

(Write to Cheshire) volunteers if you want m to get out and tdo: something that was 

tleisure related i- i- but i- (.) it's (0.2) .hhh (0.2) you altways need somebody to 

co-ordi^nate something like that you see and it depends how 

(0.4)

[[much they do (for you)

[[That's what tFred was struggling with 

( 0 . 2 )
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1448 Elsie: Mmmm=

1449 Clark: = [[I mean tthat went on for quite a ttime=

1450 Stella: =[[Mm

1451 Elsie: =Mmmm=

1452 John: =tHow was Fred struggling (tjust say)=

1453 Clark: =Well ttrying to get his social care Sneeds addrtessed because it was sort of over at

1454 Loughborough social tservices he was [struggling to get a refterrial (.) succtess>lful

1455 Elsie: [Mmmm

1456 Clark: referral (0.2) tover ithere (1.2) err (1.2) an I mean that's how it sort of closed

1457 with tus that he was (.) atgain referred over to °Harborough social tservices°=

1458 Elsie: =Mmm=

1459 John: =.hhhhh Right I was[n't sure how it was closed

1460 Val: [So what sort of social needs I'm not (0.2) I don't feel very

1461 clea:i :r (0.8) about
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1462

1463 John:

1464

1465 Val:

1466 John:

1467 Val:

1468

1469 Clark:

1470 John:

1471

1472

1473

1474 Val:

1475 Milton

(0.6)

Well treally I think he's just ehm (1.0) he's very tlSOlated and he not particularly

having now the's a he's tslightly ambivalent about 4that=

=tMmmlmm=

=or he [so or so it comes across to m:le 

[yeah I hear Ithat 

(0.4)

=Ye [h

[ehm but (.) you know he's I suppose tmy feeling was that he'd he'd tfound himself 

in thospital agail: :n (0.4) I I mean tone (.) tone of the things the last time he 

found himself in hospitlal tpossibly tl think out of a response to just feeling

timpotent to a twho:le load of t[hings thappening to lhim=

[Mmmm mm

=twhats his self lea:re tlike John °I mean°=
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1476 John: :It' s tf i: : [ne f[ine [at the momeint .hhh °wu°

1477

1478

1479

1480

Elsie: 

Milton 

Sally:

1481 John:

1482

1483

1484 Milton

1485 John:

1486

1487 Milton

1488 John:

[Mmm mmm it is 

[Mmm

[ (  —

You thave to bear in mind he's in thosipital but the tlast time he was in hospital he 

wouldn't co-operate with it at ta:11

( . )

Mmm=

=He was ^actually err mm ehm (1.4) tmanaging his self care with tsome assistance but 

not a tlo:t:=

=And what about (.) his (.) the thouse (.) care in the thouse=

= .hh I I don't 4<know what that's like=
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1489 Milton: =1 mean pretsumably ( 0 . 4 )  they need to organise a (0.6) you know home assesstment and

1490 [er

1491 Elsie: [Mm

1492 John: [I I mean I tthink they will I think they will tdo: lthat=

1493 Milton: =Mmm=

1494 John: =1 thope they will do 4tha:t (0.2) that was [one of the recommendations (.) I ma[de

1495 tto them

1496 Milton: [Mmm

1497 Elsie: [Yea:h

1498 we need that retport really don't we (.) if they've done an OT home visit and tstuff

1499 ( 5 . 1 )  {{sound o f  t urn i ng  paper))

1500 Clark: Yeah mean it'd be worth tcheckin (.) how involved social services were=

1501 Milton: =Well e[:-

1502 Clark: [eh after his la[st contact with tus
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1503 Milton:

1504 John:

1505 Clark:

1506

1507 Milton:

1508 John:

1509

1510

1511

1512

1513 Val:

1514 John:

1515

1516 Elsie:

[extactly it sounds like they ineed to be inivolved tyou 4know=

=Ye: s: 

=Yeah

(0.4)

°Assessing the thome°=

= .hh I mean tl_ (0.2) I just >lfelt o- you know the (0.4) o- (.) tone of the reasons he 

caused tworriy cause he had a tliaison psychiatry assessment at HGtH ( ( l oca l  General 

Hospi tal ) ) (0.4) .hh was because I p- (0.2) my th- tsense of >lit as best I could >lwas 

that (.) because he's t VERY hard to communicate >lwith actuality (•) his his dysphasia 

is tvery >lbad .h[hhh and (0.6) it was tjust impossible really to communicate

[Mm

with him I was trying to guess what he was saying and he was doing this and getting 

increasingly frustrated it was tvery hard for >lhim=

=tBut they could address ithat as you tsa:y (0.6) °they could°=
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1517 John:

1518

1519

1520

1521

1522

1523 Val:

1524 Elsie:

1525 John:

1526

1527

1528

1529 Elsie:

=but (0.4) he was (0.2) Tone (0.2) the sense tl iget is that he Tgoes (0.6) you 4know 

when The's ^pulled out of his own environment and he's Toverwhelmed by ph:ysical stuff 

happening and >lhe's adTmitted to Tone hospital and then he's (0.4) adm- (.) admitted 

to this wa:rd you >lknow .hhh and the Tsense I 4got from him case I TASKED him some 

direct questions about ithis .hhh you know I so- sort of said to him it must be (.) it 

must have been very ^difficult for >lyou that you know you were from A to [B[ and he

[Mmmmm

[Mmmmm

was he was a c knowledging this you 4know (0.4) ehm (0.2) and I Tthink it does (0.4) it 

it does bring out suicidal Tthinking with him and it Tmakes >lhim (0.6) it Tamplifies 

the fact that he's got thi:s (0.2) Tstroke p[roblem and it's rea:lly disTabling and I 

think

[Mmm
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1530

1531

1532

1533

1534

1535

1536

1537

1538

1539

1540

1541

1542

1543

John: tmo : st of the time he tlives with >lthat (.) he's actcepted it (0.2) but when tphysical

things like this thappien=

Val: =Yea:h=

John: =it just tamplifies all his limitations and how helpless h[e is etcetera etcetera

Elsie: [Mmmm

John: .hhhh and I think he ends up feeling (0.4) err suitcidal .hhh I tthink what was (1.0)

i- (.) the ttime scale was difficult to detter>lmine but it tsee: :ms like he was

becoming depressed betfo::re he went into hospital ev[en although (0.2) you 

Val: [Mmm

John: know they're pretty=

(Sally): =Mmmm=

John: =talmost co-temper^ous I suppose at some tlevel .hhhh ehm

( . )

Val: Where is he inow
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1544 (1.2)

1545 John: .hh he:'s (.) in (.) ^hospital he's on Joan Rook iward

1546 (1.2)

1547 Clark: (Lockin him away)=

1548 John: Maryborough (0.2) no- t- er community hosypital=

1549 Val: =Right tokay

1550 (1.0)

1551 John: Errrr

1552 (0.4)

1553 Milton: So twhat you're saying is his home support's inadequate because he's

1554 [being) admitted to hospittal=

1555 John:

1556 Elsie: [Mmmm

1557 John: =1 mean I Tthink I Tagree y[ou know I think I think

1558 Val: [Or tar::e or are you saying ^that

[Yeah
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1559 (.)

1560 John: Sorrt;£=

1561 Val: =That home support's inadequate

1562 (0.8)

1563 John: I'm s[aying that the hoJ^me I'm ^saying that the home sitiuation

1564 Elsie: [Needs asstessing really doestn't 4it

1565 John: have a review of - l i t

1566 (0.2)

1567 Elsie: Mm [mm

1568 John: [That's what I'm sa[y>ting (0.8) I 4think=

1569 Val: [Yes

1570 Elsie: =Mmm mm=

1571 John: =Ehrr (0.4) you know in the light of him (0.6) treally just (0.4)

1572 services talbeit >tfor ^PHYSICAL treasons (0.2) on the twhole=
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1573

1574

1575

1576

1577

1578

1579

1580

1581

1582

1583

1584

1585

1586

Val: 

Elsie: 

John: 

Val: 

John: 

Elsie: 

John: 

(Clark)

Val: 

Elsie:

Val:

Elsie:

=(Has he t[real[ly)

[Mmmmmmm

[But his tmental state has also changed re [centl'I'Y (0.4) so (.) you

[Mmmm

know (.) how well he'd manage at Thorne I think does need [a

=does need a rev[tiew

[Mmmm

( . )

[[Mmmm

[[.hhh you see at tsome poi>l: nt (.) I'd be happy to get involved and co-twork with 

someone but I [tdon't wanna be mopping up stuff that the OT's at Harborough thospital 

[Mmm

should be doho4ing= ({ laughs))
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1587 (Ron):

1588 Val:

1589 John:

1590 Elsie:

1591 Val:

1592 Elsie:

1593 John:

1594 Val:

1595

1596 John:

1597

1598

1599

1600 Val:

=°(Mmm [no)°

[N[o and flikewise I need to [(feel) so it's like I I'm just sort of tpuzzling 

[Uhh huh {( laughs)) .hh hguh hguh ((coughs))

[Yeat:::h

as to (0.6) thow (0.4) what sort of proc^ess this (.) this should t[ayKe=

[Mmm

=W[ell fl was I wha I 4mean 

[You know any- any4way 

( . )

Before -ll came to the meeting today what I was thinking to myself was that what this 

(0.2) you know what (.) the tREA: : s>lon I'd be asking (0.4) maybe one of the CPN's to 

get re-engaged was tmore tmore to more to >lehm (0.4) in a focussed way monitor his 

tmental Estate (0.6) tno[t necessarily to take on the tmantle=

[Mmm
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1601 Clark: =But 1=

1602 John: =of everything >lel[se

1603 Clark: [I'm tjust refltectiing: how tFred 4felt=

1604 John: =A- at what thappen[ed

1605 Clark: [Fred fel[t tleft with him

1606 John: [You tsee I didn't kno4:w that [when I saw him

1607 Clark: [Betcause he got

1608 psychiatric tlabie[l Fred felt left .hhh and felt (0.4) really

1609 Elsie: [Mmmm nobody else

1610 Clark: struggled to get his tother

1611 (.)

1612 Elsie: Mmmm=

1613 Clark: =err needs and issues addtressed

1614 (0.2)
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1615

1616

1617

1618

1619

1620

1621

1622

1623

1624

1625

1626

1627

1628

Sally: T- [and is there no role for tmedical psychology (1.2) tin all ithis

Clark: [more than you'd tthink

(0.4)

Elsie: twell

(0.4)

Sally: tN [:o

Elsie: [It tsounds very tpractical to be >lho [ntest

(Stella): [It does=

Elsie: =doesn't 4<it=

(Stella): =Mm=

Elsie: =Ehm

(0.4)

Clark: °Yeah°

( 0 . 2 )
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1629 Elsie:

1630

1631 Milton:

1632 John:

1633 Milton:

1634 Stella:

1635

1636 Milton:

1637

1638 John:

1639

1640 Milton:

1641 John:

1642 Milton:

You 4know (0.2) .hh with all due restpect but the you iknow ih it's toften a sort of 

tta: Iking type approach I mean it tsounds like it['s tver>ly tpracti4cal=

[But tif

= [ [We- from a psych>lia-

=[[But tif if [if they're saying Ithat i- (0.2) I mean it tsou:nds as though

[Yeah

they (0.6) err (0.4) with the psychtiatric input as such on the 4vajj_ltue of 

antidepressants so forth is (0.4) [minimal

[Minimal

( . )

Ne- ne: : gliqib>lle . hhh=

=Y [eh

[and treally it's about the home support=
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1643

1644

1645

1646

1647

1648

1649

1650

1651

1652

1653

1654

1655

1656

John: =Y[e:s

Milton: [and how he's handled and all tthat sort of 4thing .hhh no::w tif Fred was feeling

that (0.2) tyou >lknow the OT's and Social Services overest- (.) weren't (.) sort of 

taking living tseriousily .h[h[h twho:: is the best perso[n in the team to liai:se 

(0.4) atbout Jrthat 

John: [Mmm

(Stella): [Mmm

Sally: [Mmm

Milton:

( 0 . 6 )

Val: It tstrikes me that the whole thing needs tsomebody some^where and I'm not sure

Val: tw [h: >lo and that's the bit I'm tstruggling >lwith (0.2) needs to look a:t twhat's

(John): [Hhhhhh {( laughs))

Val: happening at home (0.4) what services are in [(on ithat) twhat he can do what
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1657 Milton: [Yeah

1658 Val: he tcan't tdo (1.0) betcu::se (0.6)i tyou know th[ere are certain

1659 Milton: [Ye: s

1660 Val: I wouldn't deal with isoltati^on

1661 (0.2)

1662 John: Ye: : s

1663 (.)

1664 Val: yu tknow

1665 (0.6)

1666 Val: [[See I tthink that

1667 John: [[You see tl was

1668 (0.2)

1669 John: I felt quite Across when I went to the ward at tone 4<level=

1670 Val: =M [mm
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1671

1672

1673

1674

1675

1676

1677

1678

1679

1680

1681

1682

1683

John:

(Milton): 

Val:

John:

Elsie: 

Clark:

Val:

John: 

Clark:

[because (0.4) tyou >lknow they at tone level the mental health thing felt like a bit 

of a red the:rr^ing but t[you >lknow untfortunately what happens is tsomeone presents

[Mmmm

[Mmmm

like this tso:me (0.6) enthtusiastic (0.6) °b- b-° thouse >lofficer puts them on an 

antidepressant and tSLJDDenly it's a psychiatric tproblem=

=tBut he's had a [strioke and he's got dysphtasia it's a ^common tthing

[We- he's got a psychiatric thistory I think that's wh[y it

[bounces

[Well

to be fai::ir eh[: :

[hguh hguh hmm {(coughing))

[Why it hea[ds in this dirtectiion yeh
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1684 John:

1685

1686

1687

1688

1689

1690 Elsie:

1691 John:

1692 Val:

1693 John:

1694

1695

1696 Val:

1697 John:

[He factually (0.4) he he fwasn't (1.0) you i know I I've 

tonly met i him. twii:ce (0.4) and he was retMARKably beTT^er this time than when I saw 

him the last itime (0.6) and he tdid look relatively self tcariing (0.4) he tdid have 

he tdid have ehm (0.4) a good affective trange (.) I would have said objectively he 

didn't tloo:k particularly depressed (.) .hhh ehhm (1.6) but tyou iknow that that 

still doesn't mean that this process hadn't happen>led=

=Mmm=

=before I fgot there sort of stu[ff tyou 4know .hhh err (.) and (1.4) tyou

[Mmm

know I 4'Said to the tward cause the tward were s- tbasically when the arrived at the 

ward i f irst he wasn't eating and he wasn't drinkiing (1.0) and th- that tworried ithem 

(0.6) and they felt he was with [drawn and depressed

[This has thappen>led betfore hasn't i i t -  

=but withtin a day of being in hospital he was a[cctepting fluids he was tmore
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1698 Val: [°Think so0

1699 John: co-operative he was co-toperative with er er all the other ^things

1700 (.)

1701 Val: Mmm=

1702 John: =and tl_ said to the ward tlook you know tho:w (0.6) thow would you tdeai:1 with some

1703 one who was tawkward on the >lward (0.4) who didn't have a mental tillness (.) because

1704 prestumably that's a tproblem (0.2) for >lyou (0.4) and the:: staff nurse said t- >lme

1705 sh- said (0.2) I've only tbee::n here twohoho weeks oh ho g[ohhod [huh heh heh .hhh

1706 tear your hair 4out sort of tstuff ( ( l a u g h s ) )

1707 Val: [Oh God

1708 Sally: [Mmm mm (( l a u g h s ) )

1709 (.)

1710 (0.2)

1711 Elsie: Mmm[mm
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1712 Val:

1713 John:

1714 Val:

1715 John:

1716

1717

1718

1719 Elsie:

1720 John:

1721 Val:

1722 John:

1723

1724 Sally:

1725 Val:

[I[t's=

[Ehm but tit=

=Sorry=

=a- an I tspoke to 4the: (.) I tspoke to ithe (0.2) err doct>lor (.) on (.) you know 

who's tmanaging the >lward and I tmade it clear what tl̂  ifelt ought to happen which is 

that (.) there should be a THO:ROUGH review if his home situation .hhh and they 

needed to do that prio[r to discharging him (0.2) that his tmental (0.4) health

[Mmmm

stuff was (.) wa[s a tsma:;11 part of the equation .hh he seemed to be ^relatively

[Think that's right 

well to me (0.2) °on the basis of how I'd seen him belfore0 

( . )

But it's who's igoing to do that retviiew . hh=

=Rig[ht (.) let's just
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1726 Elsie: [Now they tsh[ould do that on the ward

1727 Sally: [(If he's in) hospit[al that's organised through the thospital

1728 Val: [You see Sally tthat's what I'm say^ing now

1729 sort of=

1730 John: =[[Mmm

1731 Stella: =[[tYeah

1732 (.)

1733 Val: Got my thead round i i t =

1734 John: =1 tgue[ss though I mean there's an tiss^ue of whether we:

1735 Val: [That's right he needs ia=

1736 John: =whether we pick it up at tall=

1737 Sally: =Yeah

1738 (0.2)

1739 Val: Extactily=
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1740 Elsie: =Mmmm

1741 (.)

1742 Sally: If tthat should happ[en th[rough the fhosp>lital

1743 Elsie: [Mmmmm

1744 Stella: [It's Tnot for there it should happen through

1745 tsuret[ly

1746 Val: [Yeah

1747 (1.2)

1748 Val: I tthink he needs an AD^L ( ( a c t i v i t i e s  o f  d a i l y  l i v i n q  as se s sment ) ) and

1749 an an a thome (0.2) assessment (1.8) in the hospital

1750 (0.2)

1751 Elsie: From tth[em

1752 Val: [Which ithey will tdo=

1753 Elsie: =^Yeh

and then we've (
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1754 (0.6)

1755 Val: Prior to discharge=

1756 Elsie: =and they should th[ink

1757 Val: [THEN=

1758 Elsie: =°Mmmm°

1759 (0.2)

1760 Val: tyou iknow (0.2) a proper assessment can be made of

1761 etfcetera etc>letera (.) ahm (.) tyou iknow

1762 (0.6) ( ( r u s t l i n g  o f  p a pe r ) )

1763 Elsie: Mmm

1764 (1.2)

1765 Clark: [ [Mmm

1766 Val: [[That's what needs to tha[pp^en you know we tCAN'T

1767 Clark: [Ah supp- ah s-

1768 (0.2)
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1769

1770

1771

1772

1773

1774

1775

1776

1777

1778

1779

1780

1781

1782

(Stella): 

Val:

(Stella):

Elsie:

John:

Val:

Clark:

Val:

Elsie: 

Elsie:

°Mm[m°
[can't leave this poor chap because (0.4) you know he falls between (.) sort of

t[stoiols=

[Yeah 

=[[Yeah

= [[Mmm well that's wha[t's happening ia bit an

[bu:t eh:::m it's like thow do we (0.2) actually

(1 . 2 )

It almost feels li[ke if we allocate to CPN

[tmanage 4this but I thtink that's the way to f[go isn't it ihe

needs=
[Yeah

=Yeah cause Tthey've requested a psychiatric assess4-ment Tyou done 4it you've tsaid 

(.) his deprtession's not the mai[n isisue=
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1783 Val: [Mmmm

1784 Val: =[[That's ^right=

1785 Stella: =[[Mmmm

1786 Elsie: =his tphysical ^stuff and his social isolation and his [occupation needs are his

1787 Val: [Yeah tmm

1788 Elsie: [main thing but that's all to do with the stroke and the dysphasia back to ty[ou for

1789 Stella: [Mmm

1790 Val: [Yeah

1791 Elsie: 4now

1792 (.)

1793 Clark: Mmmm=

1794 Val: =Y[eah

1795 Stella: [cause I suptpose the concern i ' is getting the CPN tba: :ck who=

1796 Clark: =That ma[kes it tless likely that this other stuff wi:l[l be achtieved
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1797

1798

1799

1800

1801

1802

1803

1804

1805

1806

1807

1808

1809

1810

Stella: [looks as though th've weighted towar::ds mental thealth a^gain

Elsie: [You end up [sorting it all

[tou::t weren't you=

Clark: [Yeh

John: [I mn tthat that was=

Stella: =Yeah=

John: =that was his reiquest prestumably at some le[vel he entjo:yed having Fred >lvisit=

Stella: [Cause he's had m

Clark: =Yeah=

John: =Eh::m

(Stella) : °Mmc

0 . 8 )

John: You know I don't nee- (.) I don't >lfeel we necessarily have to twei:ght (0.2) tha::t

(.) hea:vi^ly (0.4) you tknow (0.4) °>lw [e: : 11°
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1811

1812

1813

1814

1815

1816

1817

1818

1819

1820

1821

1822

1823

1824

(Stella): [Mmm

Sally: [Tl mean it doesn't sound that apptropr^iate

(0.4)

(John): hhhhhhhhhhh=

Sally: =And b- i- tare the hospital going to sort something tou:t I mean that's that's the

tquestion isn't tit tsure>lly (0.2) and if you've ma[de a request that >lthey (0.4) 

John: [Hgggggh ( ( c l ear s  throat ) )

Sally: that there be (0.4) tsome sort of reviiew (0.4) is it up to them to tdo that=

Val: =They tdon't (0.2) t[hey shouldn't just simply discharge him well that never ever

happens in >ltheorty=

John: [Well what I tcould do what I could 4do

John: =Wh[at I tcould >ldo

Elsie: [Mmmm mmm mmm mm mm= (( l aughs ) )

Sally: =So h[ow how we going to ensure that that happiens
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1825

1826

1827

1828

1829

1830

1831

1832

1833

1834

1835

1836

1837

1838

1839

Val:

Sally

[tYou iknow it's only tfair to them if they if their seen to have nee>l:ds=

=Yes

( 0 . 2 )

Val: Ar:e asstessed before they're discharged

( . )

Sally: Yes

( . )

Val: thome

( 1 . 6 )

Sally: So could y[ou get back to them J>lohn

Val: [Everybody

( . )

John: Y[eah

Sally: [And ehm

( 2 . 0 )
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1840 John:

1841

1842

1843 Clark:

1844 Sally:

1845

1846 Milton:

1847 Elsie:

1848 John:

1849 Sally:

1850 Val:

1851 John:

1852

1853

1854 (Val):

I mean in a t s ;ense I ^suppose what I feel (I) need is (0.4) I mean t l 'd (.) I was^n/t. 

quite aware of the t t u: g (0.2) err (0.2) with F^red (.) afctually (.) I was[n't (0.2) 

aware of >lthat

[Yeah

[Mmm

( 0 . 2 )

I mean tONE thing is is that you're not sort of tie: ft with it in a >lw [ay

[Mmmm=

=Y[e[ah 

[Mmm 

[Mmm=

=1 mean I tea :n go back to them and say you know we're tnot: ehm actuality (0.2) err 

going to actively follow him up at home and the:retfor:e

’Mmc
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1855 (.)

1856 John: you know unless there are spectlFic mental health stuff the: tvast majority of his

1857 stuff is [about social tcare and [social ineeds (0.4) ta:nd (0.2) cause I tthink

1858 Val: [Mmm mm °(true) 0

1859 Elsie: [Mmmm

1860 Sally: [Mmm

1861 John: it w- s- at tsome level I so:t:rt of feel that if we tdon't put a boundary down

1862 abou: : t 4<it

1863 (0.2)

1864 Elsie: Mm >knm=

1865 John: =errr (0.6) you know if if Twe:: don't draw the li:ne (.) noi one else will teithier

1866 (0.8) an i- i [t's

1867 Clark: [Well it's tdr[awn tfor us that's the prob^lem
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1868 Milton:

1869

1870 Sally:

1871 Milton:

1872 John:

1873 Milton:

1874 Elsie:

1875 Elsie:

1876 John:

1877

1878

1879

1880 Milton:

1881 Elsie:

[Mmmm it's tcertainly worth trying

anyiway [but .hhh I supfpose the only thing is if it does break >ldo:wn there ar::e 

[Mmm

tyou iknow he does (round) to depression there's some sort of .h[hhhhh (0.4)

[Yeh

te:xi:t (.) policy where we can (0.2) tbecome involved un[der certain cirtcumstances=

[tMmmm

=Mmmm=

=Yes .hhh well I tthink I mean what I think we tcould Ido tis (0.4) ehm I mean what I 

tcould -Ido; is I tcould go back an I could say (.) I tcould (0.2) you >l<know (0.4) 

to :ffier (0.6) to tre:visit the situation in a constultative capacity (0.6) later ton 

( . )

[[Mmmmm 

[[Mmm mmm
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1882 (0.2)

1883 John: Eh: :m

1884 (0.2)

1885 Milton: Ye: : s

1886 (.)

1887 John: But in the tmea::n time (0.4) say actually

1888 no[t I'm not planning i>to (0

1889 Milton: [That makes sense yeah yes

1890 Elsie:

1891 John: ve:ry (1.2) in[volved tway=

1892 Milton: [Yes

1893 Elsie: Mmm mm=

1894 Milton: =tThat makes 4sense

1895 (0.2)

1896 John: So I tcould ido [ttha:t

m

[Mmrnm
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1897 Elsie: [Mmm

1898 (0.2)

1899 Milton: Mmm

1900 (0.4)

1901 Elsie: I'm tthinking about things ilike you know if he enijoyed having Fred tvisitiing (.)

1902 .hh tdoesn't have to be the mental thealth be^friending scheme there's a [betfriending

1903 (John): °[Mm°

1904 Elsie: scheme that's open to feveryone based at Ron Short J<House that tthey can (.) refer

1905 >ko=

1906 John: =0kay

1907 (0.6)

1908 Val: Mmm °(th[at's very useful)0 mm

1909 John: [Okay thanks for that that's really helpful

1910 (.)

1911 Val: And as I >lsaid tstroke cliubs=
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1912 Elsie: =tMmm[mm

1913 John: [(twhat's) the stroke 4 [club

1914 Elsie: [mmmmmm

1915 ( 0 . 4)

1916 Val: That's at ^Ron Short fHouse and (is

1917 Stella: =tYea::h=

1918 Val: =[[geared for people who have)

1919 Elsie: =[[(do loads of natioTnal ^things)

1920 ( 1 . 2 )

1921 Val: have had strokes

1922 (.)

1923 Elsie: Suptport mee:tinqs=

1924 Val: =Yeah

1925 ( 0 . 2 )

1926 Elsie: And [ehm
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1927 Ron:

1928 Val:

1929 Elsie:

1930 Milton:

1931 Ron:

1932

1933 Elsie:

1934 Val:

1935 Ron:

1936

1937 Elsie:

1938 Ron:

1939

1940 Elsie:

1941 Ron:

[Mi tmight be worth lo[oking into the British ^Legion (a::ny[way) because=

[tBig thing

[Mmmm

=Mmm [m

[from twhat I remember Fred >lsaying he's a fairly sort of can:tta:nkeirous sort of 

[chap

[Hmm hmm hmm [hmm ( ( laughs))

[Ye[a:h

[but I tthink he might sort of probably (0.2) get on better 

with th[e company of other similar tpeopi[le rather rah ha ther ( ( laughs))

[Muss [heee huh huh huh huh huh ( ( laughs))

imore tthan 

( . )

Yeah I [think it's a good idea

[you know sort of little old ladies at the tstroke >lclub ° ([probably) °
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1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

Elsie: [Yea:h

Val:

Ron: 

Val: 

Elsie: 

Stella: 

(Sally) 

Ron: 

Val:

Val: 

John:

(1.2)

Well we'll ttake them away if he's tthat Chappy ( ( l a u g h s ) )  

( . )

Wel[l nn I'm tstereoityping like tmad but

[ha ha ha ha

=.hhhh[hhhhhhhhhhhhh=

[Uh huh huh ( ( l a u g h s ) )  

=Huh ( ( l a u g h s ) )

( 0 . 6 )

Mmmmm=

=Okay th^anks

( 1 . 0 )

ahuh hu hu[h huh ( ( l a u g h s ) )  

[Mmmmmm[m

[No=
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1957 Sally: o f kay is tthat ( 0 . 4 )  is that everything on the 4list ( 0 . 4 )  (an [uh)

1958 John: [ahuuu hugh hughnn=

1959 ( (coughs) )

1960 Elsie: =Apart from whether anybody can allocate (0.6) can take Ruby tstyiles cause tlast week

1961 we said=

1962 Sally: =Yes:[::

1963 Elsie: [for allocation in the next two to three tweie: ks (.) J'So

1964 (0.4)

1965 Clark: And Roy Shtil>lton

1966 (.)

1967 Elsie: Mmmm ( 0 . 4 )  twhoops sorry (.) -Inames but °ss Tyeah°

1968 (0.6)

1969 Ron: But isn't there talso BPtL:>l: who (they're trying °to [saddle ss with0)

1970 ( 1 . 4 )

1971 Elsie: [Tuhhhhh
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1972 (.)

1973 Elsie: .hh [thss is

1974 Stella: [There's always t[pressure Ro:[n

1975 Elsie: [nnhuhhuh {{laughs))

1976 Ron: [Awwh=

1977 Stella: =[[She's still [on the twa::[:rd at the

1978 Elsie: =[[He's tstruggling with 4this

1979 Milton: °[Joan tsmith0

1980 Val: [Oh

1981 (.)

1982 Val: Ouh

1983 ( 0 . 4 )

1984 Milton: °There's Joan t s [ m i t h °  {{whispers))

1985 John: [(Did I me[ntion this-----

1986 Stella: [So is [( - )
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1987 Val:

1988 John:

1989 Stella:

1990 Milton:

1991

1992 Elsie:

1993 Ron:

1994 Stella:

1995 Elsie:

1996 Milton:

1997 Elsie:

1998

1999 Milton:

2000 Elsie:

[The tfile's been >lfound 

° [-------------------------------------------- )° ( (whispers) )

°[(Just send him taw[ay)0 ((whispers))

[Ah

(1.0) ( { turning p a p e r ) )

°(Anyway) the speech therap[ist can just help him°

°[(Will Yvonne see --- [— )°

° [Mmmm°=

=°communica[te° {{whispers))

[So::=

=not

( 0 . 2 )

eh[::m here are tthree:

°[not fixed to dysphasia0 {{whispers))
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2001

2002 Milton:

2003

2004 John:

2005 Milton:

2006 Stella:

2007

2008 Ron:

2009

2010 Stella:

2011 John:

2012

2013

(0.4)

tThree CP>In ' s here tone Roy Shilton 

( . )

Therapis[t

[tone Ruby istiles and one c- sorry ( BDtL (.) huh hhh [hhh ( ( laughs))

[And she ttakes three

on her otwn

[And BDL t§DL will

need (0.4) a whole tho:[st of people

[Ye: :tah she'd take th- tteam u[p she >lwill

[olkay that's really helpiful 

tthanks (2.0) at least I can adtdress >lthat tn[ow (0.2) and feel a bit tbetter about 

it
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2014 Elsie: ° [Mmmm (°—

2015

2016 Sally: [But are there any ioffers for todu:::htheh [to^da:y .[hhhhhh ahhhthuh {{laughs))

2017 John: [ (°Eh: : :y°)

2018 Elsie: [(°I'd doubt if she wants to

2019 spoonfeed the ward (.) with that pat[ient that annoyed them)0

2020 Stella: [Well that's that's the (thi[ng she doesn't ineed)

2021 Val: [tDoes she need ione

2022 (0.6)

2023 Milton: She tneeds some^thing

2024 (0.4)

2025 Milton: [[To keep out of thospiital

2026 Clark: [[Needs to be a cause tl took somebody off the waiting list two weeks lago=

2027 Elsie: =Mmtmmm=
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2028

2029

2030

2031

2032

2033

2034

2035

2036

2037

2038

2039

2040

2041

2042

Ron: =Well tl_ took ^somebody last w[ee:k you tkno : w

Clark: [Sort of come back

( 0 . 2 )

Sally: hhhh[hh .hhh .hhh ( ( laughs))

Clark: [from holiday and tMilto[n's nn

Ron: [tjan Coll>lett=

Clark: =atlerted me to a couple of people as iwell tso

( 0 . 2 )

(Sally): .hhhaaah=

(Elsie): =Mm[mm

Milton: [.hhhh hhhh=

Elsie: =Mmmmm

( . )

Milton: twho's 4tha::t

( 1 . 2 )
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2043 C l a r k :  bI j  hhhh

2044

2045 Sally:

2046 Milton

2047 Clark:

2048 Sally:

2049 Milton

2050 Val:

2051

2052 Milton

2053 Clark:

2054 Elsie:

2055

2056 Milton

(0.4)

nn[hhuh {{laughs))

Hm ({laughs) )

.hh[hh to h  this is impossible 

° [tB j> J °

[I fhate it when this is

( 0 . 2 )

(°Who°) =

=[[tBrian

[[tBrin a n

( 2 . 2 )

ot:4:h (0.2) m- pu-
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2057 (2.2)

2058 Sally: Nn huh ((l aughs))

2059 (0.2)

2060 Milton: We've had him for (0.4) ytonks

2061 (0.2)

2062 Clark: Yknow but he's been s:ltee:pling

2063 (1.0)

2064 Milton: Ri:[ght

2065 Sally: [Humph ((l aughs))

2066 (1.0)

2067 Val: So is he waking tup [to [us ^then

2068 (Clark): [Mmm

2069 Ron: [So tKE::

2070 Val:

2071 (Clark):

[l[ast >lweek 

[Right 

°[Mmmm mmm°



2072 (0.6)

2073 Elsie: Mmmm

2074 (.)

2075 Milton: He's to:kay actua^lly

2076 (2.1)

2077 Ron: °Wh4'0°

2078 (0.6)

2079 Clark: No dohoh ((l aughs))

2080 (0.2)

2081 Sally: Ohh=

2082 Stella: = B f j=

2083 Val: =Ay[s[ it i[s BJ's (already been)

2084 Stella: [(this is madness)

2085 Sally: [.hhhhhhhhhhhh hehhhh hehhhhhh huuuuh huuuuuh huuuuuuuh

2086 Clark: [Won't work Sally it's tnot going to work isally

((l aughs ))
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2087

2088 Val:

2089 Milton:

2090

2091 Sally:

2092 Stella:

2093

2094 Sally:

2095

2096

2097 Elsie:

2098 Milton:

2099 Milton:

2100 Sally:

2101 Milton:

(2.6) {(sound o f  r u s t l i n g  paper))

Bit like Vestuvius inni[t

[Mmmmm

( . )

Ah [hhhh 

[Mtmm 

( 0 . 6 )

.hh oktay (0 .6 )  well shall we tjus- ( 0 .8 )  look at admissions and discharges (.) now I 

tcan't see how I can tdo C h  [is without actually reading [out Carnes I'm going to have 

to=

[No you can't

[I think we'll just have

=Ah hguh ( (coughs)) p[ass it

[take them C u t ;

=Pass it Cround
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2102

2103

2104

2105

2106

2107

2108

2109

2110

2111

2112

2113

2114

2115

2116

(0.8)

Val: Do you want nnn

( . )

Sally: [[Oktay

Elsie: [[Mmmmm[rammmmm (no::)

Milton: [tjust pass it laround

( 0 . 6 )

Sally: Did you want to do tthat

(0.4)

(Stella): Mmtmm=

Sally: =tGo on 4<then (1.2) {(sound o f  r u s t l i n g  o f  paper)) pass it >lro:und

( . )

(Val): Mmm=

( . )

Sally: =EH: :M (0.6) do we want a break inow (.) for [ten min>lutes=
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2117 John: [Mmm mm

2118 John: =Yes please

2119 (0.6)

2120 Elsie: Yeah

2121 ( 0 . 6 )

2122 Sally: oikay well lets come back (0.2) by tw[enty i t o °pss°

2123 Milton: [Mmm

2124 {(sound o f  r u s t l i n g  o f  paper))

2125 TAPE SWITCHED OFF
2126 TAPE RESTARTED

2127 Sally: Are we tgoing to start with twa::rd round have we got some feed[back from the wa:t :rd

2128 Stella: [We thave

2129 (0.4)

2130 Milton: Mmmm

2131 (2.6)
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2132

2133

2134

2135

2136

2137

2138

2139

2140

2141

2142

2143

2144

2145

Ehhm tcolette Stephe:nlso:n (.) had been tfine on the ward her mood is improving no 

sui'I'Cidal thout:ghts (0.2) and she feels that the ECT is (.) benefiting ther (1.2) ehm 

tso we've said that she did feel ibe:tter the headaches were not too bad (0.6)em her 

tsleep was iokay but she was complaining of pins and needles in her tfingers (0.8) but 

the doctors thought that it was due to the (.) the problems in the tneck 

( . )

I was tjus- j'goona sss (0.2) I mean tl was ^wondering if the (0.2) with her neck and

4stuff whether ECT is (0.6) not contra-^indica^ted presumably tnot ibut 

( 0 . 2 )

Well we we did >lehhm ask for a X-Ray and everything to show the anaesth[ettist so he 

was quite ihappty mm

[Yeah

fyeah

(0.4)
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2146 Clark: °Cou[ld it°

2147 John: [Well they tmo:d>lify it tdon' t I t hey

2148 (0.2)

2149 Milton: Mm^mm

2150 (0.4)

2151 Clark: Oh you

2152 (0.4)

2153 Stella: Put it in a differe[nt fplace don't i t [hey

2154 Clark: [(Intertral)

2155 John: [No no n[o it's tmodified with a::n=

2156 Milton: [No::

2157 Milton: =Mus[cle relaxant

2158 John: [with the muscle relax>lant=

2159 Elsie: =Mmmimn[m
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2160 Stella: [Mm [m

2161 John: [ss to (.) [to::

2162 Clark: [Yeah

2163 (0.6)

2164 Clark: Yeah I tjust wonidered cause she's (0.6) tyou 4<know she's (0.2) always on doing with

2165 her tneck and istuff

2166 (.)

2167 Milton: Mmm

2168 (2.0)

2169 Ron: I mean since >lyou last saw ECT they've started atnaesthetising people when 4th[ey're

2170 (ti:ll) [hhhh hu:h hu:h hu:h hu:h hu:[h {( laughs))

2171 Elsie: [.hh

2172 .hhh huh huh ((coughs))

2173 Clark: [tHehey (.) I worked in the ECT suite (somettimes)

2174 Ron:
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2175

2176

2177

2178

2179

2180

2181

2182

2183

2184

2185

2186

2187

2188

Elsie:

Milton: 

Ron:

Milton: 

Clark: 

Stella: 

John:

(Clark): 

John:

[Well as tlong as they transfer her >lokay don't 

pull and twist [her neck when they ttransferring her as twell

[Clark was it your job to tighten the tstraps hmm hm[m huh

[Huh hh hh hhh hah=

((l aughs ) )

=(or to pull the tapes o[ff)

[Mm mm mm (( laughs))=

.hhhhh a[hem ( ( c l ear s  throat ) )

[I mean tif it's a conce>L*rn tone of the things the anaesthetist can fd:>lo (.) 

is they can they can (0.8) ttournique an iarm so that (0.2) so that they (.) get (.) 

to 1- look at the ^response cause the only reason you don't ttotally (.) [̂ modify it

°[Mm°

is because you (1.2) because you want to see (0.4) you want to see som:e external 

manifes[tation of the tfitting
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2189

2190

2191

2192

2193

2194

2195

2196

2197

2198

2199

Clark

John:

Clark

Clark:

2201

2202 Elsie:

[Mmm yeh yeh

(0.4) ({sound o f  r u s t l i n g  papers) )  

an::d they could give a larger dose of Suximettonium ((Suxamethonium i s  a muscle  

re l axan t  used in a n a e s t h e s i a ) )

Yeh

( 0 . 2 )

( 1 . 2 )

John: So (0.4) the antaesthetist just needs to tknow about it

Yeh

( 0 . 2 )

( 2 . 0 )

2200 Stella: tshe'd been encouraged to wear a tneck collar

( 0 . 6 )

2203 Stella = [[(
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2204

2205

2206

2207

2208

2209

2210

2211

2212

2213

2214

2215

2216

Clark: =[[Wha- during ttreat>lm[ent

John: [Hgggh ((coughs))

( . )

Stella: [[Yeh

Clark: [[Yeh

( . )

Stella: Wh[ich she twasn't but she tsaid that she would and she was given weekend leat ::ve .hh

(Milton): [Yeh

Stella: [Ehhhm Paul >lcraig who's on the list has been tdi: s>lcharged bu- (0.4) I've tgot a

Clark: [Mm

Stella: feeling that (0.4) di- tFred see (0.4) [this ichap

Elsie: [Mmm the name rin[gs a ibell

Ron: [tDoesn't ri[ng a bell with me
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2217 Stella: [ t l : knew the

2218 tna: ;me for some reaso^n

2219 ( . )

2220 Milton: Mind you I don't know the >lname °when° ( 0 .4 )  OH I MIS[SED the iward round tthat' s

2221 b r i g h t  s s s  f f f

2222 S t e l l a :  [Cause  t you w e r e n ' t  a t r o u n d  l a s t

2223 i week

2224 M i l t o n :  hh huh huh .h h  [huh huh ( { l a ug hs ) )  I ' l l  be  t l a t e  n e x t  ̂ Mont d ay  a s  w e l l  so

2225 Sally: [huh huh ( ( l a ug hs ) )

2226 (0 .6 )

2227 M i l t o n :  [ [hhuh

2228 Stella: [[Okay

2229 ( 0 .8 )

2230 S t e l l a :  He w a [s  a d m i t t e d  ( 0 .2 )  em on t h e  f i f t e e : n t h  o f  O c t o b e r  v i a  h i s  GP f o r  r e s p i t e  f o r
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2231

2232

2233

2234

2235

2236

2237

2238

2239

2240

2241

2242

2243

2244

Milton:

(Elsie): 

Stella:

John: 

Stella:

°[(What a to do)°

his familiy (0.8) and when you meet >lhim you can understand >lit (0.2) he had a 

thi:story of panic attacks over the past seventeen iyears she was low in mood and was 

tconstantly complaining of stomach ipain (0.2) and we fsa::w him (0.4) and he jus- 

he'd got all these notes written >ldown and he went over his family thisto^ry (0.4) .hh 

and (0.4) tee was relating everything to having irritable bowiel 

(0.2)

Hhhhhaaah=

=tand stomach problems an (0.8) ehhm an he kept saying I tn :eed to get the tstress out 

and he kept tbu:rping in Suzanna's tface and it was (.) he w[e just tcouldn't (.) get

°[Huh huh° ( ( laughs))

him out of the iroto:m (0.2) .hhh ehhhm (0.2) ee w- tdid have a bit of a >lsad thistory 

his mum died when he was >lthree an is (.) tdau::ghter died when she was only ten 

months folid (0.4) the tsecond child was still iborn (0.2) a::nd he's now just got one
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2245

2246

2247

2248

2249

2250

2251

2252

2253

2254

2255

2256

2257

2258

(.) surviving tdaughiter (0.2) he was in financial ^problems n we were going to try 

and refer him down to the tday hospit>lal (0.4) but he's obviously gtone (1.6) eh: :m 

(.) tcara Too::ne (0.4) she re^mained 1"labJ<ile but she was tsleeping 4well having 

thoughts of divorcing her thusba^nd (1.0) ehhhm (0.6) she tsaid that she felt 

redundant at tho:me tht her daughter didn't need her ^anymore (0.6) and she ws (0.4) 

treally quite uptset it was the anniversary of her daughter's fdeath and her daughter 

w[ould have been (.) ninettee:n 

[Mm

( 0 . 2 )

Yeah she had a (1.2) {{loud bang)) a Ibaby died very yotung (0.6) or was stilltborn 

(0.4)

Mm [m

[Yeah .hhhh eh::m (0.2) tsaw her she just said that she was up and 4down she tl poked 

really tti>l: red (0.2) .hh and she's query to try Sodium tvalporiate ( (anti
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2259

2260

2261

2262

2263

2264

2265

2266

2267

2268

2269

2270

2271

convulsant )  ) and she was going on leave on tThursday °for° four thours (0.4) .hhhh tjan 

Brierly is still Awaiting for tnursing lhot:me (.) ehm she's (0.2) tstill awaiting 

this long assessment by a dietician fr problems tswallowiing (1.0) ( (sound o f  paper  

t urni ng) ) ehhm tlrene Johnson's a ilot brightter she'd had a day on leave and a day of 

night leave which had gone very wet:11 (1.2) ehm but she takes on other patient's 

prob'l'lems (.) bit of a (.) an agony aunt reality (0.6) ehm we tsaw her she said that 

she felt that she was making tgood ^progress tleave was very goo:d ann she felt that 

she was reattaching to her tchildiren (0.2) .hh and she was going to consider taking 

weekend Cleave (1.2) Sharon Hasttings (0.6) was conttinuiing (.) to self >lharm (0.2) 

and had not been given the dresstings (0.8) .hh ehm (0.6) a tlot of discussion about 

tboundary ^setting with Sharon in preparation f::or going to JBtu (0.4) we tsaw her 

she said that she felt up and do>lwn (0.2) even though she was socialising more with 

the tpatiients (0.8) she was having some Cleave (.) on tsunlday (0.8) ehhm she told us
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2272

2273

2274

2275

2276

2277

2278

2279

2280

2281

2282

2283

2284

2285

that her parents twe:ren't visiting the ward and she's due t[o start back (-- ) next

week

[.hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hgrrm

hmmm ( ( s n i f f s  and c l ear s  t h r o a t))

( 1 . 2 )

tjohn Carlton's not very iwell (0.2) tat iall (0.8) ehm (0.2) appearing very troubled 

on the iwa::rd (0.6) tactile hallucinations an he was (0.6) seen Pulling his ttoes 

saying (0.2) get off get 4of f and he'd got tblisters ion his ttoes so he was treally 

quite disttressed I don't know what he'd been tdoiing (0.4) .hh (0.4) ehhm but he'd 

still he'd (.) he was tconstipated as iwe;til (0.6) and he'd got tummy pain and he was 

vomiting (0.2) [as well but he's tvery troubiled (0.6) depot's not doing anything tyet 

°[toh dear0

( 0 . 2 )

M [mmm
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2286 S t e l l a :  [ . h h h h  ehhhm t K e l l y  G r e e r  we h a r a  s e c t i o n  one  one  s e v e n  m e e t t i n g  ( . )  and  a l l  s u p p o r t

2287 s y s t e m s  s e t  up t a g a i n  i n  t p l a c e  s h e  was d i s c h a r g e d  on F r i i day

2288 ( 1 .0 )  ( ( ba ng in g  sound) )  an  t h a t  was 4 i t

2289 ( 1 .2 )

2290 S a l l y :  O k a t : : y w e l l  I  g [ u e s s  we n e e d  t t -

2291 M i l t o n :  [Few t h i n g s  t o  s a y  a b o u t  i K e l l t y  ehhm ( . )  t h e  t c o u n : s e l l o r  p h o n ed  me

2292 up t o  s a y  t h a t  s h e  was w o r r i e d  c a u s e  K e l l y  was t a l k i n g  a b o u t  ehm ( 1 .2 )  f e e l i n g

2293 s u i c t i d a l  and  so  i f o r t h  an d  ehm ( 0 .2 )  t h e  t m e ss a g e  I g o t  f rom  t h e  c o u n s e l l o r  w a : s  ( . )

2294 t you i know t h a t  s h e  f e l t  a b i t  o u t  o f  h e r  ( 0 .2 )  d t e : p t h  e r r  ( 0 .2 )  t h e r  t i m e  was u n a b l e

2295 t o  c o n t t a i n  i t  a l l  t h a t  (-------- ) =

2296 S t e l l a :  =Mm[mm

2297 M i l t o n :  [ . h h h  ehhhm ( . )  a : : n d  t s h e  was v e r y  keen  t h a t  K e l l y  s h o u l d  go t o  S o u t h l a n d s  an  a l l

2298 t h e  >lr e s t  an d  t h a t  s h e  was w o r r i e d  t h a t  K e l l y  w a s n ' t  r e a d y  f o r  ( 0 .2 )  .h h h  and  s h e  was

2299 t w a n t i n g  an  i n d i v i d u a l  m e e t t i n g  w i t h  ( 0 .6 )  t m e: and  so  >lf o r t h  ( 0 .4 )  a t l o n g  w i t h  ehm
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2300

2301

2302 Stella

2303

2304 Stella

2305

2306 Milton

2307

2308 Stella

2309 Milton

2310 Stella

(0.2) some othter wo: rtker (0.4) duyuh remtember there were ttwo of tthem 

that [came an I got tthat one °can't actually remember which one was which0 

[Yeh yeh

( . )

Ah ha

( . )

Ehhhm and I tcan't remember (.) who: the tother one twas °was it tsheena tSayers 

something or t Jean[nie or I don't remember it°

[She's tsomething t- d- yeah with edutcat_tio [n

[Nnyeah=

=th- tother tone

2311 ( . )

or
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2312 Milton: A::hm .hhh a:nd the ttwo: of them wanted a imeetting (0.2) a tsma::11 meetiing rather

2313 than a tbig meeti n g  and I tsaid that (1.0) you would co-ordintate meet>lings (1.2) .hh

2314 and so they tmay (.) she tmay iwell get in touch twith: iyo[u

2315 Stella: [Yeah=

2316 Milton: =aibout tthat

2317 (0.2)

2318 Stella: There was a tmessage for me to ring her >lon tFriiday but it's tnevr a >lquick tphone

2319 >lcall with (0.4) Sue tis l i t =

2320 Milton: =NNNO (0.2) no it tdidn't fe[el °ithat productive when t_I spoke to her°

2321 Stella: [tl' 11 give her a >l<ring

2322 Milton: [so° (0.2) I thad a feeling that idteally she'd 4like to (0.2) pull tout reall>l<Y=

2323 Stella: [Mm

2324 (.)

2325 Stella: =Mmmm=
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2326 Milton:

2327 Stella:

2328 Milton:

2329

2330

2331

2332 Stella:

2333 Milton:

2334

2335

2336

2337 Stella:

2338

2339 Milton:

=err we- I tput that to I h e : r (.) tyou >lknow th[at I twondered (.) if: she wa:s

[Mm

sort of .hhh envisaging withdrawtinq as it were and tshe: ehm (0.6) said that she felt 

that (.) she couldn't meet Kelly's tnee:ds you Jdcnow (0.2) n I mean thaving said that 

of course it was ehm (1.0) it was trea: lly when she went on ltea: : >lve that (.) Kelly 

started breaking down twasn't i i t  [so she's (tclearly) quite imtportant °you know0 ehm

[Yeh Mmm mmmm mmm

.hhh an I tthink pulling out would be a (0.6) difficult tproicess but (0.4) tone of 

the issues for tme is that a meeting as tyou say would be very ^time tconsumiing with 

her (0.2) you iknow ehm (0.4) so I'm tnot so sure how quickly that °could be artranged0 

( 0 . 6 )

I'll tgive her a ring >lin 

( 0 . 6 )

°At some stage°=
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2340 Stella:

2341 Clark:

2342 Milton:

2343

2344

2345 Sally:

2346 Milton:

2347 Stella:

2348 Milton:

2349 Stella:

2350

2351 Milton:

2352

2353 Milton:

=°tsoon (.) something li[ke that0

[hurm h[urm {{coughs))

[The tother thing is arranging the isouthtlan::ds ehm 

(0.2) referral I tthink it needs I think it needs to be discussed twith ĴKelly just so 

that it's (0.4) she's got s :i ome K K KG .hhh [some degree of cohuhtmmitment {{laughs))

[Hmm hmm {{laughs))

.hhh to it (0.2) err=

=1 mean [s[he's tmentioned that to 4me betfore but _I was 4jus: : : - (0.4) tvery 

[do you know what I >lmean mmm

aware as usual ithat (0.8) KG has >lgot te ;verybody (0.4) intvolved and may[be she's 

got (0.2) to many >lpeople

[Mmm

(0.4)

Mmm
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2354

2355 M i l t o n :

2356 S t e l l a :

2357 M i l t o n :

2358

2359 S t e l l a :

2360

2361 M i l t o n :

2362 S t e l l a :

2363 M i l t o n :

2364

2365

2366

2367

( . )

[ [W e l l  i t  t may be  an  o p p o r t u n i t y  f o r  t h o s e  t o o  many p e o p l e  i o  ( 1 .0 )  t you >lknow ( 0 .4 )  

[ [You know and  e r r

be  t l e s s  i n i o l v e d  i f  s h e  was i n  some s o r t  o f  t s y s tem 

( 0 . 2 )

Mmmm

( 0 . 6 )

t h a t  ( . )  [ t h a t  was b o t h  t h e r a p e u t i c  t a : nd c o n t a i n i n g  c a u s e  I s u t p p o s e  t h e r e ' s  a 

[mm

i s p l i t  t b e t ween w here  t h e  t h e r a p y  t a k e s  p l a c e  an d  w here  t h e  c o n t t a i n i n g  t a k e s  p l a c e  a t  

t h e  °4<moment mm ( 0 .8 )  (and t i f  we do some ( 1 .0 )  d i d  t t a k e  t a k e  i t  up w i t h  h e r  i t  w ou ld  

be  f t i n e ) 0 ( 0 .4 )  t h e  tONLY p r o b le m  i w i t h  S o u t h t l a n d s  r e f e r r i n g  p e o p l e  h e r e  t h e r e  i s  

t h a t  i t  was t a l l  ( 0 .2 )  you >lknow ( 0 .2 )  t h e r e ' s  t a l w a y s  u n c e r t a i n t y  o v e r  i t ' s  f u t t u r e  

i s n ' t  t h e r e  you know °you never®
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2368

2369

2370

2371

2372

2373

2374

2375

2376

2377

2378

2379

2380

2381

2382

(0.4)

Elsie: There's a twhole new package come >lrou [n [d tis [n't there so:: it['s

(Milton): [Mm

Stella: [Yeah I've seen it

Milton: [They h>la: : v[e but

Stella: [Yeh

Milton: at [t[he tsame ti::me they the Trust's in some (.) so much in the re:d and

Elsie: [(we haven't got it yet)

Clark: [(It's so deflating)

Milton: (----  disorder's) is the first thing people 4talk atbout (0.6) (of all the things)

Val: [Hmm

Milton: isn't 4i [t when err (0.2) when that °happtens so° (1.0) .hh ehm (0.2) we'll just

Stella: [Mmm

Milton: have to iwait and fsee (0.4) but (0.2) I tguess we iought to (0.4) push tahead (3.8)

prob[ably
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2383 S a l l y : [R igh t*

2384 Milton: = (°with )

2385

2386 Sally:

2387 Milton

2388

2389 Stella

2390

2391 Sally:

2392

2393 Milton

2394

2395 Sally:

2396

( . )

Anything tels[e on the ward round °(----

[ (°the request0)

(0.8) ({sound o f  r u s t l i n g  o f  paper)

)° ( (b a r e l y  aud i b l e  mumble))

No

(0.4)

O^kay well tshall we move on to the waiting 4list 

(0.4)

tThere' s one issue from the ward round ehm >lsorry but (0.6) which affects TRon which 

is that (0.6) CMcG hhhuh ( ( laughs) ) [ehm has been found a iplace

[nhuh ( ( laughs))

( 0 . 2 )
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2397 Ron:

2398 John:

2399 Milton:

2400

2401 Ron:

2402

2403 Milton:

2404 Ron:

2405

2406 Milton:

2407

2408 Ron:

2409

2410 Milton

2411 Clark:

Oh right h[is [(brother's house) huh huh .hh ehm((l a u g h s ) )

[Eh huh huh huh ((l aughs ))

[.hhhh Ah ha hah .hhh ({ laughs)) he has been found a place in Great

twisbor>lough=

=TAh right that's good inews 

(0.4)

It (0.2) well it is but (.) h[e says he wants to stay with our

[Is he gonna actcept

( 0 . 2 )

tYe : :s he's he's tgoing on FriĴ day .hhh b[ut he tsays he wants to stay with our 

tte:4am

[Ahh

( 0 . 6 )

[ [ (probly just -[------------------------[----- ) and to so

[[I think we just transtfer him >ldon' t twe
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2412 Sally:

2413 Elsie:

2414 Milton:

2415 Elsie:

2416 Milton:

2417 Ron:

2418 Milton:

2419 Elsie:

2420 Milton:

2421 Ron:

2422

2423 Ron:

2424 Elsie:

2425

[If he ( -------huh)

[tTransfer to

fo[rth so (.) we'll we'll tneed to

[another CPN ^though tdon't iyou yeah=

=If tthat's an issue we'll just need to addrfess (tit) (0.6) tthen maybe

[Mmmmmmm

few tmonths we'll be able to afddress that once he's settled

[Mmmm

int[to the 4place (.) °you know °

[Mmmm

(0.4)

twe: 11 I was unaware that he was tso >lehm (0.4) kindly disposed toiwards 

huh ((laughs) )

in the next

[us

[Uh huh huh
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2426 (0.2)

2427 Clark: [[He should be transferred shouldn't he

2428 Ron: [[(When I used to say 've you beat your >Unum) he used to tell me to Teff >loff

2429 (0.4)

2430 Milton: Ye: : s

2431 (.)

2432 Ron: uh uh ((l a u g h s ) )

2433 (.)

2434 Milton: Nnn huh [huh huh huh huh((l a u g h s ))

2435 Elsie: [Well he obviously feels safe t[o (--- [----- )

2436 Ron: [hmmmmmmmm ( ( laughs))

2437 Sally: [hm mm mm mm mm [mmm mmm ((laughs)

2438 Milton: [huh huh ((laughs)

2439 (0.2)

2440 Elsie: .hhhuh= ( ( laughs))
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2441 Sally: =Hmm (1.6) ok[ay

2442 John: [I'm sure I'm tsure you're allowed to say the f-^word in (. ) full if

2443 want t[o

2444 Ron: [Nn [huh huh huh huh= {{laughs))

2445 Sally: [Tuh huh ({ laughs) )

2446 John: =without breaching confide[nttiality [.hhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhh {{laughs))

2447 Milton: [But tif you 4were (.) if you were drit::ving to GW

2448 Sally: [Huh ((l a u g h s ) ) . hh hh

2449 Sally: =[[huh huh {{laughs))

2450 Milton: =[[err twould that help your

2451 (0.6)

2452 Ron: (Mo[ney)

2453 Milton; [tM

2454 (.)

2455 Sally: Heh hah h[ah hah hah hah
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2456

2457

2458

2459

2460

2461

2462

2463

2464

2465

2466

2467

2468

2469

Milton: 

Ron:

Milton: 

Clark :

Ron: 

Milton: 

Clark: 

Ron:

Elsie: 

(Sally):

[more {-IFF) in your L tc  hhhhh [.hhhh .hhhh .hhhh {{laughs))

[Well I I get I get plent^y of that sort of 

thing these day[s acttually tanyway .hhh[h ehm

[Alright

[We tshould be looking to ^transfer his care

over tth t e: : re

[Yea::h=

=Yes we ■Ish [ould

[Yea::h=

=And in fact what the ^Trust gives me for tpetrol doesn't icover what I tu::se so tyou 

4know (0.6) think I'd be a bit reluctant to be drtiving all the way to GW tnd 

>lback [and twhen you mention the fact it'd take half a tday 

[Eurh huh huh ((laughs))

[hhhh huh huh
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2470

2471 Milton

2472 Ron:

2473 E l s i e :

2474

2475 Sally:

2476 Milton

2477

2478

2479

2480

2481

2482

2483

2484

Sally:

Sally;

Elsie

Sally

Elsie

(0.2)

Just to be [(thrown) to Fff (on the [way) hhh huh huh huh hey {{laughs)) I think tht 

J(And) yeah

[Yea::h yeh ha ha ha ( ( laughs) )

( 1 . 0 )

Huh=

=hhhh hhh hhh hhh= {{laughs))

=1"Ri: : ght

( 1 . 2 )

The waiting tlist 

( 0 . 8 )

Oooer= ( {yawning sound) )

=Cause I've got fou:r (0.2) to take 4of[f because of course they've been al[located to 

Paul

[Mmmm
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2485 S t e l l a : [ R ig h t

2486

2487 S t e l l a :

2488 Sally:

2489 John:

2490

2491 Stella:

2492 Sally:

2493

2494 Stella:

2495 Sally:

2496

2497 Stella:

2498 Sally:

2499 Milton:

(0.6)

Ok [ay

[So I I mean I've disch-=

=Hgmmm ( ( c l e a r s  t h r o a t ))

( 0 . 2 )

Shall we [do the bad bit tfirst tthen put somebody ton 

[em do that yes

( 0 . 2 )

(unless)=

=0: tj_h

(0.4)

We- it's (0.2) Ruby t sti4:les whose=

=Need[s to go on [then=

[RS yeh
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2500 Stella: [Oh

2501 Milton: =Mmm=

2502 Elsie: =She's on=

2503 Stella: =[[She isn't

2504 Clark: =[[(She's dead old) (0.4) yeah yeah she's

2505 (.)

2506 Clark: [[Near the top of thriee

2507 Stella: [[Do we tneed to

2508 (0.4)

2509 Stella: Do we need to tsay anything about it ^though (0.6) because (0.4) I [tthink

2510 Milton: [Eh::m

2511 (0.4)

2512 Stella: You left it >lthere Elsie thinking we're gonna forget

2513 (0.4)

2514 Elsie: Well we tdo: don't >lwe [: : we sort of qe[t to tthis point and we say tooh yes were
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2515 Stella: [about her

2516 Milton: [That that lis tthe iworry

2517 Elsie: supposed to alio[cate this (tmonth)

2518 Clark: [Is it tgoing to be a c p4<n

2519 (1.4)

2520 Stella: It >l<is

2521 (0.4)

2522 Clark: I mean [I suptpose on the ear^lier discussion tl'm sort of thinking that the

2523 Elsie: [And then

2524 Clark: CPN's need to have a discussion (1.0) about iit

2525 (1.0)

2526 Milton: Yea4<::h (0.2) I mean it tdoes sort of need to be somebody who's sort of (.) light

2527 their tfeet if you know what I imean (1.2) hhh hhh hhh {{laughs))

2528 (0.6)
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2529 (John): Hmm

2530 (0.4)

2531 Clark: Uh fuh (.) that narrows it down a tbit Idoesn' tit

2532 (. )

2533 Milton: hh hh= {( laughs))

2534 Clark: =°does it° (0.4) it (0.2) yea::h I mean I

2535 (0.4)

2536 Stella: We'll have a Ira[ce later ton

2537 Clark: [so she tcome off

2538 (0.4)

2539 Clark: I mean she can tcome off the lis[t at the other lend

2540 Stella: [She's toff th-

2541 (0.4)

2542 Elsie: Y[eh

2543 Stella: [Page n[i[ne Ithen)
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2544 Clark: [Yeah

2545 Sally: [So she can come off on pa[ge ni[ne say

2546 Elsie: [Mm

2547 Clark: [But with I tthink the CP>In's have to have a

2548 discussion generally about err

2549 (0.4)

2550 Milton: Mmm=

2551 Clark: =allocation of two:rk (.) [how we g[onna

2552 Stella: [Yeh

2553 Ron: [Nn nn I tsee that BDtl/ s name doesn't appear on

2554 there °(tei[th[er)°

2555 Milton: [(Yeah where)

2556 Stella: [tRon will you tstop bringing her tu:p=

2557 Ron: =twhy: : : why she's got a [tmorbid facina>ltion (huh huh) =

2558 Stella: [She wi- I tre-
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2559

2560

2561

2562

2563

2564

2565

2566

2567

2568

2569

2570

2571

2572

2573

Stella: =she'11 be ton ^there before you can b:link an then you'll be tsorry

( 0 . 6 )

Milton: No she twill be 4on there we think

( 0 . 2 )

Ron: Mm mm

(1.6) {{sound o f  r u s t l i n g  p a p e r s ))

Milton: Mm[mmmmm

Stella: [Scarily ther[e

(Sally): °[Mm hmm° {{laughs))

( 1 . 6 )

Stella: Eh::m but the one tto:: go on is (0.8) pts

( 0 . 8 )

Milton: 0[h yes

Elsie: [Mmm

( . )
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2574 Elsie: Mmm

2575 (0.2)

2576 Stella: So iMiltton

2577 (0.8)

2578 Milton: pis should qo ion (0.2) td[efinitely

2579 Stella: [ (You fool)

2580 (0.2)

2581 Sally: And th[at's on pa:::ge (0.4) tei[ght (.) [isn't iit

2582 Stella: [No

2583 Milton: [Yes

2584 Clark: [And he's aliready=

2585 Sally: =1 th[ough- EQ needs to be in ibold (0.2) °on the waiting

2586 Clark: [(that) tjust needs moviing tyeah

2587 Clark: =An tthat's for CP[iN

4) yeah°=
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2588 Stella: [ (°-°) =

2589 Sally: =Yeh=

2590 Clark: =°Yeh°=

2591 Elsie: =Yea::h=

2592 (Val): =°Uh huh°=

2593 (0.6)

2594 Sally: [[Eh::m

2595 Stella: [[So tthat's one (.) that's the bad inews

2596 (0.4)

2597 Clark: [[°ds it) °

2598 Sally: [[An I suppose i- I mean and in ttheory we wei we ought to be discussing (0.4) the

2599 person at the top of the twaiting list (0.2) each mefeting

2600 Stella: [Aren't twe gonna wait 4for it's

2601 l4r : [and we're gonna wait for Kathryn (0.2) to come J'back be [cause she got a a
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2602 Sally: [Yeh

2603 Elsie:

2604 Stella: bar^gain to=

2605 Sally: =Yeh=

2606 Stella: =sort out twith (0.8)

2607 Sally:

2608 (0.4)

2609 Sally: Fair enough=

2610 Milton: =Sorrty

2611 (1.2)

2612 Stella: L [R

2613 Sally: [Kathryn

2614 (0.4)

2615 Stella: A[t the itop

2616 Milton: [Yeah ('ve got that)

Mil[ton 

[Yeh

right

[Mmm mirtm
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(0.2)

(of) (0.2) Kathyn Ryder's got a bar>lgain to sort out with you when she comes back 

( . )

What does Tthat mean sort of (0.4) filling out of HtC: : or someth[ing like >lthat

[No:::

[[No that's right

[[N [o .hh .hh hu huh huh huh huh huh huh .hhhhh huh huh huh huh= ( ( laughs))

[Not Tthat dram[atic uh huh huh huh huh ah huh ( ( laughs))

[LJh huh huh huh huh huh ( ( laughs))

=That's a >lno is it hh [hh hhhhhh ah ( ( laughs) )

° [Mm°

( 1 . 2 )

2629 Milton: Can I have some foretwarning of this 4ba:rga[in

2617

2618 Stella:

2619

2620 Milton:

2621 Stella:

2622 (John):

2623 Milton:

2624 Stella:

2625 Sally:

2626 John:

2627 Elsie:

2628

2629 Milton:
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2630

2631

2632

2633

2634

2635

2636

2637

2638

2639

2640

2641

2642

2643

Stella: [fNo:: it's oikay (0.2) it's tnothing to

worry about 

( 0 . 2 )

Sally: Hsh huh huh ((l aughs ))

( . )

Ron: Why you being so tca:gey (ab[ou[t it)

(Milton): [Mrnin mm {{laughs))

Stella: [Well you see it's for tK[a:th^ryn to say really

t intiit's

Clark: [tKathryn's not here is she n

( 0 . 2 )

Elsie: Mmm=

Milton: =Q>lkay

(0.4)
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2644 Sally:

2645

2646 Stella

2647

2648 Stella

2649 Sally:

2650

2651 John:

2652 Stella

2653 Sally:

2654 Sally:

2655

2656 Stella

.hh w- right well thalf way down >lpage ttwo (0.2) ehhm (0.4) you've got (1.2) ehm tRMR 

>lan [then Tet °and then0 J>I<C 

[Oh hang: 4on 

( 0 . 6 ) 

rmIr (1.4) e!t=

=But tthis for three (.) three in a >lrow 

( . )

Oh [yeah yeah [yeah yeah yeah I've got you=

[ J>k

[Yeh

=Ehm which are all (.) can all come off the 4list because they've been allocated to 

[4<Paul an then over the tpa:ge (0.4) ({sound o f  r u s t l i n g  paper)) .hh the tsecond 

[Brilliant
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2657 Sally: one down (0.4) ts^L (.) talso allocated to Paul (.) .hh I fdon't know whether a- all

2658 these people have come or you 4know but nevertheiless=

2659 John: =Mmmm=

2660 Sally: =they've come off the tli[i :st if he's (.) pi[eked them iup

2661 Stella: [Okay

2662 John: [Mm

2663 (2.0)

2664 Sally: [[(An that's)

2665 John: [[An I'm tcurious to see whther ET will come or >lnot actually=

2666 Sally: =1 tthink he was offered an appointment last Thurs[>lday but I don't know whether she

2667 icame=

2668 John: [Yeh okay

2669 John: =Yeh okay (1.2) {{sound o f  r u s t l i n g  paper)) can tl̂  ment^ion (0.2) ehm (.) one two three

2670 four tfive down N^C (2.2) eh[::m I kno- (0.2) she's o- (.) she's ton the list I'm
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2671 Sally: [Oh yes

2672 John: just: conscious that I tsaw 4her actually Milton

2673 if you don't tmind ( 0 . 4 )  ha ha= ( { laughs))

2674 Milton: =Just a J'Second

2675 (0.2)

2676 Sally: Tuh hu[h hu[h huh huh huh huh ( ( laughs))

2677 John: [(Right)

2678

2679

Elsie: [Mmmmiran

2680 (0.2)

2681 John: Eh: : r

2682 (0.2)

2683 Milton: Right t[eh::::m

2684 Sally: [uh huh ((laughs))

2685 (2.2)
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2686

2687

2688

2689

2690

2691

2692

2693

2694

2695

2696

2697

2698

2699

2700

Clark: South Derbyshire Hostel

( . )

(Elsie) : °Yeh°=

John: =Ugh hugh hugh mmm {{coughs))

( 1 . 0 )

Sally: 0: : [h that (---- )

Milton: [Is tthis >lthe the (tarreg [ates com^pany)

John: [No no no no no

( . )

Milton: [[No

John: [[No this is something el[se

Milton: [A::h just a isecond twill you=

John: =Yeh it's okay

(4.6) { {Rus t l i ng  papers) )

Sally: One two tanyway iwe've tjust about got the list on (.) back on to one pai:ge (0.2)
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2701

2702

2703

2704

2705

2706

2707

2708

2709

2710

2711

2712

2713

2714

[or maybe not 

Elsie: [Yeah

( 0 . 2 )

Elsie: I thti::[nk

Sally: [(Take t four off and put it back on Ithe [re)

Elsie: [Mmmm

( 2 . 0 )

Esie: I tthink I'm gonna have to put some back Ion but I'll (0.4) I'll do it y- uh (.)

tsomebody who was (.) on for the anx- ((banging noi se ) ) (0.2) sorry (.) [no (.) no 

John: [Yeh no go on=

Elsie: =no=

John: =go on=

Elsie: =who was ton for the anxiety management Igroup (0.6) [and didn't respond to all my

(Milton): [(NRM Gardner)
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2715 Elsie:

2716

2717

2718

2719

2720

2721

2722 Elsie:

2723 Sally:

2724 Elsie:

2725

2726 Elsie:

2727

2728 Sally:

tlettiers an I tclosed l i t  an the GP's just written bur'ee was saying foh he was under 

the impression you'd (0.6) ehm (.) put him on the waiting list for tjanuary but he'd 

; e : ver retsponded to any of my tlettiers .hhh (0.4) so I tthink I'll have to do the 

icourtesy of tputting him back ion (1.4) ehm and then (0.6) nn you iknow he'll have to 

respond to th wr- write him a tletter telling him have to respond in tjaniuary when 

he's toffered a iplace 

( 0 . 8 )

[[So tl will

[[So where is he uhuw- [do you want to do it next week ior

[it'll be

( 0 . 2 )

Er:: well I'll tput it on inbetween iti[me I'll find the dat[es the exact idates 'n 

tthi ngs .hhhh=

[Okay [o:kay
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2729 Sally:

2730 Elsie:

2731

2732 Sally:

2733

2734 Elsie:

2735 Sally:

2736 John:

2737 Sally:

2738

2739 John:

2740

2741 Sally:

2742 John:

=°Mm hmm [mmmm°

[Yeah

(0.4)

And tjust before we go 4on can I say that I (.) I've rung (0.2) Dr >lRing about the ehm 

(0.6) fthat sixteen year iold (.) the retfer[ral .hhhhhh and they will ring

[toh marvellous

tback (0.6) so I'll r::ush out (0.2) cause it's (.) if we can deal with it today it's= 

=Mmm=

=preferr>lable

( 0 . 2 )

Okay

( 1 . 2 )

But rii:ght (.) back to you tjohn- 

=Ehr N: (.) tN:C five >ldown tyeah
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2743 (0.4)

2744 Milton: Page

2745 (0.2)

2746 Elsie: Mm[m

2747 John: [Page [>ltwo=

2748 Sally: [Two=

2749 Elsie: =Mmm

2750 (1.0)

2751 Milton: 0::h tyes

2752 (.)

2753 John: Yeh (0.4) eh: : :m (0.6) °th- th-° fthis lady came into my i : : : (0.4) outpatients [last

2754 week (0.4) eh::m=

2755 Milton: [Right

2756 Milton: =1 thought she was going to see SuztannJ^a but

2757 (.)
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2758 John: [[Well

2759 Milton: [[well no cause there was a tti::me thi[ng (.) (she could only make Wednesday)

2760 John: [tSuzanna couldn't get (.) there's was a

2761 twho:le load of reasons why she couldn't icome (.) but sh[e tdid come last week

2762 reallJ'^

2763 Milton: °[Yeah°

2764 Milton: =Mmmm

2765 (0.2)

2766 John: and eh::m (0. 4) I supTpose the r::eason I'm f::lagging her up ^really is just to

2767 (0.4)

2768 Milton: Mmmmm=

2769 John: =just really to have (0.2) some conversation about her betcau::se (.) she was ehm:

2770 Milton: CO<D><ii

2771 (0.4)
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2772 John: .hh she was qui- tquite concerning to me trealliy

2773 (.)

2774 Milton: Ri::ght ah hah=

2775 John: =eh: :m she:'s a: ty:oungish woman for other peop[le °w- w-° who don't know C e r  (0.4)

2776 Milton: [Mmmm

2777 John: who's got quite a: (.) a lot of emotional ^problems an:: fair (0.2) amount of

2778 emotional abuse early o :C n (0.4) err whose (0.8) tquite socially isolated really

2779 although she's got a number of ehm=

2780 Milton: Mmm=

2781 John: =different inputs from a health visitorrr'C

2782 (0.2)

2783 Milton: Can I fjust say it's quite good that (.) somebody frtesh is looking after >lher because

2784 her tfather was a patient that I:: and Clark were very heavily in[volved twith

2785 John: [Ah right
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2786 Milton

2787 John:

2788

2789 Milton

2790 John:

2791

2792

2793 Milton

2794 John:

2795

2796

2797

2798

2799

over a number of 4years who who committed suitcide=

=Yes about five years >lago

( . )

Ye::s=

=T err (.) .hhh anyway she tcame to her ^outpatients (.) an::d err it was tquite 

difficult cause she was very very distfre::ssed and she found it very hard to stay in 

the room she's (0.4) she's very very shy and anxious of [meeting other

[Mmmm

people (0.4) she tstrikes you as ehm (.) very distturbed she told me she was sort of 

tfull of danger an (0.4) sort of sensed that the way she is feeling is very 

undesterved what's tslightly worrying about 4her (0.4) is that she has care of a ttw:o 

year old tso::n (0.4) now the:: (.) ehm (0.4) thealth visitor was:: (.) able to tell 

me that she:: (.) is (.) fairly appropriate with the son although the son is on the at 

care register at trisk (0.6) reg>lister=
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2800 Milton: =At trisk regis4ter=

2801 John: =Yeh=

2802 Milton: =ot::h

2803 (0.4)

2804 John: Err (0.2) tbut you know that means that there's guite an amount of intvolve>lment

2805 really [with [day care and she's having some respite etcetera etcetera .hhh

2806 Milton: [Mmm

2807 Elsie: [Mmmm

2808 John: teh:::m (1.8) I mean tl just felt at the end of the day she's tvery cha- (.) she's

2809 tvery chaotic err (.) tgi:4<rl

2810 (0.4)

2811 Milton: Mmm sh[e's tvery unassertiive an .hhh (.) tone of the things well she ha- (.) she's

2812 John: [who
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2813

2814

2815 John:

2816

2818

2819

2820 

2821 John

2823

2824 John:

had a speech timpediment since she was about seven or tei: >lqht (.) and that caused 

her to be very heavily ttea::sed at school:1=

=Yeah

( . )

2817 Milton: and she tlost all confidence (.) and tthen when she was about fourteen she discovered

(.) kind of >ldrink and drugs and so iforth .hhh (.) that helped tgive her confidence 

and also get (0.2) gave her some sort of ts:ta:tus by kind of being °the one who'd

( . )

Mm mmm=

2822 Milton: =(taken to it)° .hhhh (0.2) an::d she also went through a phase you know quite heavy

promistcu: : i>lty which (0.2) ended up resulting in the pregtnan [cy and

[Ye: : s
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2825 Milton: what inot .hh ( 0 . 2 )  and tsince that the:I : n she's sort of gone back into her tshe::11

2826 reality (.) and she's (---------- ) .hh (.) when tl: : initially saw >lher I I was asked

2827 to see her on a D::fV :: and it was tALmost impossible to find the tFLA::T=

2828 John: =Yeh=

2829 Milton: =because it was ( 0 . 2 )  .hhh up some st[airs at the back of some shops and it

2830 Elsie: [Mmm

2831 M i l t o n :  h ad  a num ber t h a t  t you i know ( 0 . 2 )  [you c o u l d n ' t  s e e  f rom t h e  t r o a d  an d  a l l

2832 John: [Yeh

2833 Milton: the irest ( 0 . 2 )  .hh and the tlocJ^al ( 0 . 2 )  tchildiren ( 0 . 4 )  of about ten or twelve

2834 tthey were using it as a kind of ehm (.) .hh place to hang [to::ut and though she

2835 i d i d n ' t

2836 Ron: [.hhh hugh hugh { { coughs ) )
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2837 Milton: leave the doto ::r open for them to tdo that they'd sort of throw (0.2) tstones at the

2838 >lwin [dow you know (0.6) so she was tvery expltoi: ted and I think she that's probably

2839 why

2840 John: [Mmm

2841 Milton: she was moved (.) .hhhh to South Derbyshire (0.2) Hotte:1 although she's tsince moved

2842 I believe (0.4) to (0.6) ehm (0.2) a more fpermanent add4ress=

2843 John: =Yes she has (0.2) eh::[m and that

2844 Milton: [Ah:::::r so she was tin a r- (.) she was in (.) you tknow

2845 (.)

2846 John: twoodicoates tcres>lent=

2847 Milton: =She was tin a really J<helpless state and I tthink

2848 ((t e l ephone r i ngs ) )

2849 Milton: (that she might go)

2850 (0.4)
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2851 Sally:

2852 Milton:

2853

2854 Sally:

2855 Milton:

2856 Sally:

2857

2858 Milton:

2859

2860

2861

2862 John:

(°Ka [ t h y n --------°)

[the tfa:::ther (.) oh it's fnot very nice (0.4)({ te lephone r i ng s ) ) the tfa::ther 

(0.4) wha- of the to:lder tchil[d I think (.) tyou know

[Hello ((answering t e l e p h o n e )) 

was ehm (0.2) quite sort of abtu:::si[ve to ther

[Right I'll tcome into I'[11 come into the 

toffice tthank tyou ((answering t e l e p h o n e ) )

[critic- (0.2)

overtcritical (1.0) so there are a tlot (.) °of° (.) ye- they're a thu::ge number of 

isstues an (0.2) I mean I tthink social services needs to remtai:n the pri:me agtentcy 

(.) to [be honest [you tknow

[Yeh .hhhh [I mean they tthey are quite theavily i:ntv[olvted
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2863 M i l t o n :

2864

2865

2866 J o h n :

2867 J o h n :

2868

2869 M i l t o n :

2870 J o h n :

2871 M i l t o n :

2872

2873 J o h n :

2874 M i l t o n

2875 E l s i e :

2876 J o h n :

2877

[but erhhm (0.2) I

tthink she does >lhave seve:re anxti: ety doesn't >lshe (0.4) more than: (.) y:ou know

well when tl saw her she had v[ery tsevere anxiety=

[Hugggh ( ( c l e a r s  t h r o a t))

=Mmmm

(0.4)

wh[ich was was tmainly related to going out the thou::se but ih- it was talso you know 

[An-

tsocial anxiety ta :nd agoraphobia as twell 

( 0 . 2 )

Yes=

= (E [h: :m)

[Mmmmm=

=1 mean she thad th- what (0.2) was ttricky when I saw -Iher last week was that she had 

she had tsomething she wanted to tte:11 ime
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2878 (0.2)

2879 Milton: Ri::ght=

2880 John: =but tcouldn't tell 4me=

2881 Milton: =ah: : °yeh yeh°=

2882 John: =an::d (.) tl was sort of stuck between this place 4of (0.6) s- (.) trying to twant t

2883 d- er (.) give her permission to say something if that's what she twanted .hhh=

2884 Milton: Mmm=

2885 John: =but talso trying to:: give her permission ( 0 . 6 )  to:: ( 0 . 4 )  tnot say something and go

2886 awav feelinq (.) huqely (0.2) eh::m (.) disttressed realliy=

2887 Milton: =Mmmm=

2888 John: =at tone 4level and to take some conttro::l over=

2889 Milton: =Mmtmm=

2890 John: =over (0.4) what she te- says and tdoesn't say you know to give her .hhh ehm control

2891 over that tboundary reall4y=
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2892 Milton: =Mmm=

2893 John: =.hh ehm but she became inctrea:singly (.) anxious throughout the interview and in

2894 fact twhen I ( 0 . 6 )  twhen I tsa::w her ( 0 . 4 )  twhen I sort of su- suggested a tfo: llow

2895 up appointment she was saying .hhh oh well that's no 4use I'll be tdead by then

2896 etcetera etcetera (.) and ehm .hh

2897 (.)

2898 Milton: Mmm=

2899 John: =and then I'd felt very very tan::giry I I Tfelt like you know tone level she'd made

2900 all this effort to come and en[gage but then felt somehow disappointed

2901 Milton: [(Sure)

2902 John: with the cofntact

2903 Milton: [Was she bought tup by:: the:[: no

2904 John: [She was brought by C- Chlo^e

2905 ( 0 . 2 )

2906 Milton: Ye: : s
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2907 John: Y [eh

2908 Milton: [tBut .hh cause there's tbeen this huge 4isstue about her coming [tup so

2909 John: [°Yeah°

2910 Milton: timagine she's make some sort of sta:t::nd about it wouldtn't iyou

2911 (0.2)

2912 John: °Ye[ah°

2913 Milton: [because there's tbeen this issue about her being seen at tho:me (0.8)

2914 was tput on the waiting list only (.) you 4know (0.2) only some- somebody

2915 be allocated to somebody who'd be able to wo[rk with her there=

2916 John: [.hh hughh {{coughs))

2917 John: CO0)II

2918 (0.2)

2919 Milton: and tthen she wasn't coming to outtpa[tients and so

so she 

she'd
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2920 John: [Yeah tl don't think she'll come agaii::n (.)

2921 is pa[rtly what I'm (.) trying to tsay ireally .hhh eh::m

2922 Milton: [Ahh mmm It's tpossible isn't i i t =

2923 ( 0 . 2 )

2924

2925 John: =tYeah I I I'd be surtprised actually if she comes again ( 0 . 2 )  er but w- (.) watch

2926 [ wa tc h  this ispace

2927 M i l t o n :  [Ehm

2928 ( 0 . 2 )

2929 M i l t o n :  Yeah

2930 ( 0 . 6 )

2931 J o h n :  E [ r r

2932 Milton: [Did tyou think it's pu- why why do you think she >lwon' t tcome >lagain

2933 ( 0 . 2 )
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2934 John:

2935

2936

2937

2938

2939 Milton

2940 John:

2941

2942

2943 Milton

2944 John:

2945

2946

2947

.hhh err (0.2) tbecause I think (.) I think (0.6) ah I'd be tinterested to see how how 

she deals with having come and been ditstressed (0.6) eh::m (0.4) she tkept saying to 

the (0.4) a- (.) th- ha- it tseemed liked the health visitor had supported her >la lot 

to tco::me

0.4)

Mmm=

=ehr and she'd gone atlong with that but I (0.2) I tso:rt of f- felt from her in- (.) 

ri- interaction with the health visitor that it was a tlot of persuasion and 

pr[ompting etcetera ettcetera (0.4) and it had tgot her here >lonc:e (.) but I wasn't 

[Mmmmmmm

entirely sure that it was going to get her here tagain .hhh and I tthink the other 

ithing that strikes me about her is ehm (0.6) that there's err an ti::ssue really of 

what to tdo with her because she doestn't strike me as someone with (0.4) a 

particularly ts : : tri: kiing mental ill>lne [ss
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2948 Milton: [N::o indeed=

2949 John: =and=

2950 Milton: =mmm=

2951 John: =and (.) w- who medication's tnot going to make a whole pile of tdiff[erence

2952 Milton: [N:o:::

2953 (0.2)

2954 John: >lto: : (0.2) and Treally (.) th- th- tmy view of her is that she's tsomeone who's going

2955 to need some long term support all tover the 4place=

2956 Milton: toh yes

2957 (0.4)

2958 John: eh::mm (1.0) err and (0.2) you know in a tsense eh[:m

2959 Milton: [That's >ltrue I mean the tonly thing

2960 that might be (0.2) useful about coming back here is that at the tmoment it's this
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2961

2962

2963 John:

2964 Milton:

2965 John:

2966 Milton:

2967

2968 ( — ) :

2969 John:

2970

2971 Milton:

2972

2973 Clark:

2974 John:

2975

hu:::ge tthing coming here tisn/_t 4it it's this big tthi:ng (0.2) .hhh and tif they

could be p- become a more sort of routtine thing and not this big thting=

=Mm[mm

[you know that that would helpiful=

=Ye::s=

=because at the tmoment the world comes to the;r .hhh and the world's so overwhelming

I >lthink that she can't go to [ti:t=

[Mmm

=Ye: s

0 . 6 )

and tif she does (0.4) ahm (0.4) even if she can come there at ileast tha- that would 

be quite a sort of=

=Mmm=

=Ye: s

( 0 . 2 )
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2976 Milton:

2977

2978 John:

2979 Clark:

2980 Milton:

2981 John:

2982 Clark:

2983 Milton:

2984 Clark:

2985 Milton:

2986

2987

2988 John:

2989

tbonus but (0.2) of course (0.4) ((banging sound)) twe: have a histor^y in relation to

h e r  [ t f a : : t h e r  who t k i l l e d  h i m l s e l f  [ so  t h a t  wou ld  be  ( ( banging sou nd s) )

[No I know yeh tyeh

[(Yeh it ws like that)=

=that tis a big ithin[g=

[She didn't talk about that at [a:>lll=

[(No:)

=But  t h e  was v e r y  a n x i o u s  e r r  f o r  a t l o n g  t i m e  (was t i n  i t  e a r s ) ( . )  b u t  you s e e  [he :

[Yeh

he was 4'dia- o- one (.) tone thing >ljust to tsay about .hh the dad is that he was 

diagnosed as suffering from anxti::ety .hhh (.) severe anxiety .hhh (0.2) for a long 

time until he developed ahr (.) schizophrtenia=

=Alright

( 0 . 2 )
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2990 Milton: so tthat's one of the things at the back of my fmi[nd that make me think we ought to

2991 Elsie: [Mmmmmm

2992 Milton: keep some sort of eye on him you Tknow

2993 (.)

2994 John: =Ye::s (.) I mean she tthreatens to sort of tha:rm heriself

2995 ( 0 .4 )

2996 Milton: °Mmm°=

2997 John: =as well an eh (.) the tcontact was very ^difficult because (0.2) you know altthough

2998 I'd allocated an tho::ur for 4her ( 0 . 6 )  she thardly said tany^thing in the contact

2999 a[nd most tmo:st of the hour was actually prompting her to tsta::y

3000 Milton: [Yeah

3001 (0.2)

3002 Milton: Ye::s=

3003 John: =you know jus[t to tolerate the tspace so (.) you 4know (.) in tterms of getting
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3004 Milton: [Ye: h

3005 John: actual thistoriy was very tdiffic[ult

3006 Milton: [If you tgo to her troom err (

3007 collection of (0.2) soft ttoys and tdolls that sort of just (.)

3008 John: =Yea::h=

3009 Milton: =it not (.) it's tmore a populattion than a collecti[on

3010 John: [Well tthat

3011 (.) cause she she tjust comes across as (.) as very very tyoung

3012 ( 0 . 4 )

3013 Milton: °Mm [m°

3014 John: [EHM (.) I suptpose 4<one of tthe ^things I was puzzled about

3015 waiting 4list (0.6) wait[ing list waiting

you >lknow ss=
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3016 Milton:

3017

3018

3019

3020 John:

3021

3022 Milton:

3023

3024 Stella:

3025 Milton:

3026 Stella:

3027 Milton:

3028

3029

[Ehm well the I tl had a feeling she'd be somebody who'd be 

able to do some tkind of Iwork at home and monittor thinigs you know cause (.) cause 

tl was rather doubtful that she'd be able to tcome Ihere  

( 0 . 2 )

°Ye:s°

( . )

so she's factually on the waiting list for (0.4) it's a tsort of kina >lDavina Smith 

tkind of situa[tion

°[Right°=

=you know=

=mm mm=

=1 mean it's a bit ilike the idea °of (0.4) of Davina tsmith (more or less)0 (0.2) you 

know it's tbuilding >lup (0.2) it's tgoing in that direc [ttion if you know what I 

4mean=
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3030 Stella: [Mmmm

3031 Stella: =Mmm

3032 ( 0 . 4 )

3033 Milton: Sorry Sally .h[h hh huh hhh hhh uhh hh {{laughs))

3034 Sally: [Mmmm

3035 (0.6)

3036 John: She's ^drinking a bit at the mo[ment as twell which

3037 Milton: [Yeah I mean just ehm it's

3038 Clark:

3039 to drink to (cont[trol it)

3040 John: [which isn't help^ing

3041 (0.6)

3042 Milton: Mmm=

3043 Clark: =Yeah ( 0 . 2 )  tthat's what the mu[m and dad would 4sa[y

3044 Milton: [But you see the tdad had this

[Her tmum and dad used
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3045 Stella: [Mmm

3046 Milton: for many tyears didtn' t 4he and tthe:n ehhhm .hhh (.) and then: he developed a

3047 psytchosis nn °(they [both) got a° bit tbetter (1.0) err but he (0.2) became

3048 Clark: [Mmm

3049 Milton: psychotic °(treally)°=

3050 John: =.hhh ee ah=

3051 Milton: =fro- (.) tyou know from his tpoint of view=

3052 John: =°Mmm° (2.6) .hhh I mean t l whu- I was thinking diagtnosticalily she comes across

3053 actually as quite an emotionally untsta[ble

3054 Milton: [toh iyeah=

3055 John: =persontalit[4y

3056 Milton: [Indeed yeah=
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3057 John =tehhhm (0.6) you iknow one of the things she says which is (0.2) you iknow which my

3058 theart isank really when she said ehm (.) that she doesn't know iwho she fis (0.4)

3059 .hhh an I think you >lknow (0.2) I think that reailly says it tall abo[ut her

3060 Milton: [Mmmmmmm=

3061 Elsie: =Mmmm=

3062 John: =She tdoesn't know who she is she tdoesn't see a future for herself she sees herself

3063 ts:tuck with the ichit :Id

3064 (0.4)

3065 Milton: Mmmm[mm

3066 John: [that sh::e at some level (0.4) tloves but doesn't (0.2) doesn't really want

3067 because she knows that it cramps her (1.2) her (.) her style and she feels that it's

3068 happened too early in her life (0.4) and eh::m (0.4) it's it's thard to know really

3069 how it's gonna pan tou::4 :t=
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3070 Milton:

3071

3072

3073 John:

3074

3075 Clark:

3076 Sally:

3077

3078 Milton:

3079 Clark:

3080 Milton:

3081 Clark:

3082

=Mmm (0.4) cause I tthink the mother saw ^somebody here as twell didn't she 4at one

stage (0.6) fElteri

( 1 . 2 )

°Not sure0 

( 0 . 6 )

Hur[:: ( ( c l e a r s  throa t ) )

[Mmm

( 0 . 2 )

I'm sure she ■Id i [d actually

[I remember (0.2) they both iused to=

=1 think she saw J[ane actually

[although they weren't getting on 4very well they both used to drink 

(0.6) to fmanage the symptoms ireally=
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3083 John:

3084

3085 Milton:

3086 John;

3087 Clark:

3088 John:

3089 Milton:

3090 John:

3091

3092 Milton:

3093 John:

3094

3095 Clark:

3096 John:

=Yes (0.6) see tl think the out-4patient (.) contact with her is going to be very 

tlimit^ed (0.4) tl [actually ithink that fl think that she:: (0.2) you know

[Mmm oh it will= 

she could (.) certainly tdo:: with 4someone=

=Yeh=

=more (0.2) more (0.8) o- on the tgrou::nd 4really=

=Yeh=

=teven to do you know sort (0.6) of encouraging prompting tsmall little behavioural

work bits of behavioural work n=

=It's a ve- ve- very >llo:ng slow jot[j_b really (you know)

[It is I mean I (0.2) you know she:: she's going

to need more (0.4) than just=

=Mmm=

=being seen at toutpatients=
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3097 Clark: =But there's a s -  (.) there a tsocial worker and a t- thealth visi i t  or so it's sort of3097 Clark:

3098

3099 John:

3100 Clark:

3101 John:

3102

3103 Sally:

3104 Clark

3105 Sally:

3106 John:

3107 Clark:

3108 Sally:

3109 John:

3110 Clark:

3111

one=

=Yeah=

[And I tthink there's (0.2) I think there's ehhm ho- I think thomeistart

are in[volved as [twell=

[Mmm

[Yeah

=Mmm=

I [mean I thaven't had an opportunity to read all the notes of the tease i c o n[ference 

[Yeah

[Mm mm

so I ca- you know (0.2) I'm tnot up to speed with lev[erything

[Are there some case conference

tnol:tes (0.4) (there)=
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3112

3113

3114

3115

3116

3117

3118

3119

3120

3121

3122

3123

3124

3125

3126

John: =tjust to (0.2) really alert everylone but I've (0.8) [had (.) this tone intvolvement

Ron: [.hhhhhhhhhh huh huh hugh

((coughs))

John: with iher and she tdoes present as a sort of tslow grumblling yet tworry^ing

( . )

Milton: Mm[mmmm

John: [person with a young tchi::Id ireally=

(Stella): =Mm=

Milton: =Mmmm=

( 0 . 2 )

Sally: So she's ton the waiting list=

Milton: =Ye[a:h

John: [Yea::h

Sally [an:d an:[d

John: [so she tshould be o[f some conce^m to us really on the w[aiting list=
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3127

3128

3129

3130

3131

3132

3133

3134

3135

3136

3137

3138

3139

3140

3141

Sally: 

Clark: 

Clark: 

Sally: 

Stella: 

Clark: 

Elsie: 

Elsie: 

John: 

(Milton)

Sally: 

Stella:

[ R ig h t  ( ) y e h y eh

[Yeh

=If the tcpIn 's tdo need to ^discuss some of these peo[ptle she'd be one of [th-

[It'll be yes

[Yea[::h=

=to[ne of Ithem so=

[Mmmmmmmm 

=Mm [mnunmm 

[Yea:h 

[Mmmmm)

( 0 . 2 )

Qkiay

( 0 . 2 )

So that th[at ^comment can come toff can't it aibout a case conference in

Elsie: (Is)
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3142 Stella: (una [bl [e----------waiting) =

3143 Elsie: [Yea:::::h

3144 Clark: [Yeh

3145 Clark: =Yeh=

3146 Elsie: =It[s all old tstu[ff isn't lit

3147 Stella: [ (Mmm)

3148 Sally: [(We ought to leave [that [off)

3149 Stella: [Yea:h

3150 Milton: [tl think Benjamin tjones can come loff

3151 cause we've tnot seen him for about six months {(sound o f  tur n in g  paper)) nol:w he's

3152 tnot he's not come to Isevetral appointments (1.0) he tlives outside the tare:1a

3153 (0.4)

3154 Ron: And he's not se[en his G[tP either

3155 Milton: [I:'ve

3156 John: [Hmmm hm hm hm= ((coughs))
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3157 Milton: =I've [err

3158 Elsie: [And ihht's >lnoh our GtPhmhmhm= ( (laughs) )

3159 Milton: =and I've fwritten to the e:::r (0.4) twell er I mean tthat's not his GP actually

3160 [it's ehm (.) Alpine House tnow but (0.2) .hh I've twritten to the GP saying he's not

3161 Sally: [°Right°

3162 Milton: come and we have to respect (0.4) factuall[y to be honest l l  w- I w-

3163 Ron: [.hhhhhhhhhhhh hhhuh= hhhuhh {{coughs))

3164 (0.4)

3165 Milton: I was tslight >lly unsure how to thandle >lit ((s h u f f l i n g  sound)) cause the tGrl'P you know

3166 he said he was fti:::i ne (0.8) and tl write back to s[ay well he's not been coming to

3167 Elsie: [That's right

3168 Milton: appointments and we have to respect that and you c[an re-refer him the::n discuss with

3169 Elsie: [Mmm
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3170

3171

3172

3173

3174

3175

3176

3177

3178

3179

3180

3181

3182

3183

M ilt o n :

Ron:

Milton:

Milton: 

Ron: 

Milton: 

Ron: 

Milton: 

(Sally):

him (and he'll be re-referred) .hhhh and you tKNOW that he l i s he tHAS had h:e tdoes 

have I thuink Schizotphren>lia and he thas ihad a couple of (0.4) (quite) admissions 

with som:e aggtre[ssive kind of

[If if the::'s who I tth[ink he l i ::s (0.4) ahm (0.4) I tseem to

[( )

recall ihim dropping tinto the deipot clinic one day with somebody else who was 

atttendiing 

(0.4)

Ye:[::s

[and thaving a chat with tKath [and tsa:ying that he was tthinking of (0.4) igoing

[Mmmm

to tltal4y to do (0.4) building (.) [(on hi[s [parents shop)

[ ( )

[Hmm hmm hmm ( (laughs))
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3184 Clark:

3185 Ron:

3186 Clark:

3187 Ron:

3188 Milton:

3189 Ron:

3190 Elsie:

3191 Clark:

3192

3193 Ron:

3194

3195 Milton:

3196

3197

3198

['is tpa:rents (.) I think his parents have

[( his parents

got [a business in iltaly or something=

[an so

=[[They we- his tpa:rents ha[d a home remotval business in ehm (.) tGotham 

=[[Ri[ght yeah 

[Ah I see

[Yeah

( 0 . 2 )

Right

(0.4)

Yet he was tvery (good) taking his meditca>ltion tyou >lknow (.) he he'd tlearned 

his lesson and he tcertainly didn't want to:: (0.2) tstop his medication again cause

he was tquite ^frightened of his aggtression (0.2) .hhh (.) but ahm (0.6) th- the (.) 

they ttended to he ttended to become ill in the context of relationtships breaking i up
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3199

3200

3201

3202 Clark:

3203 Milton:

3204

3205

3206 Elsie:

3207 Clark:

3208 Milton:

3209 Clark:

3210

3211 Milton:

3212

and (0.4) tyou 4know he's in a reltationship °you know so he just err (very rarely) 

talked about that although (he tcome to us the la::st one 4right enough) (.) uh°

(0.4)

So would you close it tsaying it's actually South East ^Leicestershire 4n[ow (probly)

[I tthink

they could say 4that except that ees (0.4) it's tjust a slight 4worry that that

there's no:bid4y (1.2) tyou 4know he's not attached tto any4body=

=Mmmm=

=Ye[ah

[well that's the 4slight tworry=

=Yeh

( . )

.hhh I might I tthink what I'll do is I'll just write to south east just to make them

aware of his existtence (.) you know
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3213

3214 Sally:

3215 Milton

3216 Stella

3217

3218

3219

3220

3221

3222

3223

3224

Sally:

Milton

Stella 

Elsie: 

Stella

3225 Elsie:

3226

(0.2)

But you want to take him off thi[s >llist (tdo yo[u)

[Yeh

[Can we

saying why you've taken him toff=

=ah hughh ( ( c l e a r s  thr oa t ) ) (0.2) eh:::m

( 1 . 2 )

Where it says Toledo=

=Mm[mm

[ (Look) Toledo

(0.2) {(sound o f  r u s t l i n g  paper))

Cause we (.) we need to err (0.2) get the stats together 

(.) lady second tdown on the ilist (0.6) and reading the

just wri[te on tthat 4then 

[(thank you)

(0.2) tl WAS LOOKING at the:: 

stuff in the file and ehm
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3227

3228

3229 Milton:

3230

3231 Elsie:

3232 Milton:

3233 Elsie:

3234

3235 Milton:

3236 Elsie:

3237 Milton:

3238 Elsie:

3239 Milton:

3240

wondering about taking (0.6) her 4on ((banging no i se ) ) (0.6) ehm I dn't know whether 

anybody there'd been any outtpatients con[t a c t  any .hhhhhhhhhhhhhh

[Who's tthis

( 0 . 6 )

E [de Coeurcey (0.6) Edwina de Coeurcey I'll have to say it then if

[Yeh E::::D::::Ce:::: tye [::s ehm

[Yeah

( . )

[[I [tthink she needs (0.4) a tbit of assessment I mean °th- th- th-° (0.2) sh- she's 

[[Does she

the tsort of patient who ehm (0.4) comes to her out-tpaitient[s u ::su:a4lly (0.2) o-

[She's still tcoming yeh 

on her ow;-I:n (.) and she tdoes come and she attends verty tregularly ((banging  

no ise ) ) °for appointments0 (0.4) ehm and she tactually has quite a fu::ll lit;:4fe=
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3241 Elsie: =Mmm [rwran

3242 Milton: [eh::m .hhhhh I (0.4) I tjust get this feeling that she's rather missed tou: t on

3243 something over many ytea:I :rs because she's tnot had contact w[ith the tserviices .hhh

3244 Elsie: [Mmm

3245 Milton: a::nd she tlived with her parents and they've both ^die::d and she's ton her own Inow

3246 but she's tQUITE active in John Storer house and >lso [forth .hhh (.) and 0.4) the

3247 Elsie: [Mmmmm

3248 Milton: the tonly thing against tyou becoming ̂involved is (0.4) and I tdon't think it's a big

3249 thing afgainst l i t  but tshe's (0.4) said she wants a CPN t- (.) discuss her

3250 bert eave>lment=

3251 Elsie: =hhh Well I tREAD that 4st[uff but tthe:n (.) I got the impression that's because

3252 she's only tkno:wn a CPN's=

3253 Milton: [Eh:::m but there's tno reason

3254 >lwhy it tnee: : : ds to I be
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3255 M i l t o n :

3256 E l s i e :

3257 S a l l y :

3258 M i l t o n :

3259

3260 E l s i e :

3261 M i l t o n :

3262

3263

3264

3265

3266 S a l l y :

3267 M i l t o n :

3268

= E x a [ c t [ l y

[t b e i f o r e =

[Ye: s

= t y o u  Iknow ( . )  and  eh  I t h i -  I  t t h i n k  i n  a way .h h h  ( 0 .2 )  I f t h i n k  i n  a way i t ' s  t o

do :  ( 0 .4 )  p a r t l y  w i t h  what  s h e ' s  l o s t  b e c a u s e  o f  h e r  f i l l l n e [ s s

[Mmmm[mm

s h e  t u s e d  t o  be  ehhhm 

( . )  a p o s t - g r a d u a t e  s t u d t e n t  ( 0 .6 )  I  t t h i n k  s h e  was a ^ s c i e n t i s t  o r  an  e c o n o m t i s t  I  

c a n ' t  ^ remember  t w h ich  .h h h  ( . )  b u t  s h e  ehm ( 0 .4 )  s h e  t w a : : : s  t o : :  I d  >lyou s e e  ( . )  sh e  

b e t came l i l l  an d  s h e  was t o l d  t h a t  s h e  m us t  s t o p  s t u d y i n g  an d  t h a t  s h e ' d  n e v e r  work 

t a g a i : n you l s e e =

=0: : :h=

= .h h h  a n : : d  hhh hhh .h h h  { { l a ug h i n g ) )  e r r  ( . )  ° t t h i s  was b e i f o r e  you know e r r  t w e n t y  

t y e a : : r s  ago  so°=
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3269

3270

3271

3272

3273

3274

3275

3276

3277

3278

3279

3280

3281

3282

S a l l y :  =Mmmm=

M i l t o n :  = a : : n d  ehm ( 0 .4 )  s h e  s o r t  o f  f a i t h f u l l y  4 d i d  t t h a t  ( . )  an d  I t t h i n k  s h e  s o r t  o f  ° f e e l s

h e r  l i f e  s o r t  o f  came t o  a° t s t o p  and  I t t h i n k  t h i s  i s  a l l  p a : r t  o f  ( . )  t you know= 

E l s i e :  =Mmmm=

M i l t o n :  .h h h h h h  [ b u t  a t  t h e  same t i m e  s h e  d o e s n ' t  t r e a : l l y  h a v e  t h e  c o n f i d e n c e  t o  s t a r t  o f f

E l s i e :  [Mmmm

M i l t o n :  ( 0 .2 )  a n y t h i n g  ( 0 .6 )  e r r r r  a n y t h i n g  more  t h a n  s o t c i a l  a c t i v i t i e s  ( . )  .h h h  and  so

t y o u r  t h i n g  w ould  be  v e r y  t a p p o p r i a t e  c a u s e  i t  t m i g h t  f i n d  h e r  a way b [ a : c k  i n t o

E l s i e :  [ (C o u ld  be)

( M i l to n )  : t c o l l  [ ege  o r  s o m e t h i n g  t you -Iknow ehm 

E l s i e :  [y eah  y e ah  .h h

( 0 . 6 )

E l s i e :  t o k e y  4 doke  I [ ' 1 1  I ' l l  t p i c k  i t  up i t h e n

J o h n :  [ . h h h h h h h h h  h u r g h h  ( ( c l e a r s  t h r o a t ) )
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3283

3284 S a l l y :

3285 E l s i e :

3286 S t e l l a :

3287 S a l l y :

3288

3289

3290 S t e l l a :

3291 S a l l y :

3292

3293 S t e l l a :

3294 E l s i e :

3295

3296

3297 S a l l y :

( 1 . 8 )

°Okay° I ' v e  t j u s t  s p o k e n  t o : :  D o c to r  Twigg a b o u t  t h e  16 y [ e a r  o l d  i g i [ r l  who

[Mmm

[Mm mm

i n c i d e n t a l l y  .h h h  was r e f t e r r e d  ( 0 .4 )  by a c c i ^ d e n t  b e c a u s e  t h e  a s k e d  t h e  r e c e p t i o n i s t  

t o  r e f e r  t o  t c o u n s e l l i n g  i n  t Mel i t o n  

( . )

Ahhh G[od by a c c i d e n t

[Eh:m and  and  i n  a d d t i t i o n  ( 0 .6 )  i n  a d d t i t i o n  i s  s t i l l  i s : : t  f u l l  t i m e  e d u c a t i o n  

a t  s c h t o o : :1 ( 0 .4 )  so  f o r  t b o t h  r e a [ s o n s  s h o u l d n ' t  co[me t o  t us

[ (----------------------- we--------- )

[ S h o u l d n ' t  ev e n  ' v e  t g o t  h e r e

aw: : :

Mmm

(0 .4 )
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3298 (0.6)

3299 S t e l l a :

3300

3301 M i l t o n :

3302

3303 S t e l l a

3304 S a l l y :

3305

3306 S t e l l a

3307 S a l l y :

3308

3309

3310 S a l l y :

3311 S t e l l a

° T h a ' s  g ood0

( 4 .1 )  ( ( sound  o f  r u s t l i n g  p a p e r ) )

( N o : : w)

( 2 . 1 )

So t h a t ' s  s i x  o f f  t h e  t w a i [ t i n g  l i s t  I t h e n

[Yes t h a t ' s  >lgood

( 0 . 6 )

°Mmmmm t mmm° ( 0 .6 )  an d  j u s t  o [ n e  t o n

[ S : : o:

END OF SIDE TWO OF TAPE 
BEGINNING OF SIDE THREE OF TAPE

I s  t h e r e  t a n y o n e  ( 0 .4 )  who p e o p l e  t u r g e n t l y  n e [ e d  t o  f e e d  i b a c k

°[N:o°

3312 ( . )
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3313 E l s i e :

3314

3315 S a l l y :

3316 S t e l l a :

3317 E l s i e :

3318

3319

3320

3321 S a l l y :

3322

3323 E l s i e :

3324 S t e l l a :

3325

3326 S a l l y :

(0.6)

[ ( C a n ' t  t h i n k )

[ I  t h i n k  t h e r e  was maybe 

one f e e d b a c k  ^ l e t t e r  t h e r e  w h ich  s e e  i f  i t ' s  on p a g e  ^ t h r e e  ( 0 .4 )  no i t ' s  on t h e  n e x t  

•lone

( 0 .4 )

( . )

( 0 . 6 )
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3327 S t e l l a : [ [ t h a t  I 'm  w a i t i n g  f o r  h e r  t o  c o n t a c t  me a t  t h e  end  o f  ( . )  O c T to b e r ( 1 .2 )  and  t h a t

3328 i u s t  ( 0 .4 )  j o l t s  tmy im in d  a s  [ w e : l l

3329 E l s i e : [tMm mm

3330 (6 .2 )  { ( sound o f  r u s t l i n g  p a p e r  and do or  openi ng) )

3331 C l a r k : S o r r y  ( 0 .4 )  S a l l y  t t h a t  ( 0 .2 )  o -  one  we w ere  d i s c u s s i n g  t e a r l l i e r  i s i n  t h e  t c i t i ^

3332 ( 1 .2 )

3333 E l s i e : AAAAAAH ( 0 .2 )  t h a t ' s  w t [ h y  I t h e n

3334 C l a r k : [ B e : : W u : : :  ( 0 .6 )  S t a n s t e a d  C [ o u r t

3335 M i l t o n : [ R i [ : : : g h t  ( . )  so ( 0 .2 )  t i f

3336 you c o u l d  s u g g ^ e s t  t h a t  t h e  f o l l o w  up a p p o i n t m e n t  i s  made (0 .4 )  i f t h e y  c o u l d  ehm

3337 E l s i e : [The one t h a t was s e e i n g

3338 w asernam e

3339 M i l t o n : t p u t  a l i t t l e  no > ^ : : t e

3340 ( 2 .2 )
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3341 Jo h n :

3342 S a l l y :

3343

3344 M i l t o n :

3345

3346 C l a r k :

3347 M i l t o n :

3348 C l a r k :

3349 E l s i e :

3350 S a l l y :

3351

3352 S a l l y :

3353 E l s i e :

3354

3355

Ts h e i l a  i K e n n e t t  ( 1 .2 )  d o e [ s  t h a t  r i n g

[Mmm yeh

( 0 . 6 )

W ell  f I '  11 come l o u t  now hhhhh hhhhh ( { l a u g hs ) )

( 0 . 2 )

S o r r y =

=Yes=

=1 t h -  ( . )  j u s [t  t h o u [ g h t  you w ere  g o i n g  t o  come o u t

[Yeah i t  n e e d s  a d i f f e r e n t  t d o c t o r  t h e n  t d o e s n '  i t =

[ t o l kay

= I t  m a k [e s  more  s e n s e

° [A h : : : : : : : :  i t ' s  j u s s  I  mean t h e y ' v e  g o t  a l l  t h a t 0 e x t r a  I work ( ( d o o r  c l o s i n g ) )  

t h a t ' s  I b e e n  t c r e a t e d  I by j u s t  t p u r e  a d m i n i s t r a t i v e  I s t u f f  

( 0 . 2 )
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3356 S a l l y :  °Ah i s s  j u s s 0

3357 (0 .4 )

3358 E l s i e :  . h h [ h h h h h h  ( ( exhales  l oudly ) )

3359 S a l l y :  ° [ r i d i c u l o u s 0 ( 0 .4 )  .h h h  r i g h t  so  t h a t ' s  on p a g e  i t h r e e  ( 0 .4 )  s h a l l  we move i o [ n

3360 E l s i e :  [Yeah=

3361 S a l l y :  =Page i f o u r =

3362 E l s i e :  =Page i f o u r  t t w o  i down on p a [ g e  i f  ou :  : r  ( . )  jiM =

3363 S a l l y :  [Yeh Yeh

3364 S a l l y :  =Yeh=

3365 E l s i e :  = a : : n d  t h e r e ' s  a f e e d b a c k  l e t t e r  °w-° f rom  J o h n  h e r e  i anyway s e z  t h a t  e : : ' s  e r r

3366 c a n c e l l e d  i t  c a u s e  h e ' s  moved t o  t B r i d g f o r d  ( 0 .8 )  ahm so  i t ' s  t b e e n  r e f e r r e d  i on ( 0 .6 )

3367 by J [ o h n

3368 J o h n :  [ (°------- [ -------------------------°) =

3369 S a l l y :  [On t h e  l i s t
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3370 E l s i e :

3371 J o h n :

3372 E l s i e :

3373 J o h n :

3374 E l s i e :

3375 S a l l y :

3376 J o h n :

3377 S a l l y :

3378 E l s i e :

3379

3380 S a l l y :

3381 E l s i e :

3382

3383 J o h n :

3384

=so t h a t  j u s t  n e e d s  ( 0 .4 )  w e l l  i t  t d o e s n '  e v e n  n e e d  f i [ l i i n g  c a u s e

[A:h y e s

y o u ' l l  ' v e  p u t  t h e  o r : : [ i g i n a l  i n  t h e  n o t e s  t a n y way

[ o r i g i n a l  ( t h i s )  l e t t e r  ay  l o v e l y  yeh=

= s [ o  we c a n  t a c t u a >ll l y =

[Yeh

=Yeah okay  g r e a t  yeah=

=Q: :T [ kay a n y t h i n g  e l s e  on p a g e  >lf o u r  

[Mmm

( 4 .2 )

No ( . )  a l r i g h t  4p a [ g e  t f i v e

° [Mmm°

( 3 .6 )

Phewww ( (yawns)  ) 

( 0 . 2 )

p r e t sumabl y
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3385 S a l l y :  Uh huh ( ( l a u g h s ) )  ( 1 . 6 )  u o :> h h  ( 0 .2 )  p a g e  t s iX  ( 0 .6 )  I ' l l  t g e t  t o  one  o f  m ine  a t  4 t h i s

T r a t e  ( 1 .2 )  e h : : : :m ( 0 .6 )  t n o  

(0 .6 )  ( ( r u s t l i n g  p a p e r ) )

( 0 .4 )

3385 S a l l y :

3386

3387

3388 E l s i e :

3389

3390 S a l l y :

3391

3392 E l s i e :

3393

3394 E l s i e :

3395 S a l l y ;

3396 S a l l y :

3397 E l s i e :

3398 S a l l y :

ca  [ s e

[Well  we n e e d  ( . )  we d i d  a b i g  r e q u e s t  t h e  o t h e r

[Yeah

[ t y e a h
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3399

3400

3401

3402

3403

3404

3405

3406

3407

3408

3409

3410

3411

3412

(1.0)

S o : :  ( 4 . 0 )  t p a g e  I s e v e n  t s h a l l  I ( 0 . 2 )  do a f e e d t b a c k

( 0 . 2 )

Yeah

( 0 .6 )  ( ( sound o f  r u s t l i n g  p a p e r ) )

°m ig h t a s  l w e l l ° ( 1 .6 )  ehhm ( 0 .4 )  t h i s  i s  t h e  t t o p  o f  I p ag e  s e v e n  ( 0 .4 )  G: t E :  ( 1 .2 )  

( 6 .0 )  ( ( r u s t l i n g  p a p e r ) )  and  t h i s  i s  t o  D o c to r  C l -  ( 0 .2 )  t e l a : y e h : : :m ( 0 .6 )  t t h a n k  

you f o r  r e f e r r i n g  ( 0 .4 )  G le n d a  t o  t h e  t t e a m  saw h e r  t o g t h e r  w i t h  h e r  I h u s b a n d  ( 0 .6 )  

e r r  a s s e s s m e n t  ( . )  Wednesday I t e n t h  o f  O c t t o b e r  duh duh duh duh .h h h  ( 0 .4 )  ehm I ' l l  

t r e a d  i t  l o u t  i t ' s  e a s i e r  ( 0 .2 )  s h e  i t d e n i f i e d  h e r  p r o b le m s  a s  a s  h a v i n g  s t a r t e d  

e a r l i e r  t h i s  y e a r  when h e r  h u s b a n d  was d i a g n o s e d  w i t h  t c a n c e r  ( . )  . h h  an d  t h e  

management  a t  h e r  t w o rk p l a c e  w ere  e x t r e m e l y  u n s y m p a t t h e l t i c  ( . )  . h h  a t  a r o u n d  t h e  

t same t i m e  h e r  t e e n a g e  t so n  was h a v i n g  t r e a t m e n t  f o r  I g l a u coma ( . )  .h h  t h e r e  was a 

f e a r  t h a t  he  m i g h t  l o s e  h i s  t e y e l s i g h t  ( . )  . h h  a t r e q u e s t  f o r  t i m e  l o f f  t o  t a t t e n d

ehm
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3413

3414

3415

3416

3417

3418

3419

3420

3421

3422

3423

3424

3425

3426

hospital appointments were treated unsympaftheticall>ly (.) .hhh (0.2) and she was 

tclose>lly tquestionj'ed every time she fa: sked (.) .hh she was talso made to pay back 

tany time she had off by working extra thours=

=Mmm=

=.hh in adfdition she felt that she was being conttinually tpicked on and told off by 

her boss for minor misftakes (.) .hhh she'd been working four ftwelve hour shifts and 

tpreviously done (0.2 .hh little EXTra work on her days off by driving a VAN (.) for a 

friend delivery -If irm (.) .hh and this work had lasted six fmonths (.) .hh she told me 

that she'd not trealised that by fdoing this she'd be contravining a worktime 

dirfecitive (.) .hh she'd ffinished this job by the time of her husband's fillness but 

when the company found tou:t about it she was accused of (0.2) .hhh gross misfcondiuct 

(.) .hh she told me that her imfmediate boss had tea:lied her into his office and 

fshouted at her for forty fminutes (.) .hh she said that fthis had occurred at a time 

when she didn't know whther her husband was going to surtvi:ve (.) .hh and she'd just
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3427

3428

3429

3430

3431

3432

3433

3434

3435

3436

3437

3438

3439

3440

gone to fpieices (.) .hh she became infcreasingly anxious at work could fnot cope with 

raised voices and has found herself more and more ttear^ful (.) .hh by f June she was 

unfable to carry on working and has been off sick ever tsince (0.6) .hh tcurrent 

measures show tno evildence of depression with a score of nine of the tBeck (.) .hh 

er::m oh she did admit to some increased tearfulness and irritat>lion (.) .hh tsleep 

and appetite are tfi:l :ne and there is not and never thas been any suicidal ideation 

or self tharm (.) .hh fno evidence of psychotic phetnomena or of any other significant 

mental tillness (.) .hh didn't judge her to be a risk to herself or fothers (.) .hh 

however as we ftalked about the situation with her emtployers she became increasingly 

disftressed tearful (.) .hh and fshak>ley and she also started to fstammer (.) .hh 

described feeling of anxiety and tpanic and said that these had been associated with 

the fwork situation (.) .hh but now falso occurred when she ftalked about work or even 

when she anticipated a work related converfsaition (0.2) .hh she's favoiding going 

into fHarborough for fear of bumping into work fcolleagues and will not answer the
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3441

3442

3443

3444

3445

3446

3447

3448

3449

3450

3451

3452

3453

3454

tphone (.) .hh betcause she says she's been rung tseveral times tfrom work (0.2) .hh 

she's exttremely apprehensive about going Tback but feels that she has no tchoice 

beciz ah((laughs)) after six Imonths (.) .hh she will only be eligible for tbenefits 

an tnot half p4ay (.) .hh as she previously tthought toUTside the work area there her 

life appears to be tfine ( (banging sound)) husband has made a good retcovery and she 

told me that they have a happy and stable reltationship as well as a good tsocial life 

(.) .hhh at interview he seemed both suptportive and iundertstanding and agreed with 

her description of evients (.) .hh she has tno problems in going tout as long as it's 

not to tHarborough ( 0 .2 )  or to meet people with whom she ^worked (.) .hh she was tborn 

and brought up tlocally the eldest of a sibship of tfour described happy and normal 

childhood with tno significant (.) .hh or traumatic evtents and said she'd enjoyed 

school made friends (.) .hh tleft at seventeen married her present partner within the 

year and they've been married for tseventeen years (.) .hh and have tfour teengae 

tchild^ren (.) .hh they've tnot had any financial problems up to tnow but anticipate
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3455

3456

3457

3458

3459

3460

3461

3462

3463

3464

3465

3466

3467

3468 (Milton):

Tdifficulties ( 0 .2 )  .hh if Glenda's money's reduced drastically after six months off 

jrsick ( 1 .0 )  I tdidn' t think feel she could (0 .2 )  be said to have a significant mental 

thealth problem and she's therefore outside the remit of the team (.) .hh I'd Talso be 

Twary of giving her a psychitatric label as I wouldn't want to pathologise her 

Tprob>llems (.) .hh hoever she fcertainly expressed anxfiety in the work situTation (.) 

.hh and ( 0 .4  ) and currently expresses ( 0 .2 )  anticipTatory anxiety when thinking and 

Ttalking about work (.) .hh it's thard to see how she could easily retturn but I do 

feel that Tcounselling (.) .hh aTwa:y from the work situation would be thelpful ( 0 .4 )  

.hh ehm ( 0 .2 )  and she'd been Toffered some counselling tthrough work and had tgone to 

see this guy (.) .hhh in a Tvery tiny off4ice ( 0 .2 )  with Tno windows and it wiz >ldark 

( 0 .2 )  .hh and ( 0 .2 )  he'd Tlistened to her ( 0 . 4 )  and then she'd Tasked him if he'd got 

Tany qualifications as a Tcounsellor .hh and he said none whatsoTever I'm just here 

to Tlisten .hh=

=hhhh[hh
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3469

3470

3471

3472

3473

3474

3475

3476

3477

3478

3479

3480

3481

Sally: [so (0.2) tnot ^surprisingly she didn't hahave fMUCH ehheem (0.2) t[confidence in

him mm mm hh .hhh= ( ( laughs))

Clark: tMmm mm

( (laughing)  )

Milton: = (Well th[ey have that)

Sally: [Hah hah hah ( ( laughs))

( 0 . 2 )

Milton: They thave this thi::ng [4ehm (.) that they get very pretcious about in Hartborough

Sally: [Huh hah hah ah:::::

Milton: (which I've not) come across called the listetning ^service .hhh and ehm (0.6) the

(0.6) th- the tlisteiners (.) have been very prominent in what used to be called the 

(.) standing (1.0) huh th- huh standing commt_rtt.ee ( ( laughs) ) (0.2) for mental ^health 

.hh an twhe:n (0.2) we talked taibout (0.4) counsellting ^services they were tvery
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3482

3483

3484 Sally:

3485 Milton:

3486

3487 Elsie:

3488 Sally:

3489

3490 Milton:

3491

3492 Sally:

3493 Milton:

3494 Sally:

3495 Elsie:

resistant 4to: .hhh (0.4) ehm counse llting services which were coming tinto 

^Harborough °(though they would'v'e been here actually sixteen years ago [about0 with

[tReally

you know [it's °sort [of0 

[Mmm

[Oh ( ( laughing))

(0.4)

Eh:m

( . )

3492 Sally: Weh tshe was very tang>lry and i- (.) and I me [an it intcreased her tanger .hh (0.2)

[Mmmmm

3494 Sally: obviously ab[out the tcompany and about the way they've ttreated her

[Mmmm
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3496 (0.6)

3497 Sally: [[Eh::m

3498 Milton: [[Ye::s so is this in THarbor^ough or err=

3499 Sally: =It's it's (.) it's fo- th- ehm (0.2) she works for 3-Im

3500 (.)

3501 Milton: Right [mmm

3502 John: [Mmm

3503 (0.4)

3504 Milton: S[:o:

3505 Sally: [and it's j[ust somebody who'd been not surprisingly very tangry

3506 Milton: [TMmm

3507 Sally: about the way she's been ttreat>led=

3508 Milton: =Ye::s=
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3509 Sally: =.hh so I said I I I  ffe:lt that she that counselling taway from the work situation

3510 would be thelpful and in particular .hh (.) it tmight enable her to get in touch with

3511 and express her tfeelings of tanger [towards the company for the way in which she's

3512 Milton: [.hhhhhhhhhh hugh huh {(coughs))

3513 Sally: been ttreat^ed (0.4) .hh and then I tput I wonder if you've access to counselling

3514 through the PC^G (.) .hh if not I suggested that Glenda they could fcontact the

3515 fNottingham or Leicester counselling centres (0.2) .hhh although there might be quite

3516 a wait for iniput .hh (.) I've arranged a ffurther session with me in Novfember to

3517 monitor anxfiety and [see and see what progress has been made with regard to her

3518 Elsie: [Mmm

3519 Sally: employe r s  (0.4) ( (sound o f  r u s t l i n g  paper)) and factually tl ended up feeling really

3520 angfry (0.6) ehm on her befhaj_ilf and I guess it was perhaps tHER ha-anger as wehell

3521 ( ( laughing)) cause she couldn't ex^press fit .hhh (0.2) cause she just felt that she
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3522 didn't have any (0.6) any safe way of tdoing that at iwork cause she'd (.) lose her

3523 t job

3524 (0.2)

3525 Milton: Mmm (2.0) I mean I tdon't Iknow if tyou 4know anything about this listetning bus[iness

3526 Elsie

3527 Elsie: [It's

3528 linked with the iBap[tist t chu:: :rch (0.4) it'stbeen going yea:::rs

3529 Stella: [Mmmm

3530 Elsie: t[hey they were (0.6) I tthink they started off originially (.) within they

3531 Milton: [Mmm

3532 Elsie: 4own tchu:rch

3533 (0.4)

3534 Milton: Cause tJean Naylor describes herself as a listener °doestn't 4she°

3535 (.)
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3536 Elsie: Ah duhurh h[h huh huh ({laughs))

3537 Sally: [Well tthis was an employ[ee an employ^ee of the tcomp^any

3538 Milton: tshe tdid well she >ldid yeh

3539 (1.0)

3540 Sally: this was an employee of the tcomp [>lany who was er was nothing to do with °(this at

3541 Elsie: [.hhhh toh yeah no it's no it's ino separate yeh

3542 Sally: this [---------- )° .hh[hhh

3543 Elsie: no no

3544 Milton: [Mmm

3545 Elsie: [Weh they're tstill around the >lcharnwood listeners but i- it

3546 tis (0.2) linked with the Baptist >lchurch=

3547 Milton: =tRight I didn't know >lthat (0.2) mm=

3548 Elsie: =Yea:h °okay°=

3549 Sally: =°l didn't know that one teither)0
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3550 (0.6)

3551 Elsie: hh (0.4) tthird up from the bottom on that >lpa::ge (0.4) AGRt[L :::

3552 Sally: [Yeh

3553 Elsie: should've come off tanyway last week cause it was a Coaltville (0.6) °(I think)0

3554 (0.6)

3555 Sally: oikay (0.4) I've got tanother ione t- (0.2) to feedback which (0.2) oh no shall we

3556 tlea:ve it (1.0) I [f we're going to have 4ehm=

3557 John: [ (°No time0)

3558 Elsie: =Mm[mmm

3559 Sally: [can leave it [till next (4-yea :r)

3560 Stella: [(Mmm tit's on ther[e)

3561 John: [Can I just mention on page eight very tguicktly

3562 you can take (0.2) JR four do4:wn (0.4) off

3563 (0.4)
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3564 Sally:

3565 John:

3566 Sally:

3567 Stella:

3568 Elsie:

3569

3570 Elsie:

3571

3572 Ron:

3573 Sally:

3574 Ron:

3575 Sally:

3576

3577 Sally:

[cause I discuss [ed her tw[ice with eh [m the Ge: : -IPe: :

[Oh yes

[Hooray

[toh excelleWt

( 0 . 2 )

=Good

( . )

Or you could take of B:>Ia ; (.) as well seco[n-

[Where's that=

=Second from the top o[n page height

[Right

( 0 . 2 )
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3578 Ron: =Ehm before she {{door c l os i ng) ) ha:s (1.2) err I spoke with her and she said she'd

3579 tre-engaged with (.) Albert Street and tthey were going to sort it all ou:t an:d I:

3580 rang Doctor Carrott (0.6) who said that's fine with >ther

3581 (1.2)

3582 Sally: Ri[ght

3583 Ron: [so:: (0.2) I'll shall tno:t be assessing t[her

3584 Elsie: [Nn an on page height

3585 (0.2)

3586 Stella: BA for take toff

3587 (0.4)

3588 Elsie: L::[R:: is:: one two three four five [>klown (0.2) it

3589 Ron: [Yte:s

3590 Sally: [Yeah
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3591 Elsie:

3592

3593

3594 Milton:

3595 Sally:

3596

3597 Elsie:

3598 Sally:

3599 Stella:

3600 Sally:

3601

3602

3603 Elsie:

was a Leicester one an I've wri- off (0.2) the letter's gone (0.4) to that -iteam .hh

ah huh huh ((l aughs ))

( 0 . 2 )

And [the:y've eh:::m not bounced it 4back=

[We've factually 

( . )

=Er::::::: not 4yet nnhuh huh= ((l aughs ))

=We've factually taken an awful lot off the [4list desfpite the fact that we

[fMmmm

haven't had time for many ffehed>lbaahcks {{laughs)) (0.6) so: (0.8) not too >lbad (0.6)

okay shall we fleave it ithere and come back at half past for the fbusiness ^meeting 

( 0 . 2 )

Yeh
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